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In Our 99th Year

15e Per Copy

Reaction To New Savings

Charges Against
Local Used Car
Dealer Dropped

Certificate Plan Mixed
Among Local Bank Heads
week is 7.16 percent. A new rating will
be issued Thursday.
As a service to investors, The Murray
Ledger 81 Times will publish the weekly
Local bankers and savings and loan
savings certificate interest rate along
representatives say it may be too early
with its daily stock market quotations
to guage initial customer reaction to
each Thursday.•
two new types of savings certificates on
-The theory of what they are trying
sale the first of this month.
to do is acceptable," Boyd said."I can't
Some financial experts feel the new
think of a much better investntent
certificates, issued in denominations of
where the interest is guaranteed and
$1,000 and $10,000, will attract investors
the principal is guaranteed."
who are increasingly turning to higher
Another certificate is issued in small
interest Treasury bills and municipal
denominations of $1,000 minimum and
and corporate bonds.
pays eight percent maximum interest
But,locally the reaction from persons
for savings and loan institutions and 7
in the financial institutions is mixed.
;4 for commerical banks. That cerOne financial official who didn't want
tificate takes eight years to mature.
to be identified, called the new issues
The idea behind the certificate is that
inflationary. "They're going to incustomers who have been investing
crease the cost of money— to the 'their money in Treasury bills ano
borrower."
municipal and corporate bonds which
An official, of another institution who
have higher yields than regular bank
also did not want to be identified, said,
accounts, will invest in the new cer"The reason we've had to have these
tificates.
new certificates is because the federal
Savings in flow, according to some
national reports has been down the fir4at
government has raised their yields on
their debt instruments to such an extent
part of this year compared to last year,
as to syphon off money-from the private
affecting the housing market because,.
sector of the economy making (bank
of savings institutions are a prime
and savings and loan) plans Tatsource for mortgage funds.
tra ctive."
Larry Wright with Security Federal
The $10,000 savings certificate
Savings and Loan Association of
reaches maturity in six months. The
Murray predicted a "light" response to
interest rate on it is tied to the average
the new certificates due to the long
yield of a six month Treasury bill in the
term commitment. "Also, that $10,000
goverment auction the week the cerof funds for the $1,000 certificate.
tificate is purchased.
minimum deposit (on the $10,000 cerAccording to Bill Boyd, president of
tificate) would rule out a lot of your
Peoples Bank in Murray, the rate this
srnaller savers," Wright said.
One financial official observed,
'They (the federal government) draw
savings over to the Treasury bills. Then
we in turn have to pay higher interest
on the savings certificates, raising our
expenses." The official, who asked that
his name not be used said ultimately
A number of routine school-related
tammeare en me agenda for a Calloway the cost will be passed on the mortgage
County School Board session Thursday. loan seeker.
School board members, in a meeting
Both Boyd and Joe Dick, president of
at school administrative offices on
Bank of Murray, indicated some
College Farm Road, are expected to
customers have inquired about the
talk about an alternative pupil certificates.
reporting system for youngsters ip the
Dick said because the certificates are
first grade, selection of an auditor, relatively new, "there really hasn't
adoption of a substitute teacher salary
been that much response that we're
schedule, renewal of a contract with aware of."
Florence and Hutcheson to monitor
"One segment of my bank reports the
school sewage treatment plants, review • reaction has been favorable...People
of tractor bids, consideration of a
are asking about it," Boyd said.
request from Murray-Calloway County
Airport Board to use North Elementary
as an emergency re-location site and
review of legislation concerning
payment to employees.
School board members are also
expected to go into executive session to
discuss property acquisition. A report
Only three non-routine items of city
from Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent, is business are listed on the agenda for the
also slated for the Thursday session. rigular meeting of the Murray Common Council Thursday.
The council will consider a new
contract with Mercy Ambulance service; a resolution on a grant amendment for the Murray Calloway County
Airport; and bids for a backhoe and
welding truck for the natural gas
Members of Murray Independent
Board of Education are expected to system.
hear reports on basic adult education
and the food service program when the
board meets Thursday night.
Also on the agenda for the 7:30 p.m.
session is:
— A progress report on Head Start
Calloway County Young Democrats
transportation;
will hold a car wash this Saturday, June
— Consideration of school auditor's
10, from 9 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. The car
estimates;
wash will be held at the University Gulf
— Consideratien of bond depository
Service Station, Five Points.
for public school funds;
The young democrats will wash one
— Consideration of renewal of the
car, inside and out for V. All proceeds
treasurer's bond;
will be contributed to the MAST,
— Assorted financial reporb and
emergency medical helicopter unit, at
personnel recommendations.
Fort Campbell.
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter

Board Members

Face Lengthy Agenda

Council Faces
Short Agenda

City Board Meeting

Set Thursday Night

Car Wash To
Benefit MAST

inside today Two Sections — 24 Pages
It was the busiest political day in this non-presidential
election year and there were some noteworthy victories
including adoption of Propositien 13 for backers of that tax
proposal. For a wrap-up of prirharies nationwide, See
Page 10-A.

showers
Occasional .showers and
thunderstorms tonight diminishing on Thursday. Lows tonight
in che upper 60s. Highs Thursday
in the mid to upper 70s.
A chance of showers and
thundershowers each day Friday
through Sunday. Lo'w _temperatures during the-period will
be in the upper 50s and Ros and
highs will be in the upper 70s awl
Ws.
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NURSERY DONATION — Stuart Poston (left), Murray-Calloway County
Hospital administrator, Jenner Burkhart, and Dr. Clegg Austin, look over
descriptions of mobile patient monitors, one of which will be purchased
with a special fund set up for Mrs. Burkhart's daughter Bonnie Sue Lee in
1967. Scores of countians contributed to the fund for the child who died
Staff Photo by Lowell Atchley
with a congenital heart defect.

Bonnie Sue Lee Fund
Donated To Hospital
Lee Fund committee met Tuesday
afternoon with Stuart Poston, administrator of the local hospital, and
In early 1967 scores of Calloway
Clegg Austin, a Murray pediatrician,to
countians rallied to the side of little
talk about the contribution.
Bonnie Sue Lee,,a baby who was dying
Original committee members in the
with a congenital heart defect.
meeting Tuesday included Dee Imes
She needed specialized treatment and ' who was a health nurse with Calloway
surgery, but her mother Jenner
County Health Department then, Mrs.
Burkhart (formerly Lee) couldn't
Harold (Pat) McReynolds, who was in
afford the cost of taking her to Mayo
the local hospital having her child when
Clinic in Minneapolis, Minn. Mrs.
she met Mrs. Burkhart, Sylva Atkins,
Burkhart had two other children to take
who was associated then With the state
care of along with little Bonnie Sue.
child welfare department.
A nucleus of countians became
Dr. Austin said the mobile monitor
concerned with Mrs. Burkhart's plight.
will enable hospital personnel to
They formed a fund raising committee.
monitor a number of neo-natal vital
The word spread and the money needed
signs such as heart rate, temperature,
started coming in.
respiration, blood pressure, and will be
Contributions financed a trip to
a welcome addition to the hospital
hospitals in Nashville and later to Mayo
nursery.
(iinic, where Mrs. Burkhart Was told
• Poston said, "I think it is a much
her child's defect could not be .needed piece of equipment and cercorrected.
tainly a welcome one. We appreciate
Born August 27, 1966, she died when
the committee and Jenner (Mrs.
she was 11 months old.
larkhart) for donating the money to
Money in the Bonnie Sue Lee Fund
the hospital." Poston added that
paid the hospital bills, later the funeral
deliveries in the local hospital inbills: It was kept in a special savings creased 25 percent last year.
account in case another child in the
Mrs. McReynolds said that because
same circumstances needed the the money was given by people in the
money. The money was never used.
county, it would be appropriate to
That money, which over the years donate it to the local hospital for
since the late 60s has grown to over equipment that can be used in the care
$2,500, will be given to Murray- of other small children like Bonnie Sue
Calloway County Hospital in July to buy Lee.
aspecial patient portable monitor for
A special plaque in the memory of
the hospital nursery.
Bonnie Sue Lee will be placed on the
Members of the original Bonnie Sue machine.
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter

PADUCAH — U. S. District Judge
Edward Johnstone has signed an order
disnissing federal charges against Bill
Crouse and the Crouse corporation in
connection with allegedly tampering
with car odometers.

expected to be sentenced June 72. A
federal jury Tuesday found Brandon
guilty on two counts of three in connection with disconnecting, resetting or
altering odometers.
According to the clerk, the case of
James "Jiggs" Lassiter, another car
According to a spokesman in the dealer charged in federal court, has
federal court clerk's office here, been continued.
federal prosecutors made the motion to
Three defendants in a Paducah used
dismiss charges against Crouse car dealership, Tri-State Motors Inc.
Tuesday afternoon. The original were indicted earlier this year. Robert
federal indictment is dropped the Devers was found not guilty of his
spokesman said.
participation in the case. Herbert
J. T. Todd of Todd Used Cars, one of Herndon pleaded guilty and was fined.
four local used car dealers indicated Parker is ill and has not been
earlier this year in connection with arraigned, a court spokesman said.
allegedly altering car odometers, has
U.S. Attorney Albert Jones said early
pleaded nobo contendere on two counts. today that after the indictments against
Federal prosecutors moved to dismiss Crouse were handed down, "additional
two other counts against the Murray information developed," leading to the
Car dealer today.
motion for dismissal.
Todd and G. T. Brandon of Brandon
The clerk said caurt officials have not
Brothers Used Cars in Murray are set a date for the trial of Lassiter.

BUILDING DESTROYED—An old homeplace at Coldwater that was being
used as a storage building was totally destroyed by fire last night. The
building, owned by C. F. Broach, contained several pieces of furniture including antiques and family heirlooms, according to Broach's brother Ray.
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad responded to the call and
remained on the scene to protect other nearby buildings.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon

Cleo Sykes Retires After Over
Twenty Years With Post Office
Cleo Sykes has retired as superintendent of Postal operations for the
Murray. Post Office after being
assocaited in the post office department
for over 20 years.
Sykes started as a substitute carrier
on Jan. 1, 1954, and became a regular
clerk at the postoffice in 1966. That
same year Sykes was promoted to the
position of assistant postmaster, the
name later changed to superintendent
of postal operations, and he held that
positian until his recent retirement.
)long With his duties with the
Postoffice Department, Sykes has
given freely of his time and talents,
with church, civic, and youth
organizations.
For the past ten years he has worked
with the American Legion Baseball
program and presently serves as
District Baseball chairman of the First
District. He served one year as baseball
commissioner of the Kentucky District.
Sykes and his wife, the former Mary
Neale,to whom he was married in 1938,
attend the baseball games and lend
their support in whatever way is
possible. When the national American
Legion baseball tournament was held
here in 1976, both Sykes and his wife,
played a vital role in the planning and
operation of the tournament.
The retired postal superintendent has
been a member of the American Legion
for about twenty-five years, arid has
held all officer positions up to and
including commander of the Post No. 73
here. He has also served as vicecommiehder and commander of the
First District and vice-commander of
the Department of Kentucky.
Another special youth activity of the
community has been served by Sykes
That is the Boy Scouts of America. He
served for fifteen years as Scotgmaster. Explorer Advisor, aria several
prinitinne ott the' district level.
The Murray man is a member of the
First United Methodist Church, Mw-ray
Lodge No. 106 Free and Accepted
Masons, Royal Arch Council, and the
Mayfield Corrunandery No. 49 Knights

Burglaries May
Be Related,
Authorities Say
Calloway County Sheriff's Department is currently investigating two
burglaries which a department
spokesman says may be linked.
Both Larry Robinson of Route 6,
Murray, and Otis Lovins, Route 5,
Murray, Tuesday afternoon reported
that their residences had been
burglarized.
The department spokesman said the
two break-ins are possibly related and
are still under investigation.
Robinson reported a clock radio and a
stereo and two speakers missing in a
burglary that occured at his mobile
home. —Lovins reported a color
television missing after the burglary of
his home.

•••••••••

Will Kentucky

'
4?

Voters Try To
Cut Taxes, Too?
-owe
RETIREMENT CERTIFICATE—Cleo Sykes, left, holds the framed certificate
presented to him by the United State Postoffite on his retirement as
superintendent of postal ooerations of the Murray Postoffice after 24 years
of service with the Postal Service. Making the presentation was Fred
Jackson, right, officer-in-charge of the Murray Post office.
Templar. Sykes served for two years in
the United States Navy. His service was
in 1944 to 1946 in the Pacific Theatre of
war.
Sykes,son of the late Louie Sykes and
the late Minnie Spiceland Sykes, said he
his wife, Mary, former nurse at the
Murray:Callowa,y County Hosaitals
plan to continue with their activities
With the American f.egion including the
baseball program for Murray.
They said they also hope to travel
some and use their fifth wheel travel
trailer to camp in many camping areas
of Weetern Kentucky and Tennessee

and to other parts of the United States.
Mr. and Mrs. Sykes have one
daughter, Mrs. VEIX (Sarah)
McCuiston, Murray. whose husband
operates the 641 Super Shell Station;
and two sons, Neale Sykes with the
Ferry Morse Seed Company, Fulton,
who,is _Berried to the former Joyce
Kaiser,and Dale Sykes who is manager
of the Paducah U-Hua) Agency, who is
married to the former Cindy Jatton.
The Sykes' have seven grandchildren
who are Mark, Mickey, and Monty
McCuiston, LeeAnn, Ricky. Lori, and
Amy Sykes.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Is
Proposition 13 a California phenomenon, or is it the beginning of a tax
backlash that will sweep the country?
Voter and public official alike cast
interested glances to California on
Tuesday as Proposition 13 — a measure
that, if passed, would roll back properts
taxes to just 1 percent of assessed
valuation.
California overwhelmingly approved
Proposition 13 — by a 2-1 margin, in
fact — and thereby took the first step
toward a staggering $7 billion cutback
in property taxes.
The state can take the proposition to
court in an attempt to undo the vote..hut.,.
the message is. clear ntmetheless.. •
Will KentuckY. 'taxpayers. emboldened by the California referendum,
try a similar attack-on taxes here, or is
there even a need of tax reform in the
See TAXES
Page 16-A, Column 5
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Bridal Events Held In
Honor Of Mrs. Smith
Mrs, Joel Smith, nee Debbie
Chilcutt, has been honored at
several events.
A tea was held at the
Community Room of the
Peoples Bank. Hostesses for
the event were Mrs. Jerry
Falwell, Mrs. Ray Broach,
Mrs. Rex Smith, Mrs Earl
Barnett, Mrs. James Stone
and Mrs. Sherwood Potts.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with a corsage of
white carnations and daisies
and the mothers, Mrs. Charles
Chilcutt and Mrs. Thomas
Smith were presented corsages of white carnations.
The table was -arritrigect
beautifully with two silver
candelabra on each end with a
centerpiece of white and
yellow carnations in a silver
wine cooler. The table for the
gifts was overlaid with a
yellow tablecloth and each
aidividual table for the guests
was decorated with a yellow
carnation and leather leaf in a
silver bud vase.
The refreshments served
were punch, mints, nuts,
cookies, and several different
candies.
Sixty persons attended or
sent gifts.
Mrs.. William Sherrill
Gargus was the hostess for a
breakfast held at Mrs.
Gargus' home.

Give Dad
A

T-Shirt
on

Father's Day
Fria

1-Shirts

Etc.
111/.0live

Mon -Sat.10:00 cm -6:00 p.m.
(family Owned
and Operaied)

The honoree was presented
with a corsage of white
daisies.
The table was overlaid with
a _gold_ tablecloth and the
centerpiece was a beautiful
arrangement of spring
flowers.
Those attending were
served orange juice, coffee,
doughnuts, coffee cake, ham
with biscuits and sausage.
Eight persons attended the
breakfast.
A brunch was held at the
home of Mrs. Gerry.Requarth.
Hostesses for this event were
Mrs. Dan Hart, Mrs. Dewayne
Smith, Mrs. Hal Smith. and
Mrs. Requarth.
The hostesses presented the
honoree, her mother and her
mother-in-law with corsages
of white carnations.
The table was overlaid with
a white lace over yellow
tablecloth. The centerpiece
was
carnations
yellow
arranged in a lovely container.
, the guests were served
orange juice, tomato juice,
coffee, ham with biscuits,
blueberry Muffins and banana
nut bread.
Forty gusest were present
or sent gifts.

Dale Leys Has
Art Exhibit
MUNCIE, Ind.—James T.
Grubloa. Louisville and Dale
D. Leys. Murray, artists are
exhibiting in the 24th annul
Drawing and Small sculpture
Show at Ball State University.
The national juried show will
be up in the university Art
Gallery through Sunday, June
25.
"Reflection-Portrait of the
Artist's Wife" is the title of
Grubloas graphite drawing.
A silver point, watercolor,
and acrylic; mixed with gesso
on masonite drawing titled
"Passage I" is exhibited by
Leys.
These pieces are among 133
drawing and 54 sculptures
selected for this year's show
by E. F. Sartguinetti, director
cf the Utah Museum of Fine
Arts. Artists whosg works are
included in 'the show are from
37 states.
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Q: Mr. M.H. writes that
he had a "middle-aged"
friend who recently died
from cancer of the pancreas after a relatively
brief illness.
Mr. H.H. continues,"His
.
e column on the "dirty physicians had difficulty in
DEAR ABBY: You wrote a who,l
tricks" that humans perpetrate op dogs (such as letting making a diagnosis and
them run loose and breed accidentally).
could do nothing for him
Well, I am tired of dogs leaving their dirty tricks on my after they determined
lawn! I'm tired of shoveling dirty tricks off my yard so I what was
wrong. Is any
won't have to warn each visitor to step carefully.
...progress being made in
I think you left out an important law concerning care Of handling
this form of
dogs. Any parent who gives a child a dog should specify
cancer?"
that the child is obligated to shovel up the dirty tricks his
dog leaves on. neighbors lawns.
I have learned to cope with clogs tipping over
garbage cans. I rinse off meat papers and even sprinkle
chili powder over anything that might interest dogs, and I
always make sure the lid on my garbage can is tightly
secured. Dogs have learned a new respect for my garbage
cans, but not for my lawn.
Come on, Abby, be a friend to countlessagiousands of
people who are abused by dumb animals, and print this
Be choosey when you go for
letter.
DOGGONE MAD IN MESA, ARIZ. the BIG look in this summer's
styles. You'll just look sloppy
DEAR DOGGONE: The dirty tricks that dogs instead_pf fashionable if the
perpetrate on humans would be completely eliminated if shoulder seam,for instance, is
every dog owner accepted the responsibility for his dog's in the wrong place.
actions—as he well should!
. "How your clothes fit still
matters," says Jo Min
DEAR ABBY: I've been seeing a psychologist for about Hilliker, a clothing
specialist
five months. He!s a male and so am I. On my first visit to
his office, he had me strip naked, stand before a mirror and with the UK College of
Cooperative
talk about my body. I don't know if he asks his female Agriculture
patients to do this, but all of his male patients that I've Extension Service.
Here are the things she
spoken to told me that he. did the same thing with them.
(He asks his patients not to mention this procedure to suggest you check in the
mirror when trying on a dress,
others.)
We wonder if perhaps he is a voyeur. He's about 45, and blouse, shirt or jacket:
has a nice wife and family.
Do the shoulders end where
If you lie on his couch and feel embarrassed or nervous, your own do?
he sits on the floor beside you and holds your hand to relax
Does the neckline lie fait?
you. I have never heard of a psychologist doing this, have
Is
the back of the hem even
you?
If you return for further sessions and lie on his couch, he with the front?
Are the look and the length
asks you to remove your shirt. He has told me that he has
seen some very good-looking young men in his practice. flattering?
I once heard a well-known psychiatrist say on a talk
Do neckline, waistline, hips,
show, "Never take your cloth'e's off for a shrink."
etc. hit you in the right place?
I'd like your opinion.
Once a garment passes
JIM IN LOS ANGELES inspection on all the
points
DEAR JIM: Mos/ psychologists are competent, caring that apply above, give it the
and strictly ethical in their manner of treatment, but if you motion test, says Hilliker.
question the professional ethics of your psychologist, write Bend way over, stretch, sit
to the State Board of Medical Quality Assurance, 1430 down, cross your legs, even
Jump around. Does it feel
Howe Ave.,Sacramento, Calif. 95825.
Those residing in other states should check out their comfortable and still look
therapists with their county psychological associations. great on you?
If so, and the price is right,
DEAR ABBY: A reader signed ALWAYS THE GUEST it's probably a good deal for
asked how to gracefully get the check in a restaurant. In you. And
it won't look like
this case, it was a woman who occasionally entertained
gentlemen who were not as financially able to handle the something your big brother or
sister handed down too soon.-check as she was.
You suggested that she go to places where she had
Family Reunion ..0
credit and arrange with the management to add the Ray
gratuities to the bill and charge everything to her account. Be Sunday At Kenlake
I leave a major credit card with the maitre d' with
The descendants of J. R.,
instructions to charge the meal, taxes and appropriate tip
to my account. This always works and is a surefire way of Bobby, and Chrissie Ray will
avoiding embarrassing squabbles over who is to settle the have a family reunion on
bill. '
Sunday, June 11, at ten a.m. at
V‘rhereas most people have major credit cards, many do the Kenlake State Park.
-,1
not have restaurant accounts.
The Ray family was forJOHN F. IN NORTHRIDGE.CALIF. merly from Graves County. A
basket lunch will be served at
DEAR JOHN: Thanks for the tip!
noon.
Getting married? Whether
want a formal church
wedding or a simple do•your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send SI itod a long, stamped (24 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
•.

Responsibility Is
Going to the Dogs

A: Cancer of the pancreas, when diagnosed, is
regarded as almost always
a hopeless condition. It is
the deadliest form of
malignant disease.
The pancreas is a glandular organ that is deeply
buried in the upper abdomen and has a rich bloqd
supply, which encourages
early spread of the cancer.
This tumor ihthe pancreas
has been difficult to diag-

cur _,Saiem church
wmu Has Meet
Bes
py For WMU of Salem Baptist
Church met May 3 at 7:30.p.m.
the church.
New Clothes atOretha
Williams was in
charge of the program which
was "Making the Gospel True
for Indonesia."
Others on the program were
Winnie Crouch, Beverly
Overcast, Molena ArmstrOffg,
and Pauline Elkins.
Others present, were
Eleanor Miller, Sue Foster,
Evonne Burt, Lottie Sheridan,
Jeannette Fain, Hilda WinEstelle
and
chester
Blankenship.

nose by any means, espe- may be required to see the
pancreas and to feel it. If a
cially if it is small.
The symptoms can be growth is noted, a biopsy
attributed to other condi- may be made for microstions and consist of pain in Copic examination.
Surgery of the pancreas
the back I usually worse in
the region of the lower is a formidable operation
chest), vague digestive and often not curative untroubles and loss of appe- less the tumor of the pantite with associated drop in creas is non-malignant or
weight and weakness. If small and early.
A relatively new test has
the tumor is in the head of
the pancreas, a general- been developed and reized jaundice may appear ported by Martin Goldrobecause of gradual ob- sen, M.D., and associates
struction to the bile duct as at the Roswell Park Memof
rial Institute in Buffalo(
It enters_ the intestine.
Some cases a-ie.—Mak;-Nyth'a/waft parf!nosed early by a Tiber"--c—realid —Cancer early ,by
scope, which is inserted mixing a patient's white
through the mouth, eso- -blood cells with panereati4
phagus, stomach and the cancer cells from another
first part of the small intes- person. If the patient's
tine (duodenum ). Then the white blood cells stick to
scope is introduced into the the side of the glass container, the patient does not
pancreatic duct. Its color have cancer of the pancan be observed and a creas. Thig holds true even
biopsy made of suspicious in the cancer's early stagtissue. Also, material can es.
be injected into the panThis test needs further
creatic ducts and X-rays observation in larger medmade to try to determine ical centers. If it proves
obstruction or irregulari- successful; as anticipated,
ties-cif its wall. Such tech- it may become widely used
niques are complicated to help diagnose these danand usually available in gerous tumors of the panlarger Medical centers.
creas earlier — at a time
Exploratory surgery when more can be cured.

NOTICE
Dr. Richard R. Cunningham, M.D., FACOG PSC announces he will be
moving his practice from 807 Poplar to

THE MURRAY WOMEN'S CLINIe
715 S. 12th, suite B
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New officers ol
Business and I
Women's.Club w
at the dinner n
Thursday, May
p.m. at the Murr
Club House.
Laura Jennings
new officers whc
White, preside
McClard, _yict
Dottie Rogers, ci
secretary; Ola 1%0
recording secret
Waters, treasure'
The outgoing
Euple Ward, Agni
and Frances She4

youth

Held,,

The "seeds" ol
cultural exchang
peoples of two
will be "planted
tucky hones an
munities this sui
Japanese y
ticipating in an
youth exchange]
live a month
families in 10 c(
state. The youtt
sponsored jointl
program of the
xtension Serv
city and th
terhational
Foundation in J
hay'
'We
philosophies i
development, si
ning by doing',
portance to the
nations," says
Extension progr
for 4-H in the
Agriculture.
The 49 young
live with their I
families July 2,
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The Murray Women's Clinic will be exclusively limited to the practice
of Obstetrics and Gyneocology; and will open on or about July 1, 1978.
Dr. Richard Cunningham
proudly announces the

association of

SAMUEL G. McCASKILL, JR. MD
as of July 1,1978

TELEPHONE:
Office and After Hours
759-1550
Watch for further information July, 1

'WickE
Accessl
'Picfur
*Mirror
•Kitche
*Table
ofitedsp
*Novel
swore

7:20,
9:15

CAIPRICCNIM CNVE

'

Earlier Diagnosis Of Cancer Of The Pancilas

By Abigail Van Buren

7:25,
9:15

Clog“
I

Business
Women'‘1

By FJ L Blasingame, M D

SPECIAL

For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

I

'Desk AIAT

"BLOOD MANIA"(R)

•••
•••••••:.e.....•••••••
tonite's movies
i

Let's Stay Well

Offer good thru June 30,'78
"Murray , Ky.
" 753-9383

BIG BASH!
113X.O.B41
This week you can get
the kickiest new casual
burlap tote bag for only
at with the purchase of
one pair of Footworks
'j shoes! Just think,two
'
- gre.t new fashion looks at _
a price that can't be beat!
Your favorite kinds of
fashion looks are all here,
like wicked woodies and
ski-hi-styles...all kinds
of footwear fashion to
pair up with your own
kind of style! Come on
into the Biggest Bash
around...and don't
forget, it's B.Y.O.B.!
*BUY YOUR OWN BANG!
A
•
bur lap totf

For Only 1

(Offer Good Only While Supply Lasts)

ie

foro

wy. 641 1
Heel
$21rs
White, Nude,
Black Patent Leather

Wedge
$16'
Cloth, Yellow, Natural, Blue
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New officers of the Murray
ness and Professional
. ftnen's.Club were installed
• at the dinner meeting held
Thursday, May 18, at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
Laura Jennings installed the
new officers who are Connie
White, president; Janice
McClard,
Dottie Rogers, corresponding
secretary; Ola Mae Roberts,
recording secretary; Bobbie
Waters, treasurer.
The outgoing officers are
Euple Ward, Agnes McDaniel,
and Frances Shea.

At Prenuptial Events

Ruby Poole was recognized
for sponsoring three new
members and was awarded
the orchid award from
national headquarters. Vickie
Kloke is a new member of the
club.
A program of accordian
music was presented by
Kathryn Culbart, nursing
instructor at Murray State
University."
The committee in charge of
the
arrangements
was
composed of Madelle Talent,
Janice McClard, Dottie
Rogers,and Frances Whitnell.

. outh Exchange To Be
HAM WOMAN'S CalltYtts.C C.towry,seat-eft tentesTpaut-president of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Club and of the Murray Woman's Club spoke on
"Federation" and installed the new officers at the meeting of the Hazel Woman's Club
held on Thursday, May 18, at 1110 community of Dees Bank of Hazel. Officers installed
were, left to right, front row, Mrs. Dale Nance, vice-president, Mts. Lowry, Mrs. Max
Parks, president, back row, Mrs. Steve Knott, second vice-president, Mrs. James R.
Latimer, treasurer, Mrs. Phil Liddle, recording secretary, and Mrs. Nancy Simpson,
corresponding secretary. Standing committee were appointed by Mrs. Parks. Sixteen
members and three guests were present. Hostesses were Mrs. Gerald Ray, Mrs. Tommy Paschall, Mrs. Dale Nance, and Mrs. Phil Liddle.

Held,Japan, Kentucky
The ''seeds" of a grassroots
cultural exchange between the
peoples of two great nations
will be "planted" in 49 Kentucky homes and their cornmunities this summer.
Japanese youth, participating in an international
youth exchange program, will
live a month with host 4-H
families in 10 counties of the
state. The youth exchange is
sponsored jointly by the 4-H
program of the Cooperative
,,Extension Service in Kenand the Labo In:
terhational Exchange
Foundation in Japan.
"We
have . similar
philosophies about youth
development, such as 'learning by doing', and its importance to the future of our
nations," says Karen Hill,
Extension program specialist
for 4-H in the UK College of
Agriculture.
The 49 young Japanese will
live with their Kentucky host
families July 24 to Aug. 24.
They will fly to Lexington,
where they will attend a 2-day

orientation program conducted
by
Extension
specialists in 4-H, then travel
by car to the homes of their
hosts.
A total of 1,700 young people
from Japan are visiting the
U.S. and Canada this summer
through the international
exchange program.
The youth of both, nations
Frances Drake
learn tb-biiiw, understand and
Appreciate another people and
their culture," says Hill,
What kind of day will
adding that it is a step toward tomorrow be To find out what
improving international the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
relationships.
A 2-year reciprocal ex- ARIES
change program, Kentucky 4- (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Dogged persistence will be
H'ers have the opportunity to
visit Japan next summer and day's need; also the fortitude
to break your stride
live in the homes of Labo not
hesitantly when obstacles, new
youth families.
problems appear. Use that fine
"Whether or not this hap- ingenuity of yours!
pens, the seeds of American- TAURUS
Japanese friendship planted Apr. 21 to May 21)
in Kentucky this summer can
Follow your hunches now. An
be expected to grow through idea which may seem a bit
correspondence between the "offbeat" when first conceived
prove to be a real inyouth and families involved in could
spiration,
the exchange program," says
GEMINI
Hill.
(May 22 to June 21)
Mercury, in excellent
position, puts your native
ingenuity and perceptiveness at
a peak. A time in which to
spread your wings a bit — if
time and obligations permit.

Your Individual
Horoscope

CANCER

(June 22 to July 23)
Curb a tendency toward
lethargy since stellar influences
promise fine achievement if
you're "on the ball." The
Cancerian is rarely lax, but
such inclinations prevail now.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Stress your foresightedness in
order to prevent witless errors.
Don't leap at ideas or
suggestions made by those who
could mislead through a
pleasing manner.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) riP‘
il.
Your ability to weather
"stormy" periods will be of
great help now. You may run
into some opposition, some
unexpected situations, but
eventual returns will be worth
fighting for.
[.[BRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Circumvent trouble, even if
you have to take the long way
around. Some persons could be
irritating now. Avoid them.

.12c-tit'R.

Accessories
*Pictures
*Mirrors

*Kitchenware
'Table Linens
*Bedspreads
*Novelties
*Monogrammed Glassware

SCORPIO
lOct. 24 to Nov. 22) nVell
Don't make decisions under
stress and don't write anyttung
you my later regret. Maintain
your equanimity even if certain
situations annoy you.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov 23 to Dec. 21)
Stellar influences indicate
some new interests Make sure
you are ready for them — but
..,....mithout slighting current
obligations. Don't let "moods"
cause misunderstandings.

er

Nwy.841 No.

Phone 759-4588

Adjoining Wiggins Furniture

Thomas L. Green, M. D.
in the practice of obstetrics and gynecology
at

3051.Nakao" _
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Vice Hours: By Api;ointment

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201lea
Mixed influences. Question
and investigate where there is
margin for error, Do not accept
suggestions blindly. And do not
expect more than is reasonable.
AQUARR:S
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191"1"4,A
A nw light thrown upon a
certain situation should prime
you for fine advantages in the
offing. Rouse yourself to work
for attainment which will
require more than usual vigor.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
You have considerable
freedom of movement now.
Best used, it can help to further
either personal or creative
objectives.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with .talents and
characteristics suited to a wide
variety of occupations. You
intuitively know the right move
at the crucial moment; are also
senettteety *were us the needs
of others. Your bent is a
scholarly one and you are
discriminating and selective,
with a broad viewpoint. As with
most Geminians, you are an
extremely enthusiastic individual but, unlike others, your
interests do not fade quickly,
and you are more likely to see
projects through to their
ultimate conclusion. You could
excel at literature, science, the
law or music; are highly
philosophical in your attitudes.

Miss Carla Ramsey, June
16th bride-elect of Larry
Zacheretti, has been honored
with two prenuptial events.
A household shower was
held Tpesday, May ninth at
the fellowship hall of the
Brooks
Chapel
United
Methodist Church.
The hostesses were Mary Jo
Mitchell, Donna Downing,
Julia Washburn, Emma
Ramsey, Cindy Wiley, and
Fran Ramsey who presented
the bride-to-be with a corsage
of white and blue carnations.
An assortment of cakes,
nuts, mints, and punch were
served. Games were played
and.the honoree opened her
OITA
Seventy-five persons were
present or sent gifts.

Art work by Walter Pigg is
now on display at the
Calloway County Public
Library. Mr. Pigg paints as a
hobby and is showing some of
his pencil drawings, oils and
The children of Harper and pastels. In the display he has
Maud Tucker and family and included portraits, still lifes
friends will have a reunion at and scenic paintings.
The artist is the minister at
the picnic area aat the Kentucky Dam Marina on Sunday, Hickory Grove Church of
Christ.
June 11.
(The public is invited to
A picnic lunch will be served
at 1:30 p.m. at one of the come by the library to see this
marked shelters. All relatives display which will be shown
and friends are urged to at- until June 15,) a library
spokesdrnan said.
tend.

A personal shower was
given on Tuesday, May 16, at
seven p.m. at the home of her
twin sister, Candace Dowdy.
The hostesses were Marilyn
McCann, Terri
Erwin,
Patricia McKenzie, Wanda
Watkins, Renee Tobey,
V ancessa Stone, Danna
Brandon, and Mrs. Dowdy.
Miss Ramsey and her
mother, Mrs.
Barbara
Ramsey, were presented with
corsages of sweetheart roses.
Games were played arid
refreshments of party snacks
and punch were served.
Approximately twenty
persons were present or sent
gifts.

TH,URMAN bo
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Brent
Thurman, 901 Doran Road,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Nathan Brent,
weighing eight pounds two
ounces, -born on Saturday,
May 20, at 7:45 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed
with the Peoples Bank of s
Murray, and the new mother
is on leave from the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Howell Brent Thurman and
the late Mr. Thurman and Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Greenfield,
all of Murray. Great grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon Trevathan, Mr. and
Mrs. Ogie Greenfield, and
Mrs. Ben Roberts, all of
Murray: A great great
grandmother is Mrs. Ruth
Trevathan of Murray.
CHRISTOPHER GIRL

The Gladys Williamson
Mr. and
Mrs.
Ron
Group of the Baptist Young Christopher announce the
Women of the Sinking Spring birth of their daughter,
Baptist Church held its May Carroll Lane, born Tuesday,
meeting at the home of Becky May 16, at 9:53 p.m. at the
Nance.
Murray-Calloway County
.- • Laura Paschall presented Hospital, She weighed six
the program on
pounds three ounces.
decorating."
The baby has two sisters,
Refreshments were served Shannon, age nine, and
by Mrs. Nance to Susie Scott, Kelsey, age four.
Mary Janice Cooper, Laura
Grandparents are Mr. and
Paschall, slid Suzie Cathey.. Mrs. Maurice Christopher of
. Seven members attended Murray and Mr. and Mrs. C.
the April meeting held at the Eastland Potter of Louisville.
church with Natalie Brown
presenting the program on In 64 A.D. most of Rome was
"Our Calling."
destroyed by fire. Christians
Susie Scott served refresh- were bl4med and executed as
arsonists.
ments.

CUP FRESH HORIZONS BREAD
FOR 100
SAVE 10* ON
FRESH HORIZONS:
White or Wheat
To Retailer- This coupon will be redeemed for 106 plus SC handling,
PROVIDED (1( you receive it on a retail sale of the product specified hereon Any other use constitutes fraud '2; you mail it to TiI Continental Baking Co Box 1334, Clinton lova 52732 (3) you supply, on request, In
voiceS proving sufficient stock purchases to cover coupons presented for
redemption Customer must pay any sales tax Void where prohibited, tared
Of restricted by law Offer good only in USA Cash value 1.'206 limit one
coupon per package COUPON EXPIRES DECEMBER 31, 1978,

White or Wheat
01978. Cpntinenta: BahlOg CO

S HAVING A STOCK
REDUCTION SALE!
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COMMUNITY
CAT AE
Thursday, June 8
Ellis Center will be open
from ten am.to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens.

Murray Chapter No 92 of
royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.

Friday, June 9
North Murray Homemakers
Club will have a potluck
luncheon
at twelve noon at the
New Concord-Hamlin Sernor
Cittzens will meet at 11 30 new Murray-Callaway County
4.m. for lunch at Parts Lan- Park.
ding State Park. A demonPersons interested in the
ration on macrame owls will
be given. Bobby Nancy will Teen Age Volunteer program
at the Murray-Calloway
speak on insurance.
County Hospital are asked to
meet at the hospital lobby at
Thursday, June 8
at one p.m.
Nutrition program
Douglas Center will feature
Family campout of the First
bingo at 11:30 a.m., lunch at
noon. and sing-a-long at 12:30 Baptist Church will be held at
Camp Energy in the Land
p.m
Between the Lakes today and
tomorrow,
Activities at Land.Betwen
the Lakes sill includeduniorNaturalist program from rune
a.m. to noon at Center Station,
and ''Era of Iron Revisited" at Planned, Murray Club
Center Furnace at two p.m.
The women of the Murray
Country. Club will have its
North Pleasant Grove regular ladies day luncheon on
Cumberland Church • Women Wednesday, June 14. at twelve
will meet at the home of noon with Rowena Cullom as
Margaret Nell Boyd with the chairman of the hostesses.
program by Nealie Wells and
Members should make
Bible study by Sonja Speight. reservations for the luncheon
by noon on Monday, June 12,
by calling Mrs. Cullom at 753,Greve 126 W-oodrnen of the 8036.
World Will meet at the
Other hostesses will be
Triangle Inn at six p.m.
Jennie Hutson, Sadie West,
Blanche Titsworth, Enid
Sanders, Mary Watson, Ophie
Spiceland, Margaret Shuffett,
Louise Lamb, Vickie Baker,
and Alice Purdom.

SUSAN ELIZABETH WILSON,
granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Clay Smith, Benton
Route Three near Kirksey,
and Susie Wilson, Murray
Route One and the late Otis
H. Wilson, gave the
PUPPET SHOW—The Southwest Elementary School Puppeteers presented a puppet
salutatory
for the McCluer
show for the Southwest first graders in the school library prior to the closing of the
High School grattimiehg class
khool year. Pictured are, left to right, front row, Curt Oliver, Paul Calhoun, Latricia
in FlorissaiirMo., on June 6.
filbeck, Lisa Morefield, Ricky Miller, Rickey Lovins, back row, Troy Higgins, Shannon
She
earned a 2.938 average
Morefield. Tammy Morefield, and John Wells.
to rank second in her class
of over 600. During her four
'DRACULA' ON
•
years of high school she
•
THE RIVER
played violin in the orMINNEAPOLIS t AP)—The
chestra. For 3 years she has
pneumonia.
vampire tale -Dracula" will be -sleeping" Diseases Awaken
Such events should never been a member of PROBE.
the University of Minnesota's
happen.
Modern medical PROBE is an acronmyn for
197,8 Showboat production.
By Allan-R. Magie.
science
has developed vac- Personal Research for Better
Ph.D.. M.P.H.
Charles Nolte, of the univercines
that
provide protection Education, a program for
While teaching overseas in a
sity's theater faculty and direcfrom specific diseases. Safe-, talented and gifted students
program
health-training
rural
tor, based his "Dracula" on
to-use vaccines are available at McCluer. In September
Bram Stoker's 19th-century I %vas appalled at the large. for diphtheria, tetanuSiso
pielr- she plans to attend the
children
who
suffer
of
number
productions
novel. Txvo Dracula
tussis )wheopitig c
- University of Missouri-St.
infectious
dismany
the
from
based on different adaptations
measles, morons, rubella tGerli Louis, from which she has
are currently running on New eases of childhood which have man
measles), and poliomyell been awarded a
been virtually eliminated
York stages.
Curator's
the developed world. tis. These are all recommend- Freshman scholarship. The
from
from
This production will run
F'or example.. in one hospital ed immunizations during the`
June 13 through Aug. 20 on the t here were- over 60 cases of first year of life. Other - vac- Curator's awards are restricShowboat docked along the Mis- poliomyelitis and 43 of
cines are useful for infectious ted to students who rank
sissippi River near the campus
diseases that area problem in academically in the top
_
letsnu.
here.
_However, a measles epi- specific areas of the world. three percent of their high
demic in California last year These include smallpox. tu- school graduation classes
pro.ed disease requires eter- berculosis. typhoid, cholera, and who score in the 90th
percentile on a college ennal vigilance. In fact, there and yellow fever.
How is it possible, then, for trance examination. She is
has been a frightening increase in measles, rubella, and an outbreak of any of these the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
whooping cough in recent diseases to occur in heAlth- Ted Wilson of Florissant,
..1years: Even though their vic- oriented count ries'?• There are Mo.
tim may not die, infection two reasons:
I. Complacency. Because a
from these---dikea.ses may re
sub in deafness, encephalitis. disease becomes rare we often
and forget that it was ever a
retardation.
menial
problem and therefore do not
prepare accordingly.
2. Introduction of the disease-causing agent. Since eli- Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
mination of these diseases has Editor
R. Gone McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger & Times is
not occurred worldwide there
published every afternoon except Sunis always the danger of a days. July 4. Chridneas Day, New
visitor or an unimmenized Year's Day and ThenkegIving by

Healthiwwise

Vacationing?
Plan Holiday
To. Suit Needs

THE BUSINESS SELECTION for -Yard of the Month"for the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club is the South Manor Branch of the Bank of Murray on South 12th
Street. The white stone Spanish style building is surrounded by a variety of low multi
colored shrubs and trees which complement the architecture. The long row of plants
on the north side of the drive outline the lot attractively defining the bank area from
the aiipoining parking lots. Gene Hendon of Murray Route Seven did the landscaping
which is one of his hobbies.
Photo Bs lent's* B. Gordon

FREE MICROWAVE Cooking School
Demonstrated by a Trained Litton
Home Economist.. .

Thursday,June 8th
7 p.m.-9 p.m.

Come see how to get
the results you want,automatically
with Litton's new Memorymatic
Microwave Program Cooking.
Phone 759-1636 For Information

PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) —
What makes a vacation successful? For one thing, vacationers themselves, and for another, careful planning, says
veteran hotelman John F. Clifford.
After more than 40 years of
observuig vacationers of all
ages. Clifford, general manager
of the Breakers Hotel here, offers some tips to help make
holidays happy, whether the
budget's large or limited:
—Know yourself. Decide exactly what your vacation needs
and preferences are, then tailor
your plans to fit.
—Know your family. What
are their interests? Golf, tennis, swimming, camping? Do
they like to dress for dinner or
to be completely tasual? The
answers help in selecting hotels
or resorts.
—Think of the children. For
younger travelers, look into
special provisions — rates, supervised play areas and particular attractions for them.
—Be realistic, especially
about money. Economics plays
a• big part in the selection of a
vacation spot. Better a less ambitious schedule than a budget
stretched out of shape.
—Consider, traveling off season. Inquire about trips to
areas of the country you'd like
to visit at a 'time that isn't the
height of their vacation season.
There are attractive off-season
package rates almost everywhere.
—Face up to tipping. Allow
-IrOT At In advance, along with
other expenses. Then relax.
—Check your attitude. Expect
to have a good time. Leave
worries and doubts at home.
Smile; you'll most likely receive a smile in return.
—Stay cool. If something
goes amiss, a responsible staff
will right any wrong in short
order. They value your respect
and-approval. And, remember,
a sense of humor often helps in
any situation.
—Concentrate on the here
and now. Enjoy the new andunfamiliar; even the unexpected can be fun.
- -Be yourself. Do what pleases you. •It's your vacation

returning

c mien

to

bring

along an uninvited guest.
Some diseases, for instance
tetanus, are always with us
and constant vigilance
necessary.
What are the chances of
such an epidemic'? It's hard to
say, because it depends on
many factors. However, there
is mitt factor requiring everyone's cooperation, which, for
all practical purposes, will
eliminate the danger—immunization of all susceptible individuals.
If all will do their part,
these infectious diseases of
childhood will be left to permanent sleep.

TheSperial
111 By Pus

/gems', By.

erasion,
Op,. 10-5

753-3P

DANCERC1SE
7 A bit of ballet, a bit of jazz, a'bit of
exercise, all rolled into one fabulous
summer exercise class for ladies of
any age.
-

Classes instructed by...

Trina Nicks

Lyndia Cochran
Dance Sfudio
759-4966 or 753-4647
Classes starting next week

Don'tStick Your
Neck Out On

Children's
Clothing!
1 Group Girls Dresses

25%

OFF

1 Group Girls Coordinates

Murray Newspapers. fee.. tee N. 4th
St. Murray. My 42071. Second Class
Postage Paid at Murray My 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RAM In areas
served by carriers. 12 50 per month,
payable in advance. By mail in
Calloway Comity and to Benton, Hardin. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky., and Paris. Buchanan
and Puryear, In 119.50 per year. By
mail to other destinations, 132 50 per
year
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively
entitled to republish local news
originated by The Murray Ledger II
Times as well as all other AP news.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Office
753-1916
Advertising ....
753-1916
NAM(Display Advertising 753-1919
753-1916
Osaktion
753-1918
Plersaid Sports Dept

25%

OFF

1 Group Boys Suits

25%

OFF'

Jackets, Warm-Ups,
Sweaters and Slickers

Only At

NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW-NEW

JERSEYS

1417 Olive
„Open Mon.Thru Sat.
10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
(Family Owned and Operated

For Informatiaa

Regarding

Eledrolysis
Removal of Nor)..

Olympic Plaza,'N. 12th, Murray, Ky. 759-1636

Call 753-8856
VtIN -MIN -M3N -MIN -MIN -MIN -MIN -MIN -M3N -M3N -M3N -M3N -MIN -M3N
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Realemon
Reconstituted
Lemon Juice

Shear Strips Ole. 4624
Plastic Strips Ns. 5624
Boo of 50 Bandages

_
Aumiota
Vogue
Watch Bands

Cricket
Disposable
Butane
Lighter

Sizes for children, ladies, men
metal or loafer

ultra hold regular, unscented, 8 or

choice of

Thousands of lights, adjustable
flame.

Deep & Shallow
Runners

Anchors

Tops

Dish
Cloths

Jeans
Sew Rah,
Bel Bottoms
isatCat
Rog. SI4.11

100% Cotton
Priced At Only

Sale Priced At Only

Holds Your Boat!
Keeps that Anchor
Rope from
Underfoot

44

Mushroom-River Anchorr
Navy Anchors-Danfooth

NEW COLORS!

Cannon

Assorted
Styles & Colors
Reg. 8.99
Sizes S-M4

Anchor
Mate

New Natural
Colors Now In
Stock!

Ladies

Jogging Shoe

DISCOUNT PRICES

Split Leather
Reinforcement Parts

Reg. 3/$2.50
Our I..ow Price

3/$199

Sizes 6-9 — 8-11

Entire Stock
Fruit of the loom

Girls

Heddon

Swimwear

Hose

Lures

1 Piece -2 Piece'
Large Selection

Pan ti-All
Stockings
Panty Hose

Lucky 13, River Runt
Tiny Torpedo, All
Lures in Stock

SO'. Polyester,
SO*. Cotton
Large Selection
of Colors
Reg. 54.99

Buy 2 for the
Price of 1

Nowt

$3
88

Sizes S-M-L-XL

#4i
4i
i

Black & Decker
Nylon

Precise Liquid
Save on Those
Winter Heat Bills
Buy Our Once
In A Lifetime
Special

Grass
_Trimmer

Plant
Food
with iron
includes dropper

Canvas
Tarp
Treated
with Grommets
3 ft. apart
lx6 up to 12x12

897
Solid Oak

Porch
Swing
with
Hardware

Vegetable
Insect
Dust
controls insects

5 ft

Replace Broken
Garden Tolls
with
Uncle Jeff's

Shovel-Rake
& Hoe Handles

20-26 Gal.
10 Liners with Ties

Discounted Prices
Stop Loosing that
Valuable Antifreeze
install the. ..

Automotive
Air Conditioning

Auto Antifreeze
& Coolant.Saver

Freon

Power Stripper

Mirrors
Assorted Colors
& Style Frames

Refrigerant 12

Mufflers• Blades
Throttle Control
•Ropes & Wheels
Discount Prices

Roof Coating
Products
Black & Silver
Finish

5 Gallons -3 Gallons
Gallons and Quarts
Available

II
ngth

Also Plastic Jugs
with or without
Plastic Handles

As Seen On TV
Coarse & Fine
Includes Goggles &
Breathing Mask
Use yew electric
driN, powers paint
1 rust off

$747
Plastic Sprinkler
Bucket

New Order of
Chapin Compressed

Air Sproyer
Metal Tank or Plastic

2 gal.

e 3 or Ntallon

Capacities
with or without
Plastic Handles

$267
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Kingman's Power On
But Montreal's Off
B)BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Dave Kingman's power was
switched on, so Chicago Cubs
fans got some great entertainment.
But because something
switched the power off in
Olympic Stadium. Montreal's
_fans had to settle for entertainment minus bats and
bills.
Kingman belted a 400-foot
giand-slam homer at Wrigley
Field Tuesday to lead the Cubs
to their 100 straight victory at
home, a 9-4 verdict over the
Houston Astros.
Kingman's sixth-inning
power 'Misplay shared the
National League spotlight
with a sixth inning power
blackout in Montreal, where
the Expos led the Padres 2-0
when most of the lights
surrounding the field went
dim.
With no lights to play by and
no explanation 'available for
the blackout, the Montrealwas
San Diego game
suspended and will be completed tonight prior to the
regularly scheduled game.
Meanwhile, players from both
team
provided
some
impromptu entertainment for
the fans.
The Expos scored their runs
in the first on Bill Almon's
error on Tony Perez's
grounder and Gary Carter's
sacrifice fly. Wayne Twitchell
was hurling the shutout when
the park went dark.
Cubs,Astzes 4
Houston Manager Bill
Virdon made the mistake of
ordering pitcher , Oscar
,Zamora to walk Larry Biittner
to load the bases and face
Kingman.
-Whenever they walk
someone to get to me,the ball
looks double size," said
Kingman. "It happened once
before this season when Craig
Swan of the Mets walked a guy
in front of me. I hit a three-run
homer slid beat him."
Dave Roberts, 3-0, helped
himself with a three-run
double and raised his batting
average to .417.
Phillies 7. Giants 6
Philadelphia rathed for the
second straight night to
overcome the Giants. Greg
Luzinski's two-out, basesloaded single knocked home

the decisive runs in the ninth
as the Phils stormed back
from a 6-2 deficit. Luzinski
entered the game in a 7-for-61
slump.
Rookie Jim Morrison belted
Pus second homer in as many
nights for the Phils, who won
their fifth straight.
Cards 4, Reds 1
John Denny handcuffed the
Reds on five hits and Jerry
Morales had two FtBI in the
Cards' four-run first inning.
Tom Hume and Pedro Borbon
held the Ca(dinals to three
hits..
The Cardinals benefitted
from three walks and a wild
pitch by Hume and two stolen
bases by Lou Brock in the first

Once when asked to explain
the unexplainable magic of 18year-old Steve Cauthen,
Barrera said it must be that he
came from another planet "in
a flying sausage."
Or in talking about the gutwrenching tension of training
horses, on any level: "If you
open up the stomach of every
trainer and you find only one
ulcer apiece), it's a miracle.
I guarantee you'll find three."
Laz Barrera has earned his

Rev. Doyle Webb
will be holding a

Revival
at

Chestnut General Baptist
Located at the
Corner of Chestnut St and
Cherry St

Services Starting

Friday June 9th
at

7:00 P. M. Daily
The Public is Welcome
Bob Henley Pastor
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inning.
Pirates 4, Braves2
Jim Bibby•avon his second
straight start after being
placed in the Pirates rotation,
holding Atlanta to siX hits over
seven innings. Kent Tekulve
relieved and picked up his
sixth save with two innings of
one-hit ball.
Dale Murphy hit his fourth
homer of the year for Atlanta.
Dodgers 8, Meta 2
Tuesday's Games
Chicago 9, Houston 4
Los Angeles snapped its
fivegame losing streak as
San Diego at Montreal, susDoug Rau, 6-2, went all the pended
way. He was supported by
Philadelphia 7,San Francisco
Steve Garvey and Davey 6
Lopes, who each had two RBI.
Pittsburgh 4, Atlanta 2
Willie Montanez homered
Los Angeles 8, New York 2
for New York.
St.Louis 4, Cincinnati 1

Affirmed Going After
Third Leg Of Racing's
Triple Crown Saturday
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Laz
Barrera had just cleared the
cold coffee and day-old
doughnuts from his desk when
someone asked if Affirmed
had lost any weight in his bid
,to win the Triple Crown, which
he .can do by-, winning the
Belmont Stakes Saturday.
"I lost weight," Barrera
replied. -Patrice Wolfson the
wife of the colt's owner) lost
weight. The groom lost eight
pounds,"
It wasn't meant to be a cute
answer. It was a Barrerism —
the trainer's way of getting to
the heart of a question -= in
this instance an explanation
that the Triple Crown takes
something out of any horse
person involved in it.

STANDINGS Sonics And Bullets Have Saved

Wednesday's Games
Cincinnati (Bonham 6-0) at
Chicago (Burris 3-3)
San Diego (Jones 5-3) at
Montreal (Grimsley 9-2), 2,
(completion of suspended
game.) (two)
San Francisco (Halicki 2-11
at Philadelphia (Lonborg 5-3-.
(n)
_Houston (Dixon 2-2) at Pittsburgh ( Rooker 2-5),(n)
Los Angeles (Hooton 4-5) at
New York (Zachary 6-1),(n)
Atlanta (Hanna Oat) at
St.Louis (Falcone 0-4),(n)

ulcer. He's worked long and
hard and now that he's on top
he continues to pay his dues in
hard work and worry. -TM
worry isn't always visible.
The hard work shows.
The Cuban-born trainer,
winner of Eclipse Awards as
Thursday's Games
the nation's top trainer in 1977Atlanta at St. Louis
78, is having an incredible
Cincinnati at Chicago
year. In a little over five
Los Angeles at Montreal,( n )
months Barrera-trained
Houston at Pittsburgh, urn
horses, including Affirmed,
Only games scheduled
J.O. Tobin, Barrera, Sensational, Star Spangled,
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Mashteen, have won 23 stakes
EAST
and earned a little of $2
.W
L
Pct. GB
million. The record earnings
36 19
.655
for a trainer in a single year is Bost
NY
30 72
.577
41q
82.9 million.
28 23
.549
6
"He doesn't like to pass up Detr
29 25
.537
6102
anything," said Barrera's son Ets,lt
Albert, alab a trainer,
of his Mthr- 26 25 .510 a
•
23 28
.451 11
father's-etsilidant travel and Cl"
19 32
.373 15
attention to his job. "He's Toro
likes to keep a close watch on
WEST
everthing... including me."
oam
31 21
.596
And he leaves nothing to KC
27 22
.551 2102
chance. He has three assistant Tex
26 24
.520
4
trainers, including his 18- cat
26 25
.510
41
/
2
yearold son, Larry, and a chi
21 29
.420
9
payroll of $12,000 a week to Minn
21 30
9/
.412
1
2
attend to about 52 horses for seat
.339 14
19 37
various owners he has in New
Tuesday's Games
York and California.
Chicago 3, Cleveland 0
A sense of humor has been Milwaukee 5, Detroit 1
an integral part of Barrera's Texas 2, Kansas City 1
makeup,even under pressure. Baltimore 8, California 6
Asked after Affirmed won Oakland 7, Boston 1
the Derby how the victory Seattle 4, New York 3
differed from the 1976 Derby Only games scheduled
when he won with Bold Forbes, Barrera, a dapper figure
Wednesday's Games
in gray, said: -Last time I California iBrett 1-3 and Mllwore a blue suit."
• ler 1-0) at Oakland (Wirth 2-3
Bold Forbes is the colt that and Keough 3-4,2,
brought prominence to Laz Toronto (Clancy 4-4 and GarBarrera.- Many -horseman vin 2-4 j atCleveland 4 got.3-0
consider his training of Bold and Paxton 1-3), 2.
Forbes, a sprinter, to win the Detroit (Slaton 5-2) at Mil144-mi1e Derby and the 11
/
2- waukee (Replogle 3-0),(n)
mile Belmont one of the great Chicago I Torrealba 2-4) at
training achievements.
Minnesota (Erickson 6-3),(n)
Laz was born in Cuba, one of Kansas City ( Hassler 0-2 or
12 children, 53 years ago. His Gale 5-1) at Texas (Alexander
father raced quarter horses — 4-31, (n)
"my horse against your horse
New York (Guidry 8-0) at
in a field" — and his mother's Seattle (Colborn 1-3),(n)
father "used to own a farm Only games scheduled
where the racetrack was built
'( Havana's Oriental Park).
Thursday's Games
When my father married my Chicago at Minnesota,(n)
mother they moved one block Kansas City at Texas,(a)
from
the race track. California at Oakland,(n)
Naturally, the race track was Only games scheduled
in my blood."

The Best For Last In Playoffs
By TONY BAKER
clubs hinges on which club certainly won't look that
AP Sports Writer
executes its game plan best. If miserable at home.
SEATTLE (AP) — The the Bullets dominate the "Losing the way they did
Seattle SuperSonics and boards, get their running has got to be on the* miuds,"
Washington Bullets have game going and work the ball said Hayes. "It's going to be
saved the best for last.
in to their big men like Dan- very difficult for them to
"I think the seventh game dridge and Elvin Hayes, they shake it so quickly."
will be the best of the series," should win.
Said Paul Silas, the veteran
said Bullets forward Bobby
If the Sonics can control the forward of the Sonics:
Dandridge. "I think it will be tempo of the game with their "They've still got to win one
even right tp the last talented guard trio of Gus more, and ain't no way in hell
basket..."
Williams, Dennis Johnson and they're going to do that."
"Come Wednesday night," Fred Brown,they should win.
"We've worked hard to get
said SOILICS forward John
It depends on who you talk this home court advantage,"
Johnson, "it's the biggest to whether the site of the said Williams. 'There's no
game in our franchise's game,
the
14,098-seat doubt in anyone's mind we'll
history. And we're going to Cotseum where the Sonics win Wednesday. Being with
win."
have won 22 straight, will be a this team, I know we'll come
So the stage is set for the factor.
through v4hen we need the big
seventh ad final game of the
"We're happy to be playing game. I know we'll come
National
Basketball in front of our fans," said through."
Association championship Seattle Coach Lenny Wilkens.
Kevin Grevey, the Bullets'
series tonight in the Seattle —The home-court advantage best backcourt shooter,
Center Coliseum.
has to help us in a game like played only the first six
The winning team in the this."
minutes Sunday due to a
final game of the longest NBA
Hayes sees it differently. sprained wrist on his shooting
season ever will be crowned "We're pros. This is a big arm. Washington Coach Dick
the league's 32nd champion. game and we all know it," he Motta moved the 6-foot-6
The losing team will find said. "The crowd won't be a Dandridge into the backcourt,
solace in the fact that it isn't a factor. The crowd can't play enabling the Bullets to get
loser at all; it simply will on the floor and the crowd another big man into the
finish second best.
can't put the ball in the hole." game.
Tonight's game — seven
Sunday's game was the
That gave more playing
months, 23 days after the worst Seattle has played in time to reserves Mitch
opening tap of the regular weeks. The Bullets, who Kupchak and rookie Greg
season — became necessary needed the victory to stay Ballard,
who
helped
after Washington humbled the alive in the title chase, Washington dominate the
Sonics 117-82 at Landover, dominated in every statistical boards that kyed the running
Md., Sunday, squaring the department.
game.
best-of-seven playoff finals at
Washington is counting on a
Wilkens tried to counter
three games apiece. "
carryover from its 36-point 7iiith four frontcourt men in
The outcome of the contest triumph. The Sonics are the game, which Motta
pitting these two evenly banking that they can't play thought was fine.
matched and well-coached that bad twice in a row, and
"By putting John Johnson in
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The Stars beat Charlie's
Angels 20-14 and the Cougars
defeated the Wildcats 21-7 in
young girls softball league
play Tuesday night.
Cindy Spann, Raysha
Roberts and Shelly Howell
each had homeruns for the
Cougars and Tina R Cooper
made a homerun for the
Wildcats in the second game.
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Young Girls' Softball
Play Gets Started Here

Good Years
GOOD/FEAR For More
In Your Car

size

North Point
Chevron Station

to cover Dandridge, thST got a
guard out of there. And it's
been there guards who have
killed us," Motta said.
Wilkens isn't saying what
counter-moves he has in mind
for tonight. But he did say, "I
don't think they can play four
forwards against us. All we
have to do is use our heads."
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CLARKSVILL, Tenn.—
Austin Peay State University
athletic officials have announced the appointment of
Sherwin Clift as head men's
golf coach.
Clift, director of public
information and "Voice of the
Goys"for the Governor Sports
Network, returns to coaching
after a seven-year absence.
He directed the men's golf
team at Austin Peay from 1961
through 1571.
During his 11 seasons Cliff
guided Austin Peay to an
impressive 113-38 match
record for a .748 won-lost
percentage. He also led the
Governor linksmen ,td four
tournament championships,
six runner-up and eight thirdplace finishes.
His 1968 squad placed third
in the NCAA College Division
championship, the best finish
of any APSU squad ever in
NCAA championship competition.
Clift's teams broke virtually
every school record, including
consecutive victories (18) and
consecutive non-conference
victories (38) from May 1966
until March 1971. -Austin Peay won-the Tennessee Intercollegiate title in
1966 and 1970 and placed first
in the Volunteer State Athletic
Conference championship in
1961 and 1962.
Clift was named the Tennessee Intercollegiate
Championship "Coach of the
Year" in 1966 and 1970. In 1971
Austin Peay was listed by Golf
Digest as one of the top 100
golfing colleges in the nation.

(MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)
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Carroll Says He'll Back Use
Of State Funds For UK's Dorm
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Although he did not include it
in his executive budget, Gov.
Julian Carroll says he,will
back the use of state capital
construction funds to build a
dormitory for University of
Kentucky football players.
In a recent interview,
Carroll said he has committed
himself to financially support
a football house at UK costing
$1 million or more.
He said the funding would be
similar to the construction of
football locker and training
rooms and coaches offices at
the
Kentucky
State
Fairgrounds
for
the
University of Louisville,
which utilized capital construction funds.
"I have told Fran Curd(UK
football coach) that I will
support financially, on behalf
of the state of Kentucky,
construction of a football
house at the University of
Kentucky, just as I did for the
University of Louisville at the
Fairgrounds," Carroll-said.

"Where would the money
come from? It would come, of
course, out of our capital
allocations just as the one did
at -the— University _ of
Louisville," Carroll said.
"I image it would run in the
nature of a million dollars or
more," Carroll said.
Later in the interview,
Carroll
reaffirmed
his
commitment. In response to
the question, "The million
dollars or so, you have
obligated yourself to them for
that money out of the capital
construction fund?", he
replied, "Yes, the same way I
did the University of
Louisville."
"I am trying on balance to
be equally fair to both of our
major universities," Carroll
said. Carroll's funding proposal
may run into difficulties with
the Council on Higher
Education,
which
was
reluctant last year to approve
any new capital construction
projects at the state supported
universities.
The Council must approve

all campus construction
projects costing $100,000 or
more.
Only $18—million was appropriated for campus construction during the next two
fiscal years by the 1978
General Assembly and the UK
football dorm was not contained in the executive budget.
Carroll met with UK
President Otis Singletary and
Curci Monday and later
played golf with them. Curci
said the meeting was informal
and the various avenues of
funding a football dorm were
explored.
Curci said no plans have
been developed and a dorm
"is a long way off. We are
talking about 1980-81 at least.
-It gets pretty complicated," Curci said. "You
just don't say let's build a
dorm and then go and build
one. But the blessing of the
governor does help."
Curci said the football
dormitory would be located in
the dormitory area of the
campus and would not be
elaborate. "We don't want to
isolate the players from the
students," he said.
Carroll also said he would
back efforts to build a
basketball dormitory at U of L
similar to UK's new basketball dorm.
The governor admitted he
helped UK Coach Joe Hall
raise private donations for the
basketball house "in every
respect that I could." He said
if U of L basketball Coach
Denny Crum "is interested in
building a basketball-house at
the University of Louisville,.I
would be interested in helping
him do that."
However,Steve Bing, U of L
vice president for university
relations, said Crum does not
want a separate dormitory for
his players.
He said Crum and other
university officials are in,
terested in upgrading the
dormitories at U of L and have
discussed the matter with
Carroll.

the last eight garKes fort the Milwaukee over Detroit.
By KEN RAPPOPORT
defending world champions.
Sorensen's complete game
AP Sports Writer
Orioles 8, Angels 6
was his seventh in a row,tying
Texas Manager Billy
Larry Harlow collected a Brewer record set last
Hunter gave the ball to
Ferguson Jenkins and said in three hits off Nolan Ryan and season by Jerry Augustine.
so many words,"Do iragain." added three stolen bases to The 22-year-old Sorensen tied
Of course, not even Hunter pace a 12-hit assault against for the AL lead in complete
could expect a replay of the California ace as games with Baltimore's Mike
Jenkins' four-hit, one-run. Baltimore *on its seventh Flanagan.
performance against the straight game. Eddie Murray
White Sox 3, Indians 0
Kansas City Royals earlier also had three hits off Ryan
Francisco Barrios scattered
and reliever Dyar Miller and seven hits to lead Chicago
this season.
But that's what he got drove in a pair of runs. The over Cleveland. Barrios
loss was the third straight for allowed three walks and
Tuesday night — exactly.
struck out three to help the hot
"He's phenomenal," Hunter Ryan,3-6.
Brewers 5,Tigers 1
White Sox win their ninth
exude
after
watching
Gorman Thomas belted a game in the last 10.
Jenkins hutl a four-hitter
The White Sox gave barrios
while beating the Royals 2-1. two-run homer and Paul
"He can really pitch to spots Molitor hit a bases-empty shot all the runs he needed with a
— and with the team he was to back Lary Sorensen's nine- two-run fourth capped by
pitching,
leading Jorge Orta's RBI double.
facing, you really have to do hit
that."
To make Tuesday night's
coincidence even more ironic
was
Dennis
Leonard's
presence for the Royals. He
was also the losing pitcher
when Jenkins, 6-3, last beat
Kansas City on April 25.
Bobby Bonds 400-foot home
run into the left field stands in
the fifth ioning proved to be
By FRED ROTHENBERG player selected in the draft, called six times Tuesday,
the decisive run.
AP Sports Writer
which continues today. Until including Rod Boxberger, the
A's 7, Red Sox 1
NEW YORK (AP) — Finley went on his youth kick, No. 11 pick, by Houston, and
Rookie Taylor Duncan
drove in four runs with his Charlie Finley, the owner and the major interest of the draft Rob Hertel, the Trojans' star
first two American League manager of the Oakland A's, focused on the domination by quarterback in football and
hits, a double and a three-run was barking on the phone to College World Series con- infielder in baseball.
Horne , the NCAA career
homer, to lead Oakland past his stand-in manager, Jack tenders, Arizona State and
home
run leader with 56,
McKeon.
California.
Southern
Boston. The first six A's runs,
"Hey Jack, who you got
Arizona State had four expects to come to terms with
charged to Boston starter Bill
players selected, including the Braves after the College
Lee, were unearned because pitching on Sunday?"
"Broberg," answered ,No, 1 pick Bob Horner by World Series this week. Then
of three errors by Red Sox
Atlanta, No. 3 selection he will be sent to Savannah of
third baseman Butch Hobson McKeon.
"Scratch him, I got a Hubert Brooks by the New the Southern League for
and one by shortstop Rick
replacement."
York Mets, and Chris Bando seasoning.
Burleson.
The right-handed Morgan,
"Who he?"
by Cleveland. Bando is the
Mariners 4, Yankees 3
struck out 111 batters in
who
"Michael
Thomas
Morgan.'
brother
of
Milwaukee third
Jose Baez scored from
"Yeah?"
baseman Sal Bando, who also 72 innings for Valley High
second on an error by second
"Yeah!"
once starred at Arizona State. School this season, will be
baseman Willie Randolph in
"That's the way to go boss."
Southern Cal players were thrown right ter the wolves
the ninth inning as Seattle
Sunday when he faces
Finley,
P.T.
Barnum
the
of
beat slumping New York.
Baltimore.
Juan Bernhardt opened the the baseball world, had done it
It will be the third time
again,
creating
excitement
Seattle ninth with a double
Finley has made an instant
that eluded the diving grasp of and interest out of something
HUNTSVILLE, Texas I AP) major leaguer out of a high
right fielder Reggie Jackson as mundane as Tuesday's free
and Baez went in to run for agent baseball draft of — Host Sam Houston State, school pitcher. On July 16,
sparked by Lee Singletary's 1961, Lew Krausse pitched a 3Bernhardt. Then Julio Cruz amateur talent.
Before he even picked the sub-par first round, held a 3- hit shutout for the A's over the
bunted down the third base
line and Yankee reliever Rich 18-year-old Morgan, a hard- stroke lead today in the NAIA then Los Angeles Angels.
"As soon as the game was
Gossage made the throw to throwing high school senior golf championship tourover, his father and I jumped
first, but it glanced off Ran- from Las Vegas, Finley had nament.
Singletary fired a 3-under- over the top of the dugout,"
dolph's glove into the right signed him to a bonus or more
than $50,000. Then he decided par 69 Tuesday to give Sum Finley said. "I remember it
field bullpen.
The loss was the seventh in to throw him into the starting Houston State a team total 297 *because I cracked my ankle,
rushing out to congratulate
rotation for the A's, leaders in after the first day of play.
the American League West.
Southwest the kid.
Doelling
of
Gene
HOCKEY
"The second one was my
"He has a lot of poise," said Texas, who fired a 70, and
NEW YORK — Coaches Don Finley
from his office in Hart Brown of Bellarmine, man Catfish Hunter," said
Cherry of the Boston Bruins Chicago.
"He told me he'd go Ky., who shot a 71, were the Finley, who hadn't planned to
and Scotty Bowman of the out there Sunday
on that only other players to break be in Oakland this weekend.
Montreal Canadiens have
"But the kid made me
mound, take command, take par during the first round.
been fined $1,000 each by control, and challenge
promise that I'd be there, and
the
Elon,
was
N.C.,
College
in
National Hockey League hitters.
•
second place in team I told him I would. In fact, I'll
President John Ziegler for
"I think there is a danger of competition v;oitli 300 followed be there with bells on."
Nwomplimentary
remarks him getting his head knocked
by Indiana, Pa., 306; Stephen
BASEBAIL
Tabout the officiating dining, off. But after talking with
the F. Austin and Texas Wesleyan • NEW
YORK — The Atlanta
the Stanley Cup final playoffs!' kid. I realized there
was no 307; Eastern Washington 300 'Braves
made slogging third
Defenseman Brad Park of the possibility
of his losing his and Southwest Texas and baseman
Bob Horner of
Bruins also was fined $500 for confidence.
He impressed me Troy. Ala.,310.
Arizona State the first choice
an outburst against the of- very much zith his
cocky
Thirty-two teams are eri- in the annual
ficials after the Bruins' 4-1 confidence."
:aunmer free
tered in the 72-hole event that agent draft
loss at Montreal in Game 5.
of amateur
Morgan was the fourth continues through Friday.
baseball talent.

Tourney Leader

rging syl-

,trit plugs,
.tid engine
arburetor
• tre charge
tea Volk,It.
•

res

By BOB GREEN
rank among the first 100 played extremely well this
AP Golf Writer
year and could be a particular
money-winners.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
And there's another factor. threat.
Al Geiberger may win again, Due to weather conditions last
Other 1978 tournament
but the skinny veteran has year, players were allowed to winners on hand include
little hope of duplicating the lift, clean and place the ball in Miller Barber, Barry Jaeckel,
manner in which he took the the fairway. That rule will not Jerry Heard, Lon Hinkle, Bill
1977 Danny Thomas-Memphis be in effect this time.
Rogers and Andy Bean,
Golf Classic.
Although many of the winner of last week's Kemper
"It's not the sort of thing you game's top attractions are Open.
can realistically expect to do skipping this tournament to
Portions of the final two
again," Geiberger said after a concentrate on preparations rounds Saturday and Sunday
practice round for the $250,000 for next week's U.S. Open, the will be televised nationally by
event that gets started field of 150 offers a strong line- CBS-TV.
Thursday ore, the hilly, 7,249- up headed by a tough little
yard, par-72 Colonial Country band of foreigners.
Club course.
Heading that group,
He posted an all-time PGA
Tour record score of29-30-59, course, is South African Gail13 shots under par, in the Player, a former Memphis
second round of last year's champion and winner of three
event and rode that land-mark consecutive events, including
The Astros stopped the Cubs
achievement to the llth title of the Masters, earlier this
season. Joining him are 18-8 in the only completed
his career.
game of Kentucky League
"It's nice to have that in Australian Graham Marsh,
action Tuesday night.
your record, and a lot of guys the Tour's 1977 Rookie of the
Darren Clark was the
have kind of kidded me about Year, and youthful Seve
winning pitcher and Eric Schit — you know, calling me'Old Ballesteros of Spain, the
maltz was the pitcher for the
No. 59' and so on — but it isn't winner of the Greensboro
losing team.
Open
earlier
season.
this
something you think about a
Chuck Adams had three
Among the other standouts
lot. It was just one of those
are veteran Dave Hill, a four- hits, and Gred Futtrell and
things that happen."
Kelly Starks had two hits for
Geiberger underwent major time Memphis champion, and
the Astros. For the Cubs,
Lee
Trevino,
two-time
a
surgery early this season,
Mark Miller had two hits.
missed the first dozen tour- winner. Trevino, winner of the
Another
Kentucky League
Colonial
National
Invitation
in
naments, really
hasn't
game was rained out.
Fort
Worth
last
month,
has
regained top form and doesn't

Home runs by three players
carried the Yanks to a 17-3
victory over the Cards in the
only Little League game play
Tuesday Night.
Pitcher David McCuiston
won the gamefor the Yanks.
He, along with Mark Boggess
and Ray Tolley hit homers for
the winning squad. Wade
Smith was the losing pitcher
for the Cards.
In a game played earlier,
the Cubs topped the Astros 202. Tom Whitlow was the
winning pitcher and Dennis
Thurmund was the losing
pitcher. In another game, the
A's topped the Reds, 10-8. Jeff
Downy, the losing pitcher, hit
a homer, double and triple for
the Reds. Harry Weatherly
was the winning pitcher.
Jimmy Kelly and Todd
C,ontri hit homers for the
winning A's.

Astros Top Cubs
In Only Game In
Kentucky League

PARK LEAGUE
The Reds beat the Mets 41-17
and the Cardinals beat the
Yanks 38-11 in Park League
here Tuesday night.

"Largest
GE Retailer"

GET-SOMETHING EXTRA
...GOODYEAR RELIABILITY-GE QUALITY

GE No-Frost
Refrigerator-Freezer
REVERSiBLE DOOR

HINGES

GET
SOMETHING
EXTRA...

FREE
AUTOMATIC
ICEMAKER
$64.95 VALUE!

'

4-7111l

CRISPERSLID_21L/L.3...

• 17.6 Cu. ft. capacity
•4.67 Cu. ft. Zero Degree Freezer
.Twin dairy compartments
.Two adjustable shelves plus two full-width
door shelves
.Energy Saver Switch

KEEPER PAN
SODE-OUT
ADJUSTABLE MEAT
41,1

ROLLS OUT ON

WHEELS

•

$49988

0394

WASHDAY VALUES

Finley Does It Again
Sinking Mike Morgan

••: and isbor.
.nir

Geiberger Has Little Hope Of
Duplicating Record 59 Score

Cards In
Little League

Jenkins Hurls Second Four Hit
One-Run Performance At Royals

treadr good
cord
ooth

Memphis Classic Starts Thprsday

Yanks Top

GE Upright
Freezer

GE 2-Speed Washer

• 11.6 Cu. ft. capacity
•3 refrigerated
Shelves plus top
Cold plate for
fast freezing
•IDOOr Shelves and
juice Can rack
• Door lock. sell.
electing key
•Only 26' wide.
61" high

• Exclusive Filter-Flo" • 2 cycles- norms,
System
and gentle
• Standard capacity
•3 wash/ rinse
• 3 water level
temperatures
selections

27988

13201 ¶325

GE Electric Dryer

Enjoy your CREDIT POWER at Goodye

• 2 cicies—regular one special with
permanent press cooldown
•Standard
-- -capacity
•3 drying
selections—
norme, tow. no
heat fluff
• Up front
lint filter

ociopyaAa e1004.V1•40 CHARGE
• ,,••••• P. Scr•ockoto
• mo••••••• Sti•oowent
• Cvlooroor 1•0•••00.1,on GM CAPE)Io•
0 snyC)oothooe Mon

$19888

GE Porta Color 1110" Diagonal TV
• 100% solid state chassis
• GE's in-ilne picture tube
• 70-position
UHF tuning
• Personal earphone
• Automatic color control

•

$25988
Powerstreak
20-Inch 3.5HP '

\$111995

GOOOtreluit INSTAU.MINI PAY CLAM
• t•nit., t••••••
5.5,5ttia on
Si.••••1•14
•.40
,
41,1, Simonton
o leo Mooght• Poyon•pon
5.

It must be right or we make it right

We deliver what we well
Approved factory sonic*
Free parking

GE 19" Diagonal Color TV
• 100% solid state chassis
• Custom picture control
• Automatic color control
• Black matrix In-Line
picture tube
• Walnut finish on high
impact plastic

$37988

14°464 1771

Powerstreak
Deluxe 3.5HP
22-Inch Cut

Powerstreak
22-Inch 3.5HP
with Traction
Drive

C1399.i
15995

223-0603
223-0605

• Easy spin recoil starter
• Fold -down chrome tubular
steel handle
•9-position Select-A-Cut
•Controls on handle

• Side mount rekcill starter
• Oil tube and dip stick
•9-position Instant
Select-A-Cut
• Controls on handle
• 1-lioti loft one-piece blade
lifts grass for clean cut

• Easy spin recoil starter

• Roller chain direct drive
to front axle
•9-position Select-A-Cut
• Controls on handle
• Lever with cable controls

self-prdpelling drive

GOODYEAR SERV Kg siotis
Stare Seers: 7:/lf AM.mei&MI P.M. Doh - O. 141iy—virel 116 p.m.

'Mgr. Robert I. Rudolph, Jr.
721S. 12th St
Murray, Ky
75.3-ffi%

Mgr. T. Yinaskin
315 W. Broatlway
Mayfield, Ky.
247-3711

Mgr.1. Witte
600 Jeffersom,
Paducah,Ky.
442-64

Mgr. L. G. Glossas

100 S. Stateline
Fulton,Ky.
472-1000
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TRANSLATORS
Barbourville

3 00/2:00 JOURNEY INTO
ART Lesson Eleven
CROCKETT'S
3 30/2:30
VICTORY GARDEN Peppers
anti Eggplants
FRENCH
THE
4:00/3:00
CHEF "Sole Ronne Femme'
4.30/330 IN SEARCH OF
THE REAL AMERICA"Mother,
Flag and Apple Pie' (RI
5:0014:00 CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT "Clothing. Household Cleaners, Entrepreneur
ship" 0'0 ICaPticieed)
5:30/4:30 TURNABOUT "In
Her Own Wise" fRI (Cap
tionedl
6:00/5:00 NOVA "The Tsetse
Trap" (RI
710(V6:00 WORLD WAR I
I cut,
a young Yugoslavian fired the
assassin's shot that Precipitated
World War I with the death of
Archduke Franz Ferdinand
First in series.
7!30/6:30 OLD FRfENDK
NEW FRIENDS "Hoagy•' Fred
Rogers hosts this series. His .
are
first
Hoagy
guests
Carmichael Jr. and Sr.
WHERE
840/7:00
THE
TWISTED LAUREL GROWS
A special program of Appalachian folk-music performed by
Lelly May Ledford, the Red
Clay R.imblers and Tommy
Jarrell.
9:00/8:00 IN PERFORMANCE
AT WOLF TRAP "The Martha
Company"
Graham
Dance
SOUNDSTAGE
13:00/9:00
"The Charlie Dan,els Band with
Leo Kottke"
11:00/10:00
TWO
THE
RONNIES

_THURSDAY,
JUNE 8
Eastern•Central Times
8 3017 30 a.m to 3 30.7 30
pm. KET IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
3 30/2 30 L1LIAS, YOGA AND
YOU
4-00/3-00 SESAME STREET
ROGERS'
5:00/4 •00
MR.
NE IGHBOR HOOD
5 30/4 30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
6:00/5 00
ZOOM
'6.30/5 30
LOVE
TENNIS
MACNEIL
7:00/6 00 THE
LEHRER REPORT
7 30/6.30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
• 8:00/7 -00 KENTUCKY NOW
-A-111-tar
son. Portraits of June brides.
- 8:30/7:30 IN SEARCH OF
THE REAL AMERICA Mother,
Flag and Apple Pie • Most ARUNani. --hold on to- -fired tinnal
values, even alter the youth
revolution of the turbulent
sixties.
9:00/8:00 THE ADVOCATES
MASTERPIECE
V
.
10:00/9:00
'• THEATRE "Poldark" The feud
between Ross and George
Warleggen is re-kiadled (R)

r.•

Morehead
Murray MaVflirdd
Owenton
Pikeville
Somerset _

FRIDAY,
JUNE 9
Eastern /Central Times
.
8-30/7 30 am. to 3 30/2 30
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
3 30/2 30 MIAS, YOGA AND
YOU
4 00/3.00 SESAME STREETS
MR
ROGERS'
5-00/4 00
NEIGHBORHOOD
5 30/430 ELECTR)C COM
PANY
600/5 00
ZOOM
LOVE
6:30/5-30
TENNIS
7:00/6 00 THE
MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7-30/6 30
COMMENT
ON
KENTUCKY
-8:00/7:00
'WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW,
8.30/7:30 WALL
STREET
WEEK
9:00/8:00 WAR AND PEACE
"Madness- Natasha . goes to
Moscow and meets Andrei's
father and sister.
10130/900 ROSE KENNEDY:
THE BEST OF TIMES, THE
WORST
OF TIMES Rose
Kennedy. reminisces about the
tragedies and the Joys of her
Ii fp

JUNE 11
SUNDAY,
Eastern /Central Times
. SESAME
8:00/7:00 a.m.
STREET
ROGERS'
MR
9:00/800
NEIGHBORHOOD
ZOOM
9:30/830
10:00/9700 SESAME STREET
INFINITY
11:00/10.00
FACTORY
11:30/10:30 STUDIO SEE
RE GOP
12-00/13:00
TAG
GUTEN
12!30111:30
Lesson Five
WASHINGTON
1:00/12:00
WEEK IN REVIEW
1:30/12:30 KENTUCKY NOW
Reporters Tomi Morris and Guy
Mendes visit Henderson and
attenda high school prom.
2:00/100 THE ADVOCATES
300/2.00 AFFAIR IN THE

SAIL/RDA Y,
JUNE 10
Eastern/Central Times
1234) p.m /11 30 a.m. NEW
SHAPES EDUCATION
1:00/12:00
CEO
SERIES
"Math X Circumference"

38
21
52
22
29

Boston Butler
Cowan Creek•Eollia
Falmouth
Louisa
Pineville
VVhitesburg

ACROSS
1 Man's nickname
4 Bury
,9 Ethiopian
title
12 Ventilate
13 Din
14 Japanese
4
sash
15 Heavenly
bodies
17 Artist
19 Roman
statesman
21 Comb form
One
22 Fastidiously
tasteful
75 Extent
29 French article
30 Man's name
32 God Of tifftie
33 Mature
35 Ran easily
37 Metal
38 Sailors
: (colloo 1
po Approaches
42 Compass
..
point
43 Choose
.45 Sculptured
likenesses
47 Skill
49 Mast
50 Octoroons
54 Urged on
57 Beverage
1 60,Betore
131Shrub
67
6?4., Wander
63 Man s nick
4
44 ,name
WN
1 Dance step

2 River island
3 Delineate
4 Induct
5 Negative
6 Gratuity
7 Brother of
Jacob
8 Checks
9 Decay
10 Man's nickname
11 Title of respect
16 Rant
18 Keen
20 Vegetable
22 Puff up
23 Lawful
24 Strips of
cloth
26 Worthless

leaving
27 Balance
28 4Iaves
31 Chairs
I

ill 3

Tuesday's Puzzle Solved

000 MOO EE3
000 0000 0CV0
000 00100E0000
C)(310013 IMMO
011 DOR WOO
MO OM 000C 0
00 000 MOO CO
UMW We EIGIGI
MOO 000 00

0000 000ED
000000000 000
0000 0000 GEO
000 00 I T Olili
34 Before
36 Decorative
hangings
39, Command
to cat
41 Antlered animal
44 Lock of 'hair
46 Forced onward
48 Temporary
4

3

6

7

shelter
50 A month
51 Rubber tree
52 Stitch
53 Weight of India.
55 Period of
time
56 Lair
59 Babylonian
deity
•

8

10 II

12 MI

13IRI• 'IS
13 1.16
/II
17lUllS
19 III
20
tll
Wil
23 En kirill
'••••'4
29

30I ii aillIU
ill g. liliIPIll
61IIII
soil
11
36

WM

40

'

111111.11111611 iiiIiiiiiillilliiillill
RIIIss
al "
SI

al

62

a

Mete. by Usitei Vesture 8

ill

ai

t., lee.

III

legendary
Will

torey's
'Bet-Air

country star H

TUESDAY,

JUNE 13

Eastern/Central Times
3:30/2:30 p.m. LILIAS, YOGA
AND YOU
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
ROGERS'
500/4:00
MR.
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/430 ELECTRIC coMPANY
ZOOM
600/5:00
RE8OP
6:30/5:30
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
800/7:00 IN SEARCH UP"
THE REAL AMERICA "The
State of the Unions" An ev.irn-

Shopping Center

*Limit Rights Reserved
Kin

NT

Kra

8
EVERY DAY

Del Monte

ination of U.S. labor unions and
their effect on the nation.
-9:0078:00— -07ICLA- PERFOIVMANCE:
MINNESOTA
ORCHESTRA'S 75th ANNIVERSARY
CONCERT The
world premiere of Pulitzer Prizevvinning composer Dominick
Argento's "In Praise of Music"
Also,
Beethoven's
"Choral .
Symphony No. 9 in D Mino,"
12 Hours)

lv
Ma

CATSUP,
Kra

Hi Dri
Foi

roll 2/99'

Towels

In
Heinz
Dist
qt89
'

Cher krozeu

PIZZA

'
29 oz- 59

Peaches
Green Giant

13 Oz
Box

16 oz.

Corn

3/89'

Mug-0box 2/89
'

Lunch
Scot Lod

tiquid

JOY

qt

Salad Dressing

79
'

Duran Hines
18 oz 68
'

Pudding Cake

22 Oz.

Paramount Hamburger

Slices

by bier*

qt

69
'

OF KENTUCKY • COLLEGE OF AGRICULTLRE

Jarred L. Schwartz was his
name, but behind his back his
neighbors called him "Old
Jarhead." He was as much a
part of the outdoors as the
groundhog and ring-railed
coon and possessed many of
the charactenstics and proclivities of both. For instance,
as both these varmints often
do, he would raid neighboring
gardens and on occasion an
apple tree chicken roost

Crossword Puzzler

*We Accept Gov't Food Stamps.

MONDAY,
JUNE 12
Eastern/Central Times
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14
3:30/2.30 p.m. LILIAS, YOGA
Eastern/Central Times
AND YOU
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
3:30/2:30.p.m, Li LIAS4OGA
5:00/4:00
MR,
ROGERS' AND YOU
NEIGHBORHOOD
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM500/4:00
MR.
ROGERS'
PANY
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:00/5:00
ZOOM
5.30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM6:30/5:30 GED "Orientation Si. PANY
Test-Taking Skills"
6:00/500
ZOOM
7:00/6:00 THE MAC/VEIL/ 6:30/5:30 CEO "Reading I
LEHRER REPORT
Main Idea"
7:30/630 THE DICK CAVETT
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL!
SHOW
LEHRER REPORT
8:00/700 CONSUMER SUR7:30/630 THE DICK CAVETT
VIVAL KIT -Antiques, Credit, SHOW
Pianos" CcOlecting antiques, the ,8:00/7:00 NOVA "Memories
difference in credit card interest • from Eden" This study shows
rates and some tips on piano
the expanding roles and respon_buying.
sibilities of zoos,
,
8:30/7:30 TURNABOUT "A
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFC5R,
Delicate Balance" A look at
MANCES
"The
Norman
marriage and divorce and chilConquests, Part I
'Table
dren and parental separation.
Manners" Playwright
Alan
9:00/8:00
BLUEGRASS
Ayckbourn's comedy
views
BLUEGRASS "Boone Creek"
events at an English family's
weekend reunion front thr.-.
Bluegrass withdeaditional music,
dramatically
different vie,
New Orleans blues, swing and a
Plaints. (First of three Darts
touch of the '70s.
Two Hours)
10:00/9:00 HANK Jim Owen's
one-man
of
impersonation

UN1VER.SITY

'OUR FACTS MAH NOT BE EN'TIRELY
CORRECT, BUT WHOSE FACTS ARE
-THESE PAYS?"

64
9
56.
10
8
66

12

Earl of Huntingdon dies in
the Crusades and leaves his
infant son a letter and a ring
in care of John Hood. The
orphan becomes Robin Hood,
woodsman
expert
and
marksman
700/6:00 WORLD- WAR
"The C.ash of the Generals"
The German and Allied generals,
• bosh seeking power, clash in
1914.
8:00/7:00 BOOK Bf AT "It
Takes a Long Time to Become
Young" Playwright, novelist and
screenwriter • *Carson Kanin's
witty argument against forced
retirement,
8:00/7:00 PREVIN AND THE
-Why
PITTSBURGH
a
Rithe..rs
The..
_
cameras are invited to a working
rehearsal of the Pittsburgh
Symphony
9:00/8:00
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE "Poldark" Elizabeth
laves birth to a son born smear
a Black Moon,
10:00/9:00 WAR AND PEACE
"Madness" The love affairs
become entangled,.,Natasha and
Andrei break their engagement,
and Pierre realizes that he is
in love with Natasha (R)
• .

AIR The annual-Experimental
Aircraft Association Fly-In in
Oshkosh, Wis, (RI
4:00/300 GEORGE CRUMB:
VOICE OF THE WIlIALEttR)
5:00/4:00 ANTIOUts
nuction to Antiques" (First
•
program in ser les.t CROCKETT'S
6:00/5:00
VICTORY GARDEN
6:30/5 30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Robin Hood" The

SERIES
CEO
1-:30/12:30
"Math XI Algebra"
2:00/1:00 GUTEN TAG Lesson.
Four
2:30/1:30 DANIEL FOSTER.
M.0 Coronacv•Surgerv‘•

WKMR
.1NKMU
WKON
INKPI
WKSO

around him. His neighbors
came to depend on him for
all kinds of advice, but when
they asked h4ri how he came
to know so many of nature's
secrets, he would merely
shrug his bony shoulders.
Once he told somebody
he inherited all his knowledge
from his ancestors, who, in
the Old country, were witch
doctors.
Somewhere baLk
time,
Jarhead had been married,
claiming a boy named Jim as
'his son. Jim grew into a teenager wilder than a weed
monkey, smart as a whip and
resourceful as a razorback
hog. One day, when he was
about 16, Jim ran away. •
If his disappearance
bothered his father, he never
let it show. He would say,
"Jim can take keer of
hisself."
Abou‘20 or so years after
his disappearance, Jim showed
up as a highly successful first
class carpenter, Making a fortune budding homes arid
barns in Indiana. Jim took his
father away to live the rest of
his lift in comparative luxury.
Today Jarred Ludwig
Schwartz is little more than a
legend and his background 13
still a mystery,

.04
•'
When I knew Old Jarhead
he lived in a makeshift log
hut deep in the woods. My
grandfather permitted him to
build the' hut on a far-off
corner of his 700-acre mountam farm. Old Jarfitad lived
mostly off the land, supplementing his diet from neighbortuxid truck patches.
ft was rumored he also
made moonshine on the side.
Not having any of the necessary ingredients himself for
brewing this potent beverage,
he made it on shares that is.
if some kerghbor wanted a
batch of "corn squeezings,"
the neighbor furnished the
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
makings and Jarhead brewed
the moonshine, dividing it IA. Gov. Thelma Stovall Is
scheduled to be the featured
according to previous agreespeaker June 20 at the Hobert
ment.
A. Taft Institute of GovernOne could go on for pages ment seminar
at Eastern
describing the ways of this Kentucky UntVersity
eccentnc old deadbeat. It
Mrs. Stovall is scheduled to
must be sufficient to say the speak at a luncheon session to
main reason his neighbors put' 35 elementary and secondary
up with him was that he was school social studies teachers
a regular encyclopedia of selected as participants in
arcane outdoor lore. With EKU's second Taft seminar.
uncanny accuracy he could Mrs. Stovall's tnpic is -Why
tell when it would jam and We Need the Equal Rights
how much. He could predict Amendment."
The lieutenant g OV e
cold winter ur.dry summer.
He knew every sign of the received national attention
zodiac, every phase of the last March when, as tcting
governor, she vetoed s*
anct what seeds to sow
General
Aasemby resolutlaff •
or thing's fo lo during each .
•
rescinding_
Kentucky's 1972:
Hi knew'when fish wq,uld
- -ratification of the ERA.
bite, what wild herbs wou1411,
The seminar, which will
cute ailment' in man and
feature about 20 speaker§
beast. There seemed little, it from
government, political
anything, he didn't know parties and other
public afabout the natural world fairs runs June 19-30

Stovall To Be
Seminar Speaker

Born
(8 oz 69
'

Jelly
Grape
a

Home Owned
& Operated

Barna Strawberry
18 oz 89
'

Preserves
Scot Lod Saltine

I lb 49
'

Crackers
Heinz

Produce
Dept.
VT°
69'
49'
41$1°'

Green Giant

3/99'

SAVE
Farm Fresh

Cantaloupes
Yellow

16 oz

Peas

lb

Bananas

28 oz 89'

I Sauce

TOMATOES
Bry
Co

1 Lb.

Nb

Carres

311C

ONIONS
3 lb bog

49'

•
•
•

r

F

A

RI

fir
baler

COUPON

COUPON
'mit I Per Family
Kool-Aid

COUPON
p.im,t 1 Per Family

COUPQN

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Family.

Limit I Per Form')

Sno-Bol

Heinz

Ketchup
4
/0or boi

Bar toop

Handi-Cans

Bowl Cleaner
A04

-Ekpfres-6-?-3-7it
Nod Oily At Semis

&pleas 6:11,78
hod Only Al Innis

Limot 1 Per Family

Hunt's

58.-

-471;
e

tin

T
• -•
ExFIlres 6-13-78
' Good Oaly At Stony's

Black
Ant &

SP
15', or

ass.

Oro

Expires 6• 13 78
Good Osti AI Storey's

•
do.

•

COU
Limit I Pe

Expires 6-13-78
teed 011k If limy%

- ST

Expires 6
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Every Day Low Pikes
g Center
ved
King Size

Dry Northern

Ivory

Beans

Watch For
Our New
Deli

Folger's

Coffee

Orange Juice 46„a
Magic

Sugar

a
H
y

Food

4 oz. strained

Coming Soon:

16

Duncan Hines

c 99'

Miracle Whip
2/99'
qt Qfl89'

Blue Bonnet

Cake Mix

Margarine

Bounty

Folger s

woz $465
go, Si'

Instant
Distilled

Water

Towels

Towels

SAVE

Everyday Low ShelfPrices
Kraft

Velveeta

Lb.
40°
USDA Choice

79'

Morrell
Yorkshire Boneless

qt

18 oz

18 oz

1 lb

28 oz

69'

13 oz

s"

Northern

Tissue
Vernor s

Ginger&
Yogurt
Lo

Par kay

Milk

Margarine
With Iron
iieanut Butter

13 oz

18 oz

59`
$108

3,, 93'

Milk

14'./2 Oz.
Can

Liquid

SAVE

49'

Dawn
Scot
Biscuits
Form

20°Lb.

89'

6 pk

89`

Viva

Towels
„0,
Towels

PORK
19

roll

65`

2 roll

89'

Maxwell House

wor. '4"

Instant
Family Pack
Lb.

\
‘•
Bryon Fresh
ab
ii-Si
Count
r

Fresh Frozen Catfish

--Steaks

For Out Of t.
Stock Specials

• RAIN CHECK invites you to
3;* ibis
%‘, return to our store and purchase the
listed that sold out-of-stock
Item
be
same
rte ed
Yesa,davteth
youarrived
as
k„... :N. low
price originally
thank you for your patronage.

Sunflower

CORN MEAL

Store Made

Armour Campfire

Sausage

Franks
Riverview by the piece

Bologna

Jui
xpires 613-78
Cpeod Only At Slocifi

roll

Dry

89'

COUPON
mit 1 Per Family
Heinz

12`

ban non

.Coffee

69'

z 3/99'

21b. $199

Folger s Flaked

IRWIN TIP
ROAST
Be

18 oz

pkg

Clean Scene

Tide

Boneless
qt

Kool-Aid

Gt. Size

90z 59
'
1/89'

59'

Unsweetened

3 Btl.
Ctn.

Limit 1 Per Customer with ST 50 Additionm
Purchase Excluding Tobacco and Dairy Products

3/89'

1 lb

Bryon Flavorite

4 Lbs or More

Sliced Bacon

Ground Beef

COUPON

-COUPON
Limit I Per Fomil

Bags

59

1S0et box
Expires 6 13;78
6sed Oily Al SIstaf-1

COUPON

lb.

SiI 19
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Limit 1 Per Fornil
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Kitchen Garbage
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Trash

30a box
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6•11 OM Al Stest's

10 ct box

-

Expires 6-13-78
feed 011y Al Slam's,

This
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Win:
Last Week's
Winner:

Era r:ochruni
Mipirrny

1/89'
81C
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Noteworthy Victories Recorded In Off-Year Election

II

California Voters Say 'Enough' With Vote
By DA% E GOLDBERG
Associated Press Writer
"Enough," California
voters told their tax collectors, and the echo of
frustration skipped across the
• country, helping to dump fourterm Sen. Clifford Case in
New Jersey and denying
money to Ohio's largest school
districts.
While California voters
were overwhelmingly approving a cut in their property
taxes by 57 percent Tuesday,
New Jersey Republicans
turned out the 74-year-old
Case in favor of 34-year-old
Jeffrey Bell, who favors a 30
percent cut in-federal iliC0113e
taxes.
It was the busiest political
day of this non-presidential
election year and there were a
number of noteworthy victories.
They included:
—The victory by former
basketball star Bill Bradley in
the Democratic Senate race in
-w3ersy
-The nomination of Wayne
former
the
Hays,
a
Congressional pOwer
Democratic primary for a
seat in the Ohio House;
—The victory of state
Attorney General Evelle
Younger over former Los
Angeles Police Chief Ed Davis
in the California Republican
gubernatorial primary:
—The easy win by Rep. Max
Baucus over appointed Sen.
Paul Hatfield in Montana's
Democratic Senate primary.
— Mississippi's first
competitive Senate race in 30
years, in which Gov. Cliff
Finch and lawyer Maurice
Dantin qualified for the June
27 Democratic runoff, and
Rep. Thad Cochran won the
Republican race.
But the theme of the day
wastaxes. Voters in Cleveland

Ohio, November. Jerry Apodaca, won the
Columbus,
and
overwhelmingly rejected new
California's property tax cut Republican primary for
tax levies that school officials won by a vote of nearly 2-to-1. governor and will face former
said were necessary to keep It puts a ceiling of 1 percent on Gov. Bruce King, the
their systems running next taxes; rolls back assessments Democratic victor. Apodaca,
year.
to 1975 levels and limits a Democrat, cannot succeed
And if California's tax assessment increases to 2 himself.
SOUTH DAKOTA: Rep.
rebellion — the approval of percent. Opponents hid
controversial Proposition 13 — charged it watila curtail local.Larry Pressler, a Republican,
was expected, the Republican government services and lead and Democrat Don Barnett
primary in New Jersey was to thousands -of public,..em- will meet in November for the
Senate seat being vacated by
not.
ploye layoffs.
It was a major issue in the retiring Democratic Sen.
Case, who has one of the
most liberal records among governor's race. Gov. Edound James Abourezk. Democratic
Senate Republicans, had been Brown Jr., who adamantly State Sen. Roger McKellips
expected to win easily against opposed it, had only token and Republican Attorney
Bell. A former aide to Ronald opposition in the Democratic General William Janklow won
Reagan who had campaign primary. But Younger and gubernatorial nominations.
CALIFORNIA: In lesser
help from former Treasury Davis, who both favored 13,
Secretary William Simon and ran 1-2 in the GOP primary races, Rep. Yvonne BraithRep.Jack Kempef New York_ _against Assemblyman Ken waite Burke, a familiar face
Bell was unknown statewide.
Maddy and San Diego Mayor at two Democratic Nationai
But he had one issue — his Pete Wilson, who both opposed Conventions, held a narrow
rowlead in the Democratic
tax eat proposal,- which an AP-- it
7
'461111109060
T
primary for attorney general.
NBC News Election day poll
In other races:
PRACTICUM PROGRAM — Janet Caldemeyer, progum directdat the Youth Station in Land Between The Lakes,
showed was important to half
MONTANA: Baucus' win Mike Curb, leader of a singing
her responsibilities to Bob Hawkins of Indiana University, and Kevin Casey and Larry ['barns, Murray State
explains
him.
for
voted
who
over Hatfield puts him up grotip, was running ahead in
the people
These students are just three of the 40 participating in the practicum program offered at TVA's 170,000University.
in- the Republican primary for
Bell claimed that was the against .35-year-old
acre
public
demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
"From
win.
his
reason for
vestment banker Larry lieutenant governor.
coast to coast, the American Williams, who won the
people are building to a tidal Republican pnrnary for the
wave of tax revolt," he said. Senate. Tippi Huntley, widow
.'They are saying enough."
of newscaster Chet Huntley,
But Bell also benefited from was locked in a tight race for a
one of the lightest turnouts Republican Congressional
ever in a New Jersey GOP nomination.
primary, meaning that conOHIO: The school tax votes
servatives with the most and Hays victory overardent interest in voting were shadowed easy wins by Gov.
the most likely to show up at James Rhodes in the GOP
the polls. Case conceded af- gubernatorial primary and U.
terward he may have taken Gov. Richard Celeste on the
Democratic side.
Bell's challenge_ too lightly.
HARDWARE STORES
Bell will now face Bradley, IOWA: Former Lt. Gov,
the former Rhodes scholar Roger Jepsen defeated state
and New York Knickerbocker Commerce Commissioner
star who easily defeated Maurice Van Nostrand for the
Senate
former State Treasurer Republican
Richard Leone in the nomination. He will face Sen.
Democratic primary. Bradley Dick Clark, who faced only
capitalized on his image as a token opposition. Republican
celebrity and the campaign Gov. Robert Ray won
HARDWARE STORE
help of celebrity friends — renomination and' will face
Robert Redford, Dustin Jerome Fitzgerald, who won
Hoffman, Jack Nicholson, the Democratic primary,.
HYDRAULIC
NEW MEXICO: Joe Skeen,
Paul Simon, Willis Reed. As of
JACK
Gov.
to
ago
FLOOR
years
four
lost
who
now, he is a heavy favorite for
With 1'/: ton capacity.
Tough steel construction,
heavy-duty wheels for
maximum maneuverability.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Chestnut St.

753-2571

$59"

Economist Says End Of
Support Program Would
Make Tobacco Attractive

supports, the return for an
—Consolidation of owneracre of tobacco would com- ship of existing tobacco farms
pare favorably with such might be expected.
crops as corn and soybeans.
—Little decrease in conPugh said that without sumer prices for tobacco
production controls that exist products could be expected
under the present program because in 1977 the total farm
''tobacco prices to the value of tobacco was
producer could be expected to equivalent to only 14 percent
drop by at least as much as the of the retail costs of tobacco
average rent paid per pound of products.
quota."
For example, he said if
were
prices
tobacco
averaging $1.25 a pound and
rent levels were 30 cents,
tobacco produced under free
market conditions might not
bring more than 95 cents per
pound.
In addition to lower prices,
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Pugh said discontinuance of Your chances of buying a
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) -- the tobacco program could lemon from a used car dealer
It was one of the last places result in increased tobacco would be reduced under a
anyone would envision as a production and some shifts in proposed rule expected to be
robbery target, but some its growing area. He said a made public next month by
enterprising thieves found a relative decline could be the Federal Trade Cornsoft spot at the Kentucky State expected in Piedmont North 'mission staff.
Carolina and Virginia and
Penitentiary here.
The proposal, now being put
"It was the work of increased production in into final form, would require
professionals. that's for sure," eastern North Carolina, South dealers to inspect used cars
said Superintendent Donald Carolina and Georgia.
before they sell them, and to
after
Bordenkircher
Key features of the tobacco post windshield stickers
discovering that over $14,000 program include a national telling of mechanical or safety
in cash, money orders and marketing quota which is defects.
checks had been stolen allocated to individual farms
The idea is that used car
Monday from the prison's on a historical basis and price dealers are likely to correct
business office.
supports achieved through the defects before putting a
The business office isn't government loans.
car bearing such a sticker on
inside the prison, but is within
Without the program, Pugh the sales lot.
200 feet of the walls of the said capitalization of quotas
"We would require sellers to
maximum security facility into land values would cease inspect their cars...and to
that houses 1,050 inmates.
and a drop in the asset value disclose to the buyer the
The business office was and net worth of farms now results of the inspection,"
moved into the former staff having some capitalized says Albert Kramer, director
residence about a year ago quotas could be expected. He of the FTC bureau of conbecau.se -we simply didn't said this would result in a loss sumer protection.
have room for it in the main of income to persons now
The proposal still has to be
prison," said Bordenkircher.
receiving rental payments -cleared by Kramer before it
He,said that the thieves from tobacco quotas. These goes to the commission for a
entered through a back include elderly landowners, final vote.
window that was hidden from widows, heirs of previous
The rule would apply only to
the view of guards in the tobacco farmers and absentee the nation's estimated 35,000
towers. Using a chisel, farm owners.
-—
used car dealers and not to
hammer and crowbar, they
"The significance of the individuals selling secondbroke through the metal cover redistribution of income hand cars to each other.
of a locking device on the safe through rents is shown by the
The FTC says that while
to gain entry.
fact that 35 percent of the 1977 about 12.5 million used car
Bordenkircher said most of effective quota for flue-cured sales are reported each year
the checks were endorsed for tobacco was leased and by dealers, estimates of the
&watt to the prison account, transferred .to Aber!Janus," namber of used cars bought
but he said some Social Pugh said.
and sold in private' jranSecurdelhecki were among
He added that other results sections range up to 39
thostilten.
could be expected to follow million.
The prisoners whose checks elimination of the tobacco
Used car dealers are
were taken won't lose the program,including:
expected to reaffirm their
--The volume of U.S. opposition when the staff
money, said Bordenkircher.
'The state will have to make it tobacco exports could in- proposal is published In July
crease with lower prices.
.
good?!
for public comment.

LEIGH, N.C.(AP) — An
State
Carolina
rth
Uni ersity economist says
toba co would continue to be
an attractive crop for many
farmers even if the tobacco
price support program were
abolished.
Economist Charles R. Pugh
4
says that even at lower prices
which could be expected to
follow abolition of price
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Enterprising

Thieves Strike
Unusual Target

FTC 'Lemon
Rule' Close
To Passage
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TILER
5-HP GEAR-DRIVE
reverse (automatically returns

to
Tiller has power
neutral when released), recoil starter, and 16 bolo tines.
Tilling width and depth adjustment. Throttle step. 66-8

TURTLE WAX
CAR WAX
Cleans and shines: Gives
a hard shell finish. Goes
on easy. Beautify your
T-123
car!

*

familq
products mc.

9
9
now 6
Chest
12-Qt. Lite Cooler
is polyurethane insulated

Seals in the cold! Chest
and cover is air insulated. Holds 12 cans, plus food,
ice. Lid-reverses for use as serving tray. Perfect for
family picnics, sport outings or camping trips. In
036
blue, yellow, lime or apricot

".;44
sitia
1 ,41
1111711ec
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BARN
PAINT
GAL
$399
In 5-Gal. Pail
22" ROTARY MOWER
engine Wheels adjust to

3'/2-hp. Briggs and Stratton
3 cutting heights. Handle folds for compact storage. 52-228

Highly resistant to
_weathering. Produces
breather-type finish. See
to use amend livestock
Bright red. 10/M67

B-Ft. x 10-Ft CABIN TENT
Sleeps five I Zippered screen door with
2 large side windows Flares retardant.
Canvas roof: nylon walls g5/9-419-01
11-lt. it 12-ft. Tom.S5/11-420-01 SI Se
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Valvoline"'
Motor Oil Sale

I
ALL STEEL AUTO RAMPS.
Holds up to 5,000 lbs. a full 11 jachlti off th•
ground. Heavy gauge steel watt built in trrs
stops. Fully assembled A31875

-'RECHARGE
AIR CONDONER KIT
Economical and

easy do-it-yourself kit
embalm 14 az. bean canister, camps,
charging line and valve. A2/AC4...4.1111
hum. 14-at mistier A2/FR12....1119

Unify
°Prat"

11.99

?AMY GABD" SMOKE ALARM- _
Dual-imization chamber detects menet*
pertichrs of combustion in midi Stages of
flre loud alarm. Meets erecting require.
mots for all codes Operates on a 9-volt
alkaline battery (included). 12/FG777
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It's time to
--Change yOur oil.
Protect your
engine with
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Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Headline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
itlekandria. Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped self-addressed envelope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I are
retired on Social Security and my
company's pension program. Our
financial situation is in very good
shape, as we do not have to go into our
savings account to meet our living
expenses. The one thing that worries
my wife and I is the possibility of a long
sickness-that-will deplete our -savings.
The only insurance we now have is
Medicare.- Do you think we should buy
some more health insurance to go with
Medicare? — W. K.
Headline cannot advise you to buy
extra insurance to supplement the
Medicare program. However, we can
give you some facts and information
that can assist you in making the
decision.
Since each person's financial picture
is different, their insurance needs also
vary. There are many types of insurance policies on the market that
have a great variety of coverage.
However, the Heartline staff does feel
that Medicare is inadequate for most
people over age 65 and we feel that
some type of extra insurnace is
desirable. Helen Alpert, associate
editor of "Retirement Living," says
that this type of insurance "is not only
desirable but essential for most retirees
nowadays. An accident or sudden
illness can quickly wipe out a person's
savings." Another reason for having
this insurance is that bealth-care costs
are headed for another doubling within
the next six years. And as medical costs
increase, Medicare coverage has been
gradually decreasing.
Answering and explaining problems
on health insurance has been one of the
primary functions of Heartline during

the last four years. Etecauae many
people do not know what they need and
do not understand the policies they see,
Heartline has prepared a brochure to
help you in making a wise decision
when purchasing your insurance. This
brochure covers tips in buying a policy
and what to look for in your policy. For
a copy of this free literature, write to:
Heartline-Health Insurance, 114 E.
Dayton St., Weal Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please enclose a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope with your
request.
HEARTLINE: I am a life-long
railroad employee. I am planning to
retire some time in 1979. Can you tell
me what I should do when I am ready to
retire and the best time to file an application for my arinuity.7 — G. B.
When you are ready to retire, you
must leave your railroad Job and any
non-railroad job you have. However, if
you are self-employed in your own
unincorporated business, you need not
give up that work. You may also continue to serve as an elected official.
You must relinquish your rights to
return to railroad service and
relinquish any other employment rights
unless you are under retirement age
and applying for a disability annuity.
You must also file a retirement application with the board.
The best time to file for your annuity
is immediately after you stop working,
but not before that time. If you file for
your annuity before you stop working,
this can delay the payment of benefits
to you, since you would have to file an
additional astatement later, verifying
that you had stopped working and had
relinquished your rights to work.
HEARTLINE:I am 45 years old and I
have worked under Social Security for
20 years. If! quit work now, will I still
be able to get my Social Security
Retirement Benefits? — T. W.
Yes. Once a person becomes fully
insured under Social Security and
becomes eligible for Social Security
Retirement benefits, his status of being
fully insured can never be taken away
from him.

Letter To The Editor

A Way To Stop
Park Vandalism

959

s. Gives
sh. Goes
ify your
T-1 23

Dear Editor:
A drive to the Murray-Calloway
County Park recently has prompted me
to write this letter. I was appalled at the
acts of vandalism that had been
committed in our beautiful park.
Next to the old log court house was a
concrete picnic table that had been
broken into several pieces along with
trash containers and other things. The
doors on the old log court house had
been pried open and the windows were
broken.
It saddens me to think that we have a
few people in this community that are
so sick that they think they have to
destroy everything that is beautiful or
useful to others. I have checked and this
is not the first time that vandals have
struck our fine park.
One other time vandals removed the
nuts that held a light support and it fell.

causing about $600 damage to the light
As a member of the park board and the
city council, I regret having to use our
limited funds to repair the damage that
vandals do. Every dollar spent on
repair has to be taken from other
projects that are needed to make our
park the best in the world.
I am asking everyone that uses our
park to be alert, and if you see any one
in the act of vandalism, get a
description of the person, their vehicle
and license number and report it to the
park director or the police. If everyone
that uses our park will cooperate we
can eliminate most of the vandalism in
our park and community. I take great
pride in our park and the community
services it offers.
Sincerely
Billy Balentine
1700 Miller, Murray

Superintendents Commend Carroll

.,„AL

sot to
iduces
lb. Safe
restock

Ballard County Schools
Jack Rose, Superintendent of
Calloway County Schools
Charles Baker, Superintendent of
Carlisle County Schools
Robert Jeffrey, Superintendent of
Murray City Schools
Harold Garrison, Superintendent of
Fulton County Schools
Charles Thomas, Superintendent of
Fulton City Schools
Gyndel Garnett, Superintendent of
Graves County Schools
John Floyd, Superintendent of Hickman County Schools
Reed Conder, Superintendent of
Marshall County Schools
• Don Sparks, Superintendent of
Mayfield City Schools
Bill Brown, Superintendent of
McCracken County Schools
David Whitehead, Superintendent of
Paducah City Schools

Dear Editor:
The local school superintendents of
the Purchase Area feel that Governor
Julian Carroll and the 1978 General
Assembly should be commended for
their support of elementary and
secondary education. Governor
Carroll's executive budget clearly
shows that education is his top priority.
The budget provides for more money
in teachers' salaries, free textbooks, all
student fees, state-wide funding for
kindergarten, increases in capital
outlay and operating expenses, additional state aid to local school
systems through power equalization,
creation of school building authority,
and many other items of benefit to local
school systems.
It is our feeling that very little more
could be expected from this administration and that the public school
community should have nothing but
praise for Governor Carroll and the
1978 General Assembly.
Bob Buchanan, Superintendent of

Sincerely,
Reed Conder, Chairman
Purchase School Superintendents

„floR AfFITI

Bob Buchanan, Vice-Chairman
Purchase School Superintendents
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WRITE A LETTER.
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number Will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever posible
and •should be on topirt of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense' or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to.
Editor, The Murray Ledger •,,,Et
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.

FoRGIVN.

10 Years Ago
Toe Delta Depattrnent of the Murray
Woman's Club has been commended by
the Kentucky Health Department for
their outstanding work in the Cancer
Clinics sponsored by the department
this last year.
Deaths reported include Ocus R.
Swift, age 76.
The Rev. John DeWater, pastor of
the Chestnut Street Tabernacle Pentecostal Church of God, has recently
returned from a missionary trip to
Jamaica and Haiti.
The Rev. Dr. Henry Franklin
Paschall and his wife, both from
Calloway County, are pictured at the
Soouthern Baptist Convention being
held at Houston, Texas. He is the
outgoing president of the convention.
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Phillips of Joppa,
Ell., formerly of Calloway County, will
have an open house in observance of
their 50th wedding anniversary at their
home on June 10.

20 Years-Ago

-
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OPEN FORUM

The Case For A Voter
Initiative Amendment
By Roger Telsc how,
National Codirector
Initiative America

The polling organization, Cambridge Siu vey Research, recently
included questions on the Voter
Initiative constitutional amendment
in one of its regular polls conducted
for its clients. This survey was based
on telephone interviews with 750
people across the nation. The
following are the results of some of
the questions posed in the survey:

Just 58 years ago, American womtn
were still denied the right to vote.
Fighting to the last, opponents of
women's suffrage no doubt argued that
this constitutional change ran contrary
to all the wisom of the Constitution's
framers. After all, they argued, if
1) Would you tavor a Conwomen were supposed to vote, the right
stitutional Amendment, similar to
would have been granted by our
the laws which 23 states already
forefathers in the 18th century.
have, which would permit the
It is now 1978 and the same faulty
citizens of the United States to place
logic is advanced by opponents of the
a proposed law on a national bzaklright of Americans to vote on federal
by collecting a specified number of
issues.
signatures on a petition and have
that law take effect if approved by a
The proposal in question is the Voter
majority of the nation's voters at the
Initiative Amendment, sponsored by
next general election or not?
James R. Jones i D-Okla ) and Harold S.
57 pct:
Yes
Sawyer (R-Mich) in .the House and
18 pct.
James Abourezk ( 1)-S.D.) an&Mark 0. . Not sure
25 pct.
No
Hatfield R-Ore) in the Senate. It would
2) Do you think allowing citizens
give citizens the power to place
proposed laws on the national ballot,
size and power of the federal governafter petitioning about 244 million
ment, nor the concomitant growth of
vote
majority
A
voters.
registered
interest lobbies. The Voter
special
would directly enact the proposal into
law.
Initiative Amendment fills a need
The only substantial argument pitted created by these changes.
Continuing his testimony, delivered
against this proposal — that the
framers didn't provide for initiative, so to a Senate Judiciary subcommittee,
why should we? — is somewhat short- Miller said,"I fulle support (the Voter
sighted, to say the least. The fact is, the Initiative Amendment)and believe that
framers failed to include many rights in its adoption by the Congress and threethe original Constitution, not the least fourths of the state legislatures would
of which were voting privileges for over be a salutary and progressive addition
half the adult population. To quote to the Constitution."
Far from being a radical idea, public
noted consitutional scholar Arthur S;
on policy questions have
votes
the
on
Miller
subject, "The Constitution
played a key role in
traditionally
has never been interpreted in ways to
give sole authority to the views of the American government. In most states,
Founding Fathers, even if those views school taxes, bond issues and state
were ascertainable; usually, they are constitutional amendments are considered too important to enact without a
not."
The Founding Fathers could not have public vote.
Initiative has an impressive track
foreseen the exponential growth in the
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Dial Toll Free
To Washington
AN JOHN
B.
REP.
DERSON ILL.) "...Members of
Congress are hearing from conatituents
in everincreasing numbers about the
many problems posed by Federal
regulations. While regulations is a fact
of life in our complex society, we must
find a way to come to grips with the
problem of excessive and unreasonable
Federal regulation.
"I would like to call my colleagues
attention to the Forum On Regulation
(FOR), a comprehensive 2-year effort
to assess and improve our Federal
regulation process. I want to commend
the organizers of the Forum On
Regulation for undertaking such an
ambitious and useful effort which now
has the bipartisan support of more than
115 of my colleagues In the House and
Senate...
The FOR program will seek to involve a broad cross-section of the
American people in determining "what
is working, what is not working, and
Why." Phase One of the project, ao
nationwide audit of Federal regulation,
will feature a "Citizen's Survey" that
anyone, anywhere can use to site their
experience with Federal regulation and
share their ideas on what can be done to
improve the present system.
"A idgbitight al,this phase will lila
special telethon during the,week of
September 11 to 16 when anyone In the
United States can dial toll free to shary
their experience with the Meinbers of
Congress, "regulators or the ad•
ministration.
"The goal of this whole process Is to
gain an overview of the public ewer

ness of the problem,the extent of it, and
how to deal ,with it from those most
affected. I think the results of the
Federal
"Citizen's
of
Audit
Regulation" and the increased public
awareness of regulatory problems that
will result from the FOR project will
bring new pressure tid bear on Congress
to enact a comprehensive regulatory
reform bill...
"More then 1,000 Federal regulatory
programs(are) being administered by
over 100,000 workers in some 80
regulatory agencies and more than
10,000 regulations pour out of these
agencies each year.
—The Forum On Regulation is a
postive organized and creative approach to this complex problem. With
the support of the Congress, the
business community, and the people of
this country, I believe FOR has an
excellent chance of succeeding..."
++++++++++++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Dialing toll free to Washington to
share Federal regulation experiences
with key people, seem/ too good to be
twni
eeek. So,
,tmark your
ou calendar for the
Sept. 11th..

Bible Thought.
(God) Will render to every min
according to his deeds. Romans 2:6
Without the act ot taking (brio as
Saviour all other ch,eds are valueless •
in the eyes of Cod
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to vote directly on national issues
would give citizens a greater control
over the government, less control
over the government or don't you
think it would make much difference?
45 pct.
Greater control
8 pct.
Less control
42 pct.
No difference
5 pct.
Don't know
3) Would you be more inclined or
less inclined to actually go to vote on
issues as well as on candidates?
74 pct.
More inclined
Lessinclined7pct.
13 pct.
No difference
5 pct.
Don't know
4) Do you think allowing citizens
to vote directly on issues will make
elected officials more responsive or
less responsive to the will of the
people?
77 pct.
More responsive
10 pct.
Less responsive
7 pct.
No difference
7 pct.
Don't know
record in the 23 states now authorizing
its use. According to research done by
the Library of Congress, in the 80 years
of initiative use some 1,100 issues have
been voted on. Many landmark reforms
were pioneered by initiative. Direct
election of senators,.abolishment of poll
taxes, workmen's compensation, and
tax political reform are just a few of the
issues tackled by voters at the ballot
box, in the face of an unresponsive
legislature.
It is remarkable that our present
method of selecting presidential candidates was first adopted by initiative
in Oregon in 1910. Voters in other states
followed Oregon's lead and used
initiative to establish our modern
presidential-preference primary
system.
Despite the creditable history of
initiative, however, myths still
surround the process. For instance, the
complex California ballot is regularly,
and mistakenly, attributed to
initiatives, when in reality that state
has voted on an average of fewer than
two citizen initiatives a year in the last
decade. This compares with an average
of over 10 measures a year put on the
ballot by the legislature itself.
Even when initiatives do reach the
ballot, the public votes with restraint by
passing only about one in thre proposed
laws. Because initiative votes are so
widely debated and are subjected to far
greater public scrutiny than laws
considered in the legislature, the people
are "tricked" by special interests
probably much less often than
politicians. Miller summed this up by
stating:
"There is no reason to believe that
the quality of legislation ( produced by
initiative( would be inferior to that
produced By Congress. As everyone
knows, or should know, congressional
statutes are often hammered out on the
anvil of compromise, and thus tend to
reach a low common denominator. On
the other hand, it seems plausible that
initiatives could be drafted in ways that
would eliminate many of the lacunae
now lurking in federal statutes
(because of those compromises). The
experience in those states that now
have initiative procedures would tend
to support that position."
The debate over a Voter Initiative
, Amendment will be with us for some
time. But it will intensify this June as
voters in Los Angeles County ( the
nation's most populous, with over 7
million residents) speak on the subject
in an advisory referendum.
As a means for more precise corn-•
munication between the people and the
institutions of government, voter
initiative will injeel.ew federal-eysteni
with greater accountability and citizen
participation. With the further check
and balance of the public's proposing
and estActing its own.l&ws, ow elected
officials will begin to represent the
people more accurately and responsively, thus strengthening our
representative system as a whole.

Dr. F. E. Crawford,local dentist, has
purchased the city hall building on the
south side of the court square for the
sum of $27,000. The Murray City Hall is
now at the corner of South Fifth and
Poplar Street.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Pearl
Stalls, age 54.
Mrs. Lillian Lowry spoke on "What
Makes the French People Get Like
French People Do" at the meeting of
the Murray Rotary Club held at the.,
Murray Woman's club House. She was:
introduced by Norman Hale who was in
charge of the program.
Miss Marjorie Pierce, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Pierce of
Paris,Tenn., was married to Don Dyer,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Mamie Dyer of
Murray, on May 30.
Hugh Massey and Barlow Lee,
member of the Calloway 'County Bow
Hunters Club, took three gar that
weighed around three pounds and
measured three feet by bow and arrow
on Kentucky Lake at Johnny Reed's
Place.

30 Years Ago
The Murray Training, Murray High,
and Hazel High School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America were
named "honor roll" organizations at . .
the Kentucky meeting of the FHA being
held at Murray State College.
Deaths reported include Billy Paul
Stone, age 18.
John Mack Carter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. Z. Carter, and Billy Ross, son
of Mr.and Mrs. Harman Ross, received
degrees from the University of
Missouri, Columbia, in the spring
graduation ceremonies.
The Hael Baptist Church will hold a..
singing school beginning June 10 with
Rudolph Howard of Murray as director,
according to the church pastor, the
Rev. Henry Franklin Paschall.
Mrs. Ernest Bailey was honored with
a surprise birthday dinner on May 31.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, June 7, the
158th day of 1978. There are 207 days left •
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1942, World War WIC
Battle of Midway ended in a major
American victory over the Japanese.
On this date:
In 1654, the coronation of Louis XIV
as king of France took place at Rheims.
In 1769, Daniel Boone began his exploration of the Kentucky wilderness.
In 1862, the United States and Britain
signed a treaty for suppression of the
slave trade. •
In 1864. President Abraham Lincoln
was renominated by a Republican
convention in Baltimore.
In 1967, in the Middle East Six-day
War, Israeli forces driving into Egypt
reached the banks of the Suez Canal.
Ten years ago: Thousands of people
filed past the casket of assassinated
Sen. Robert Kennedy in St. Patnck's
Cathedral in New York.
Five years ago: West German
Chancellor Willy Brandt was on the
first visit to Israeli by a German head
of .governmeriL
One year ago: Queen ,Elizabeth II
rode in a state vett to St.Paul's
Cathedral in London, where she led
Britain in a sei-vice of thanksgiving in
celebration of her silver jubilee.
Today's birthdays: Singer Tom Jones
is 38 years old. Poet Gwendolyn Brooks
is 61. Pianist Philippe Entremont is 44.
'thought for today: To teach is to
learn — a Japanese proverb.
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Visitors To Get First
Glimpse Of Horse Park
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP, —
Kentuckians an& out-4-state
tourists can get their first
glimpse of the.pew $27 million
Kentucky Horse Park ttrough
the opening this week of a 260unit campground adjacent to
the park.
While the main part of the
1,632-acre park will not be
opened until September, the
$2.5 million campground will
be opened to the public
following ribbon cutting
ceremonies Wednesday.
Parks Department officials
say the campgroun& IS being
opened now as an inducement
to get more tourists to stop
..ivernig_ht in Kentucky and to
whet the public's appetite for
the rest of the pack.
.
• "The main thing we want to
to by opening the campground
iefore the rest of the park is
Kind of like a stimulus effect,"
said Joe Johnson, business
7manager for the Horse Park.
'A lot of people have heard
about the park and are eager
to get in here, but we can't let
them into therest of the park
Decause of construction.
"What we thought would be
best is to go ahead and open
Ihe campground and provide
campers with some access to

the park itself," Johnson said.
And we feel the campground has a lot going for it,"
Johnson said. "Campers
spread by word of mouth. This
is just more publicity for the
state.
"We think that if we can
open up the campground and
bring people in here who
maybe never have stayed in
Kentucky, and they see what
we have got here, then they
will venture out into other
parts of central Kentucky
maybe, or come back here or
they may want to • go to
another state park," Johnson
said.
"Really fhis
—has-a-Wro-fold
effect," he said. "We will be
promoting the state highly and
the other thing we will be
doing is letting the people see
a little bit of the park."
•
Johnsen said campers will
be able to drive into the main
entrance of the park and see
Man 0' War's statute above
his grave.
The
campground,
surrounded by a tall chain-link
fence, occupies 148 acres of
the park. Each of the 50-by 10foot camp sites will have an
asphalt pad, electricity and
water, picnic table and grill,

inflation Hits Again:
Body Worth $5.60

and will cost $6 a night.
Senior citizens can get in for
$1.50 per night from Memorial
Day until Labor Day, and free
the rest of the year.
In addition to a grocery
store, two laundromats and
four waste disposal sites for
recreational vehicles,
numerous recreational opportunities will be offered the
campers.
A full-time recreation
director will surpervise an 84by 42-foot junior Olympic size
swimming pool, four tennis
courts, two basketball courts,
two combination volleyballbadminton courts, two horse
shoe. _plts _ and
two
playgrounds,'
Recreation director Sue
Spaugh said she plans daily
activities open only to campers, such as arts and crafts,
tennis and swimming instructions, basketball clinics
and evening camp fires, along
with outdoor movies and
square dancing on weekends.
State Parks Commissioner
Bruce Montgomery will
preside at Wednesday's brief
ribbon cutting ceremonies,
after which the park will be
open on a firstcome, firstserved basis, with no reservations.

CHICAGO(AP)— Inflation has driven up the worth of
your body.
A few years ago„ says an anatomy professor at the
University of Illinois College of Meoicine, the calcium,
magnesium, iron and other chemical elements in a body
were worth 98 cents. Now they are worth $5 80
"And the price will keep going up, just like it's doing
with cadavers and skeletons," Dr. Harry Monsen said
"We are caught in the inflation spiral."
Where inflation is hitting hard is in cadavers, said
Monsen.
"The Illinois Demonstrators Association in Chicago
services cadavers to an medical schools in the state,"
said Monsen. "A staff of three,prepares 750 a year, all
the bodies being donated. At our school, we use 150 to
160 a year for 750 students. In April, the price went from
$145 for each cadaver to $165, and in another two
months, the price will be about $200."
Monsen said that the inflation is linked primarily to
the rising costs of staff of building maintenance the nonprofit association, and chenvcals.

chic-Tit
Representatives from the Western Kentucky Bureau of Rehabilitation Services
discuss special facilities and programs available to the handicapped in Land Between
The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public demonstration area in western Kentucky and
Tennessee. From left to right are Rise Daniels, recreation staff; Connie Talent, Murray;
Nancy Curtis, Paducah; Leah Hart, Murray; Wayne Jernigan, Paducah; and Jerry Conley,
recreation area supervisor.
TVA PHOTO

Senator Ford Says
GLASGOW, Ky. t API -Federal spending must be
reduced in orderisto curb inflation, but fecltral social
programs could be the target
of future budget cuts, according to Sen. Wendell Ford,
D-Ky
•
In a speech Tuesday night to
the Barren River Area
Development District, Ford
said programs like public
works employment, the.
17omprehensive Employment
fraMing Act, parks and

recreation, community
development and
rural
developments could
be
targeted for cutbacks now that
defense spending is no longer
the main object for spending
reductions.
"I am a strong supporter of
These programs which have
become an important element
of the communities in which
you live and work," Ford said.
"But I have a feeling that
these programs will soon be
the target of federal budget

tlociattrograms
cutters. It won't be ac- almost alarming proportions.
complished without gnashing
He pointed out the conof teeth but it may well be tinuing uncertainty over
inevitable," he said.
Ford had praise for the local
planning agencies, emphasizing that progress is
always related directly to
Find the answers
responsive community
leaders and citizens working
in over 200 helpful
cooperatively.
federal publicaCalling for a strengthened
tions. For your free
relationship between local and
federal governments, Ford
catalog.
write:
cited inflation • as soaring to

future energy supplies and
costs as the - roof of the
problem of inflation.

Questions?
Consumer Information Center,
Dept. C,Pueblo,
Colorado 81009.
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
12:00-6:00 Sunday
153-8304

ANALGESIC

MUM

BAN
0 I I

ban

TWICE AS FAST AS ASPIRIN
f

aP
CAP

BUFFERIN

ANTI iIRSF;RANT

60 TABLETS

thLi

REG. S1.76

SAVE 77c

A.

SAY-BITE'San
LOW PRICE UV
•
SHOWER TO SHOWER

JOHNSON'S

BODY
POWDER

I.

DENTAL
FLOSS

8 Or.
"REGULAR
•HERBAL

DENTAL
FLOSS

CUTEX
POLISH
REMOVER

REG. $1.19

REG. $2.03

Tut

Desenex
Spray-On
Foot Powder
In 12 oz.,
Family Size

S2.00 REFUND
OFFER
GET DETAILS IN STORE

BABY MAGIC
LOTION
4 111.188. 81.1111'
Ag01
4.
4
lot,or,

NOW!

68c
188111

Eye Odor
%/ler- Pencil
SHADOW,L.NE
PENCIL

Stie

LOW PRICE

FLINTSTONES VITAMIN
*REGULAR
*WITH IRON

60 TABLETS

NOW!
Sips

2 For

5.5 Oz.
REG. $2.39

REG $1.13 7c OFF

SAVE 47c

66c

OIL
I HOT, TIRED
ITCHING
• FEET?

, Puffrred A.-4mm

KA $INER
ALTA
25
6

a

*REGULAR
'LEMON
REG 80'

•ONWAXED
*EX FINE

ra unit srosAcio

woo 1.44071 fillfli I Kat w Km'
ACtoti sow PAM

•REGULAR
•UNSCENTED
•QUICK DRY

SAVE 67c

ccON_

Alka,-Seltzer

DEODORANT
1.5 Oz.

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

SPIeleVa*CCM Y PAM. 10
[1.14 VIM ••
,
•••C,0

CLEARASIL

CREAM
ACNE MEDICATION
'MEDICATED
'VANISHING
FORMULA

FABERGE'

ORGANICS
CONDITIONERS
15 Or.
REG. $2.25

FABERGE'

ORGANIC
SHAMPOO
*REGULAR
*OILY
15 Or.
REG. $2.25

IF YOU ARE 60 OR OVER YOU CAN SAVE AN EXTRA 10% ON ALL
PRESCRIPTIONS ASK ABOUT OUR SENIOR CITIZENS DISCOUNT

.65 Or,
REG.
$1.49

Dispoutir

99c
First
in
Quality

First
in
Price
L1PLNF' oENCIL
$1.111

$144
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SHOP HERE!

doing
I said

Heinz

Campbell's

Kosher Dill
Pickles

Tomato
Soup

said

hicago
;tate,"
.ar, all
150 to
t from
two

Prices Good Thursday, June 8
through Wednesday, June 14

FREE $100.00 BILL

Sere 15

5 cans 900

69C

32
Save 0

rily to
ke non-

Tomato

Given Away Each Week

Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100given away each week

Bathroom
Tissue
39

iupplies and
•oof of the
30.

with S10.00

order or more

16 Oz.
Sava
30'

.Employees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to win .Adults
only may register .You do not have to be present to win.

on the purchase
of 4 boxes
with our coupon below

Save 60.

Skippy
Peanut
Butter

Tea Bags

24's
Save
32'

18 Oz.
Save
20'

Scott Leader

-

'Nothing to Buy *No Cords To Punch *All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.

4 Roil Pkg.

InforIter,
teblo,
1009.

v.

Last Week's Mrs. Stella Ragsdale
198 Meadow Lane
Winner

Soft '11'
-Pretty

rams7

Low Overhead
Means Lower Prices

PRODUGE

.
Pepsi,
7 UP,
Mountain
Dew or
‘Dr. Pepper

New Crop Tenn.

Cabbage
Yellow Ripe

Bananas

1601. 11 Bettie
Carton

Sunkist

Lemons

Save 60'

Yellow Sweet

with betties

Corn

deposit

Sea!test

1 Doz.
Cello
Bag

sail

Buttermilk
C
Frosty Acres Spears

Broccoli
Frosty Acres Heat & Serve
Campbell's

Pork & Beans
16 oz.

3

Cans 89C

Waffles
Frosty Acres Green
Peas

5 °1.

4

$100

Frosty Acres

Save 22'

Lemonade 3
Armours

Wieners

Armours
All Beef

Armours Sliced

Bologna
$109.

Wieners

Dog
Food

89C
pkg

$100

NON-DAIRY CREAMER
from @nation

effee-mate

25 1.1). Bag

12

$100

Save 50'

16 oz.
Save 30'

Ration
**40tawwwww..S

Hyde Park

Biscuits

Fresh Cut Chicken Parts
Breast
98c
Legs
Thighs
39c
Necks & Backs
lb.

lb 98c

lb

lb 19

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We ACcept U.S.
Government *
Food Stamps

31 Oz.
Save
49'

39
Bacon
$109
12 ot. pkg.

Extra
Strength
Capsules

24's Peg. $1.49
Save

Tylenol
89.

with this
coupon
the purchase of
10C
- 3 oz. boles
if
Offer Expire, t; 14-78

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners
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Local Young
Democrats
Attend Meet
Six delegates from the
Calloway County and Murray
State Young Democrat clubs
attended the Kentucky Young
Democrat Convention June
1-.2,3 in Louisville at the
'Ramada Inn convention
-fenter.
Representing the Calloway
County club were President
Joe Johnson, Vice President
Randy Lovett, and Gayle
WadIington. The delegates
from the Murray State Young
Democrats were President
Cheryl Milam, Secretary
Karen Jones, and past
President Patricia Vincent.
The latter, a resident of
Sacramento, was nominated
Vicehairman of the First
District in the Congressional
District Caucus.
State Representative Roger
Noe from Harlan County was
presidliti chairman of the
KYD Convention and State
Supreme Court Clerk Martha
Layne Collins was honorary
Chairman.
Highlights of the KYD
Obnvention were a farm picnic
hosted by Louisville Sheriff
Joe Green; a chance to meet
the Democratic hopefuls of
1979; the Ce)ebrity Auction
with Ky. democrats auctionning off items that they
had donated to the highest
bidder: the General Session of
the KYD convention in which
state officers and district
chairpeople were elected; and
a Reception and Convention
Banquet with guest speaker
Gov. Julian .Carroll.
Several
resolutions
proposed by the state convention which will be considered by the new State
Executive Committee were to
reaffirm support of the Equal
Rights
Amendment, to
dedicate the convention to the
memory of Hubert H. Humphrey, to support Dee Huddileston in his re-rleCtion to the
Senate, and to support
legislation that would enable
the return of aluminum drink
cans for deposit. Johnson mid.

Central Shopping Center
9-9 Mon- Sat.
1-6 Sunday

GLEEM TOOTHPASTE
Gleem toothpaste with a
new cool burst of flavor Contains fluoride
to help prevent cavities 7-oz (net wt.)

SAVE
11.11
Reg.

*,
11

LED Watches
I
s

New

Reg.
$17.95
Limit 1
Only 36
to sell

2"

NO RAI.fi WC*

Gives you five functions -

the hour,
minutes, seconds, month and day

Cold
Power
XE

Bickel Gets
Degree From
Auburn U.

(or while quantities last)

Men's

2/V'

$1.09

Prices Good
Thursday
through
Sunday

— with just the press of a button

^

49 oz 3lbs lo.
Reg.
$1.25
Limit 2

Wilford O'Neill Bickel is
among the 1,813 at Auburn
University to get degrees on
two campuses this June,
bringing the total number
since last June to 4,478, acCording to the university
registrar.
Of the graduates, 3,840 were
awarded degrees on the main
campus at Auburn.
Bickel received a BS
degree.
Spring commencement at
AU was held on June 6 at 2:30
p.m. in Memorial Coliseum
where 1,515 degrees were
awarded by President Harry
M. Philpott.
_ These included 27 doctorates, one specialist, 107
master's and 1,380 bachelor's
degrees.
Among
the
bachelor's were 114 Doctors of
Veterinary Medicine who are
graduated in the June class
each year.
Auburn University at
Montgomery, —in- separate
exercises, awarded a total of
298 degrees. Of these, 156 are
master's,
including
97
awarded through the Air
University
program
at
Maxwell Air Force Base, and
142 will be bachelor's degrees.

66c

TAMPAE
regular or super Limit 2
tampons ...

SCOPE
MOUTHWASH

$127

67

BOX
Internal protection you Can
trust Your choice of regulet
or super tarnpax in the economy box of 40

EACH

30-11 oz Bonus Scope - the re

trashing mouthwash and gargle

Reg.
99t
Limit 2
New improved Breck Shampoo for normal, oily or dry
hair. Leaves hair shinny and
manageable.

Omega 200
2 Person

Palmolive

Rapid
Shave

Inflatable
Boat
Outfit

Shave
11 01

Local Minister's
Brother Is In
'Outstanding Unit'

Rag..

28c

includes air
purnp. Oars,
repair kit
1 year warranty
78- 411" deflated

tirmt2

Valvoline
Motor Oil

Truck
To91,Box

AB Climate

10W-20W-40
Rag 71t
11rnil 6

Reg $0400

3/$100

Calor • White
3Only Toad!

$6800

Bea $22.98

PERU, IND.— Captain
Kenneth R. Dale, whose
brother is John W. Dale of 625
Elm St., Murray is a member
61 an organizarion that has
earned the US. Air Force
Outstanding Unit Award.
Captain Dale is an aircraft
maintenance officer at
Grissom AFB, IND., with the
305th Air Refueling Wing
which
was
cited
for
meritorious service from July
1, 1975 to June 30, 1977.
Members of the 305th will
wear a distinctive ribbon to
mark their affiliation with the
?mit
-The eaptain,a 0161graduate-‘:
of E W Grove High School,
Paris, Tenn., received his B.S.
degree in 1966 from Memphis
(Tenn.) State University,
whore he was commissioned
through the Air Force Reserve
Officers Training Corps
Program
er

09

:14waron we.

Heavy-Duty
19-0z. SHOUT
Black I Decker

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

19

- Want a tough Irian -out? Shout ft out Lau,
dr', soil and stain remove.. I 9-oz (net WI)

•
•••••XIONIE XIN.4•11.6.4.11
,

"
.....-..604.44.31•4011ff7.14- Amer
........

N.•VriEWAR.SOt

Workmate
Workbench

4s%
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LBL Tests
Handicapped
Facilities
GOLDEN POND, KY—
Representiatives of the
Western Kentucky Bureau of
Rehabilltation Services
visited Brandon Spring Group
Camp, Piney Campground,
and Hilliman Ferry Campground in Land Between The
Lakes to discuss problems
faced by the handicapped at
different types of facilities and
some of the solutions to those
problems.
The representatives, Leah
Hart and Connie Talent of
Murray, Kentucky, and
Wayne Jernigan and Nancy
Curtis. of Paducah, Kentucky,
toured TVA's 170,400-acre
public demonstration area in
western __Katuctcy and Tennessee with Jerry Conley,
recreation area supervisor,
and Rise Daniels, campground park attendant.
The sites for the handicapped feature smooth
Comfort with style. 100% nylon with cotton
camping pads, picnic tables
lined crotch in bikini style. Holds up wash atwith extended ends to
ter wash. Choose sizes 5 to 7 in many
facilitate wheelchair use, and
colors.
paved paths leading from the
sites to nearby restrooms and
other sections of the of the
camping area.
Bob Jones, recreation
planner in charge of special
programs in Land Between
The Lakes, spoke about
present programs, including
day camps and special
population fishing tournaments, and
possible
The "ouchless" bandprograms, such as tent
age in box of 80 A
cleans furniture,
camping and skill developgreat little aid for those
ment programs for disabled
little injuries
mirrors & appliances
children and adults.
According to Conley, two
handicapped persons are
employed at Hillman Ferry
and Piney Campgrounds.
Their jobs include the
A handy household cleaner for
checking out of recreation
mirrors, kitchen surfaces and
equipment,
upkeep
of
furniture. 14-oz (net wt) in
equipment, and leading
REG.
spray can.
.1.a7
various recreation programs.
Several other facilities in
Deodorant body povaliar
with
baking
soda
Land Between The Lakes are
Choose Regular or Heravailable to accommodate the
bal in 8-oz. container
handicapped. Long Creek
Trail, a one-fourth mile selfinterpretive trail, is paved for
convenient use by the handicapped. The Paw Paw Path,
a 1,500-foot paved trail at
Brandon Spring Group Camp,
has been designed as a trail
for the handicapped and
serves as a teaching
demonstration in how trail
design can be effectively
accomplished. Concrete
ramps make access to all
facilities at Brandon Spring
Group Camp Available to the
handicapped.
In both Piney and Hillman Ferry Campgrounds, the •
campfire
theaters
are
designed to permit access by ^i
the handicapped. A special
floating fishing pier is also
2-piece, 6'2' spinlocated at Piney.
ning rod with ceramic guides and
H-POWERED BUS
spun grip handle.
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) —
Olympic 151 reel
The first operational automowith automatic bell
tive vehicle in California to use
system and converhydrogen as
eit.\/
fuel has begun
tible handle.
service her .
It is a 21-passe ger bus, part
of the city's fleet of seven vehicles serving senior citizens.
Unlike conventional automotive vehicles, which have fuel
tanks filled with gasoline, this
bus has a series of cylinders
containing the silvery-gray
compound, iron-titanium hydride.
The heated hydrogen gas is
ducted to the engine, mixed
with air and ignited, driving
the pistons. The exhaust is water vapor and yery small quanStock op for yOUr coott games
tities of oxides of nitrogen.

LADIES' NYLON PANTIES'
with cotton lined crotch

SAVE

Filling but slimming. Just right for
these hot Summer days.

34-QT. COLEMAN® COOLER
with hamper style handles...
Features buitt-in snap latch, hamper
handles for one hand carry, deep,
dry storage tray, leek proof drain
and opens with just one hand. Made
of Poly -Liteg material.

uck
I Box
rOSSOVer

- vett a to. of 12
golf balls

C010( - White
30n ly To Sell

ROyal

Plus

tl.ttori toffee Popcorn vigil
OlfirCIOUS snack
treat 6-oz Oaf wit ?box

C.
Kids will really enjoy this big 5'
pool Durable plastic to take lots
of rough play; bright Mother
—Go—Os-e-prieir SafBIOT SrnattlOtS:'
Morn .will love thatt It's
a •
_
Splash+

--_ am

_

_

•

Citiick, easy and ecdoctmiLkal. Penetrates,.
deep fir long-lasting prcection. Dries
quickly and cleans up easily with water. Fnr
furniture, fences and much more..

Gets teeth th-sir vehitast

-

ULTRA BRITE...
For a brighter smile
Ultra Brte In handy 8 4
ounce (net wt (tubes

Rf Q
I 09

• PROJECT
INDEPENDENCE
What is Project
Independence'
Project Independence is a demanstration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase.
It
is
designed to help.older
persons remain in
their own homes as an
alternative to entering
institutional facilitiel.
Who is eligible?
Persons who:
1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their homes
(such as household
chores, meals, health
needs, transportation
aad others), AND
-7'."- elin not i4R-.the
.sasvices from. any
otherource.
If
you
have
questions
about
Project Independence
call Bonnie Ashby at
753-6362. • -
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Special fun that includes
making new friendS, swimming and boating, sports and
games and crafts and nature
study is in the offing for 50
Calloway County youngsters
at 4-H camp this summer.
There is still room for more to
attend, and if interested call
the Extension Office for information.
Last year, 62 4-Hers from
this county attended a Monday-Friday camp at West
Kentucky 4-H Camp. This
year. 50 Calloway County boys
and girls will go to camp there
.June 12-16.
West Kentucky 4-H Camp is
one of the five 4-H Camps in
the Commonwealth, all offering a wide variety of

sun uner fun activities for kids
in the 9-19 age range. Fun and
learning, along with a chance
to enjoy the outdoors, are the
main ingredients to make this
year's camp exciting.
Young nature lovers can
learn more about their environment and its resources,
collect specimens and hike the
many nature trails. And in
craft classes, the 4-1-l'ers will
have a chance to be creative
and make something useful or
decorative.
Trained instructors will help
with these and other activities, teaching beginners
and helping in more skilled
campers observe safety rules.
Extension agents, adult and
teen leaders provide super-

vision for the young campers,
along with instructors by
Kentucky Utilities Company.
Coordinating the total camping program at West Kentucky 4-H Camp this summer
will be camp manager Tim
McGinnis, a teacher in
Christian County, who was
camp manager in 1977 and has
been associated with the
camping program for 14
years.
The
Kentucky
Association of Electric Coop
(KAEC) provides salaries for
managers of all the Kentucky
4-H Camps.
For many 4-H campers,
staying in cabins with other
young people and adults is
their first experience in group
living, and they learn a lot

about getting along with
others.
Sharing three meals,a day
with 309 other people is
another first-time experience
for many of the younger
campers, and the appetitearousing activities and
nutritious food make mealtime at camp even more
rewarding.
This year Kentucky 4-11
Camps will be participating in
the federally funded Summer
Food Services Program for
Children, which operates
under guidelines similar t,.
those of public school food
service programs. Taking
part in this program will'
enable the camp staff to hold
costs down so that mos:
families can afford to send
their child to camp.
Like all 4-H programs of the
University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service, the 4-H camping
program is open to any
youngster between the ages 9
and 19, r,.gardless of race,
color, sex or national origin.
For more information on
Calloway County's participation in 4-H camping this
summer, contact Jane Steely
at the County Extension
„Office, 209 Maple Street, 753:
1452,

Dexter-Hardin UMYF
Group Plans Car Wash

FOUR-H CAMP DONATION — Mrs. Arlie Scott, right, vice-chairman ot
the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club, presented a check
from the department to Mrs. Larue Sledd, treasurer, left, and Miss Kathy
Stubblefield, president, center, of the Calloway County 4-H Council, to
help to sponsor two children to the 4-H Club Camp at Dawson Springs
during the week of June 12 to 16. The camp will last for one week and consists of swimming, boating, archery, hiking, group sports, crafts, folk games,
nature and conservation studies, vespers, campfires, and many other activities. Any child wishing to attend the 4-H Camp may still attend by
calling Jane Steely, County Extension Agent in 4-H, at '53-1452 by Friday,
June 9.

Deaths and Funerals
Final Rites Today
For Mrs. McSwain
Services for Mrs. L. E
Rubye Hooper McSwain are
being held today at two p.m. at
the chapel of the J H. Churchill Funeral Home with the.
Rev. Dr. James A. Fisher'
-officiating.
Pallbearers serving are Art
Jewel, W. H. McSwain, Dr.
Castle Parker, Lacy Carr,
Grady Hudson, and 0. T.
Thompson, active; Glenn
Gamblin. Thomas Duncan,
and H. A. Ntwport, honorary.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. McSwain, age 76, a
retired school teacher born
April 18, 1902. died Monday
morning at the JacksonMadison County General
Hospital, Jackson, Tenn.
She is survived by two
daughters:Mrs. Merrill Wise,
Jackson, Tenn., and Mrs.
James Byrn. Murray; one
son, Dr. Harold McSwain,
Columbus, Ohio; one sister,
Mrs. Bill Paschall, Puryear.
Tenn.; -seven grandchildren.

Chester W. Lee Is
Dead At Age 76;

Rites Held Today

Services Thursday
For Carlos Hicks
Final rites for Carlos Hicks
of, Murray will be held
Thursday at one p.m. at the
chapel of te Blalock-Coleman
FuneraT Home with the Rev.
Jack Jones officiating. Burial
will follow in the Coles'Camp
Ground Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Hicks, ,age 70, died
Monday at the Westview
Nursing Home. He is survived
by one daughter, Mrs. Paul
Lord, Gillette, Wyoming: one
son, Sherrill Hicks, Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Harry Sharp,
Foster; three grandchildren.

To Be On Friday

Taxes...

WE'VE
GOT MINT
110U NEED.

8

;per

annum

3/,
a
,

annum

7/1 2%
6
6
annum

4°"r
annum

If you're looking for the Elia
est interest rates, with the
lowest minimum deposits,
allowed by Federal law . . .
WE'VE GOT WHAT YOU HID!

1/2per
annum
%

REDSTONE ARSENA1.,
Ala.—Spec. 4 John M.
Robertson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Flavil Rogertson, 211 S.
13th , Murray, recently
completed an Improved
HAWK missile fire control
repair transition course at the
U.S. Army Missile and
Munitions Center and School,
Redstone Arsenal, Ala.
During the course, students
learned support maintenance
of the Improved HAWK
missile system, its battery
control center and its radar
signal simulator.
The HAWK is the Army's
medium altitude air defense
missile.
Robertson entered the Army
in May of last year.
The specialist is a 1972
graduate of Murray High
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His wife, Sheila, was with
him at the arsenal during the
course.

Homecoming Set
At Gordon And
Brooks Cemeteries
The annual homecoming for
the Gordon and Brooks Chapel
cemeteries will be held
Sunday, June 11, at the Brooks
Chapel United Methodist
Church, located east of Dexter
off Highway 1346.
Worship services will be at
eleven a.m. followed by a
basket dinner at noon and
singing in the afternoon.
Donations for the upkeep of
the cemeteries may be given
to Donald Dowdy, treasurer of
the current fund, or William
A. Jones and Tommy Mitchell,
members of the trust fund
committee.
inamonam

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Bradie Vaughn Dies Funeral Thursday
At Local Chapel
Tuesday; Funeral
To Be On Thursday For Elmer Dillon
Bradie Vaughn of Almo
Route One, Dexter community, died Tuesday at 1025
p.m. at his home. He was 75
years of age and a retired
farmer.
The Calloway man was a
member of the Oakland
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. Paducah. Born May
1, 1903, he was the son of the
late Johnny Vaughn and Jane
Byerly Vaughn.
Mr. Vaughn is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Lava Darnall
Vaughn, Almo Route One; two
step daughters, Mrs. Olvie
Mathis, Dexter, and Mrs.
Jerry Smith, Murray; on
sister, Mrs. Mary Staton,
Paducah; two brothers, Jamie
Vaughn, Paducah, and Hanle
Vaughn, Calvert Coy Route
One; six step grandchildren;
seven step great grandchildren; one step great_great
grandchild.
The funeral' will be held
at the
arsday- 'tire
';chapel of the Linn Funeral
Mame. Benton, with Bro. John Hicks officiating. Burial will
follow in the Oakland
Cemetery,Paducah.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
tonight Wednesday,

Missile Course

Dr. James W. Courtney,
Optometrist, is to begin Optometric practice in Murray,
in early June. Dr. Courtney
completed his pre-optometry
curriculum at Murray State
University. He then received
the Bachelor of Science
Degree and the Doctor of
Optometry Degree from the
University of Houston College
of Optometry, Houston,
Texas. During . his preoptometry studies at Murray
State University, Courtney
was named to membership in
Phi Theta
Upsilon, a
professional optometric
fraternity..
• Since his graduation, he has
been an asamisite-in a group
Dr. James W.Courtney
optometric
practice
in
Louisville. In Murray, Dr.
He is married to La Nell
Courtney will offer general Barrett Courtney who is a
optolnetric
care
while licensed barber hair stylist.
specializing in contact lenses. His parents are Mr. and Mrs.
James Elvis Courtney of
Beulah Ky. He is the grandson
Trophy Horse Show To
of the late Mr. Pat (E. S.)
Courtney and Mrs. Dixie
Be At New Providence
Courtney who now resides in
The New Providence Riding
Beulah and the late Dr. L. W.
Club will have a WKHA
Carlin, long-time pastor of the
Trophy Horse Show on
Bellview Baptist Church of
Saturday, June 10, at five p.m. Paducah, Kentucky and Mrs.
at the riding rink located Flora L. Carlin who now
southeast of Murrag off High- resides in Paducah.
.
way 121 South on the New
Dr. Courtney has purchased
Providence Road.
property in downtown Murray
Officials said the entry fee and his practice address will
will be two dollars, and that be 505 Main Street, Murray,
refreshments will be sold.
KY 42071,

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 359.2
Below dam 301.7 down 1.7.
A car wash will be held by
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.2
the Dexter-Hardin United down 0.1.
Methodist Youth Fellowship
Below dim 305.6 down 1.6.
Acin Saturday, June 10, from
Sunset 8:14. Sunrise 5:37
nine a.m. to two p.m. at the. a.m.
church,
Dexter-Hardin
located on U.S. Highway 641
North at the Calloway.
Continued From Page one
Marshall County line.
government, has a unique tax structure
The cost will be two dollars
wherein some portions of the county
Commonwealth? And what affect
for the outside of the car. The
would benefit from a Proposition 13.
would a Kentucky version of
money will be used to help pay
In Jefferson County,for instance, the
Proposition 13 have on the state?
for projects of summer acrollback would be relatively inThere has been no evidence so far of a
tivities by the UMYF.
significant compared to California's
potential tax backlash by Kentucky
tax assessment. County residents are
voters, and in the first hours after
currently taxed at the rate of 1.07
passage of Proposition 13 any guess as
percent per $100 while Louisville
to the intent of Kentuckians would only
residents pay t therate of 1.64 percent.
be speculation. The highest tax in the state is the 2.33
The basic difference between
percent in Newport in Kenton County.
California and Kentucky is size — the
Federal State Market News Service
June 7.19'78
The owner of a $40,000 home there
size of both the population and the
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
would save over $500 a year under
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
property tax bite. California finances a
Receipts' Art. 647 Est 750 Barrows &
Proposition 13.
flock of programs with its $3.25 billion
Gilts very uneven prices uncertain
Still, that is a small figure compared
annual property tax assessment.
early. mostly 25e-50e higher Sows steady
lower
to
Si .00
to the thousands of dollars paid by
Kentucky, on the other hand, takes in
$50.25-50.51
US 1-2 200-230lbs.
enraged Californians.
less than $400 million in property taxes.
few to1151.00
149.75-50.25
US 1-3 200-240 lbs.
Paul Tanner of the state Department
State
officials
said
that
property
149.75-49.75
US 2-4240-240 lbs.
of Revenue says that Kentuckians
......
$47.75411.75
US 3-4 260-220
valuations in most of Kentucky are so
Sows
should realize how low their property
small that a Proposition 13-type
$41.0042.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
taxes really are in comparison to other
few to $42.50
measure here would have no affect. In
540 00-42 00
US 1-3 300-500 lbs.
states.
fact,
only
Boone,
Kenton,
Jefferson,
$43.00-44.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
"They don't get sympathy from me
$44 00-45_00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs
Breathitt and Lee counties have
severe to $46..00
when they complain about their taxes,"
combined
tax
rates
above
1
percent.
. .. .$39 00-40 00
I.'S 2-1 300-500(be
he said.
Fayette County, with its city-county
Boars 130.00-37.00 mostly $36.00-37.00

Chester W. Lee died.Monday
at seven p.m. at the Marshall
County Hospital, Benton. He
was 76 years of age and a
resident of Benton Route Nine.
Mr. Lee is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Jean Lee; one
daughter, Mrs. Sharon
Traughber, Benton; two sons,
Glenn Lee, Benton, and
William Lee, Chicago, ill.;
two sisters, Mrs. Ruthie
Morris, Benton, and Mrs.
Reba Clayton, Murray; one
stepdaughter, Mrs. Marilyn
Chandler, Benton; • one
stepson, Mike Smith, Benton;
three grandchildren; ten
great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at one p.m. at the chapel
of the .Collier Funeral Home,
Benton, with the Bev. Aubert
The funeral services for
Rose officiating. Burial will
Tommie
Darnell of Hardin
follow in the Hamlet Cemetery
Route One will be held Friday
in Marshall County.
at one p.m. at the chapel of the.
Collier Funeral Home, .Benton, with the Rev. R. J. Burpoe
officiating. Burial will follow
in tix Horn Cemetery.
Ferends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Darnell, age 36, died
Tuesday
at two a.m. from
The funeral for Elmer Dillon
will be held Thursday at 10:30 injuries sustained when the
car he was driving ran off the
a.m. at the chapel of the Max
road and struck a tree 2.4
Home
with
Funeral
Churchill
Bro. Connie Wyatt officiating. miles west of Palma on U.S.
Burial will follow in the Lone Highway 68. Members of the
Oak Cemetery in. Calloway Marshall County Rescue
County with nephews serving Squad were called to the scene
to help remove-him from the
as pallbearers.
car wreckage.
the
at
call
may
Friends
Survivors include
his
funeral home after four p.m.
mother,
Mrs.
Lola
Darnell,
Wednesday).
today
Mr. Dillon, age 37, Hardin Route One; three
Hopkinsville, died Tuesday at daughters, Peggy Elaine
12:30 a.m. of injuries Darnell, Bobbie Laguin
sustained in a one car accident Darnell, and Karen Michelle
on Kentucky Highway 107 Darnell, all of Benton Route
about four miles north of Four; on sister, Mrs. Shirley
Hopkinsville. He was retired Gibson, Hardin Route One.
due to disability from the Tr - New Concord
Class To
City Tree Company. Born
Aug. 12, 1940, in Clay County, Hold Reunion Picnit
Tenn., he was the son of
The 1959 class of New
Daniel Dillon, who survives, Concord High School
will have
and the late Tessie Harris a reunion at the MurrayDillon.
Calloway. County
on
Survivors include his father, Saturday. June iu.Park
at one
two
Dexter;
Dillon,
Daniel
This wilLbe.,_ a_ _family
dattrIteTs, - Miss Theresa- km.
picnic and all graduates,
Dillon,
pawn and Miss Lisa
teachers, other members'.
Murray Route Eight; one the class, and their
families •
Mae)
Mrs.
John
(011ie
sister,
are invited.
Lane, Murray Mite Elk ; Persona may call Joe
two brothers, John fillIon; Green,
438-2220, for inDexter, and George Dillon, formation..
Twenty-three
Hamlin; several nices and persons
graduated in the 1959
nephews.
class.

Tommie Darnell's
Funeral Services

CHARLES
DOUGLAS
TUCKER, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Tucker, has been
accepted at the Universtty
of Louisville School of
Medicine and will begin his
medical studies in the fall.
Tucker is a graduate of
Calloway County High
School and received his B. S.
and VC A7 dejees from
Murray State University. He
has been doing volunteer
work at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
while attending school and
helping his father on their
dairy farm northwest of
Murray. He is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Brown
Tucker and, Mr. and Mrs.
Newell Doores.
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Murryan Completes

Courtney To Begin
Optometric Practice

Calloway Boys And Girls To Attend 4-H Club Camp

Oak
APP1

glexkhfeaket

Prices of stock of &local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
Corp., of Murray,are as follows:
Industrial Avg. ............

.

-3.29

Air Products ..........
. 29% unc
American Motors .
.......
+%
211% -54
Ashland Oil
American Telephone
61's unc
497 unc
Ford Motor
Gaming Care,....., la% bid,It% ask
General Motors
02% -%
General lire
-%
Goodrich ..
...........
Hetiblien.
...........2M6 +60
IBM
11644
srs unc
McDonalds
3111 4
Pennwalt
32% .%
Pepsico
Pet
ea,
25%
- Quaker Osts
IN • •
Tappan
25 t
Texaco
24% -%
Wal-Mart
36 bid, W.8.4
Wendys

23%

8-10 year
Certifizote of Deposit•
$1 ,000 ,nn. dep.
Net annual yield 8.33%
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•
•
6-7 year
•
•
Certificate of Deposit* •
•
$1,000 min. dep.
Net annual yield 8.06% •.
.. •
..

4 year

Certificate of Deposit'
S1,000 min. dep.
Net annual yield 7.79°.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

21'2 year
Certificate of Deposit'
Si ,000 min. dep.
Net annual yield 6.98%
1-2 year
Certificate of Deposit*
Si 000 min. dep.
Net annual yield 6.72%

6 mai h Money Market Certificate*

Earns 1/4 % above average rate of 6-month
; Treasury bills in the latest weekly auction.
SI0,000 min. dep.
•
•
•

3/4%
per
annum

5

pe r
annum

90-day Notice

Golden Eagle Passbook
$100 min. dep.
Net annual yield 5.92%
Day in - Day out
Regular Passbook
$1.00 min. dep.
Net annual yield 5.39%

Interest on savings Compounded Daily.
•
•

*Substantial interest penalty required on
tarty withdrawals from Certifiress.
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Conservation Program in LBL
To Reduce Energy Consumption
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GOLDEN POND, KY—
From 10 to 15 percent of the
annual energy consumption
may be reduced this year at
Land Between The Lakes,
TVA's 170,000-acre Public
demonstration
area
in
western Kentucky and Ten-

office, the patrol budding, the
wildlife checking center, and
the maintenance center. The
path is eight feet wide and will
be used by employees in
electric golf-type carts. 'this
will *show how we can substitute, for imported oil and
gas," Smelser said. In adBased upon last year's dition, smaller conventional
usage, as much as 25 percent vehicles are being tested.
may be saved, Lynwood
Naturally energized porSmelser, facilities manager, table camping equipment is
said. The reason for the cut currently in the planning for
has been the implementation the summer. One such unit is
of several energy-conserving the solar cooker now on
programs.
display at Center Station. Dick
Among the programs being Cottrell, supervisor
of
implemented is the in- recreation services, t,19,d Willie
stallation of wood burning Williams, civil engineer, are
stoves to use wood as a source designing a demonstration
of heat instead of oil, gas, or campsite with several of these
electricity. Several stoves units.
-have-beerrinstalled in ex trig
Land Between The Lakes
buildings. A wood burning has also cut down on general
system in the new patrol electric use in all facilities.
building will heat and cool the Caulking, double-glazed
building and also heat water. window glass, and extra inAlso under construction is a sulation are being added to
paved trail from the Visitors most buildings. Heated areas,
Center to the administrative clocks, or lights that aren't
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OAK RIDGE BOYS
,

Grammy award-winning .each _member -in--several
OAK RIDGE BOYS and their numbers throughtout their
progressive pop-rock-country- performance.
gospel kind of music will be
The "OAKS" have added to
warmly welcomed at Kain- their credits with appearances
tuck Territory, Sunday, June on the Mike Douglas Show (4
11. Concert times are 2 and 5 appearances), the Mery
Griffin Show, The Johnny
Cash Summer Series, the
A musical feast of a flawless
dinah Shore Show (3 apblend of -soulful ballads,
pearances), Music Hall
mellow love songs and lively
America, and The Roy Clark
pop tunes will be given to the
Ranch
Party; they have
audience." This musical
hosted a Public I3roadcasing
creation of feeling is better
Systems TV pilot, "Wonderful
known as "THE OAK RIDGE
World of Country Music."
BOYS."
• The recipients of many
More than just four ex- music awards, the "OAKS"
cellent singers; Duane Allen, have won something far
Bill Golden, Richard Sterban, greater, they've won the
and Joe Bonsall are top-notch adulation of their people: their
entertainers,
the fans.
and
Kaintuck Territory, a town
distinction is apparent. From
the moment they step on. of the 1880's, is located on
stage—their audience is won. highway 841 approximately
All four have superb vocal five miles south of Kentucky
ability and they wisely feature Dam near Benton.

needed have been turned off.
Many incandescent lights
have been replaced with units
having higher efficiency.
Thermostats are set high
during summer and low in the
winter. Checks of filters in all
heating and cooling devices
are done monthly. Water and
heat will be turned off in
empty
buildings
from
December through March,
and water heater thermostats
have been lowered to their
minimum functioning temperature.
Employees are bringing
newspapers to work for use by
the Cadiz Garden Club for
paper recycling as part of a
relatel conservation effort to
reduce rate of natural
resource use.
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Art Exhibit
Murray High School art students of Mrs. Betty Scott
exhibited their work (upper right) to parents and other
interested persons prior to the summer vacation. The
students also demonstrated skills which they have
learned during the year. lohnda Moss (below) concentrates on enameling on copper. The finished piece
will be a pendant Bill Wilson and Heather Kodman are
throwing on the potter's wheel as Heather's mother,
Mrs. Frank Kodman looks on(lower right).
Photos by Kaye Peebles

Circuit Clerks
To Hold Meeting
The Kentucky Circuit
Clerk's Association will hold
its summer convention on
June 8-9, 1978% Cumberland
S te Park. This is the
Fallskissotk
first c ng of the Circuit
since becoming state
Cler
officials under the unified
Court Of Justices Under the
new system, circuit clerks
assumed the responsibility of
being clerk of both the circuit
and district courts.
John Kearns, president of
the Association, announced
that the principal speaker for
the conference will be Shelton
Jordan, clerk of the Superior
Court of Wayne County,
Goldsboro, North Carolina.
The topic of his address will
be "a Unified Court System, Po(,
Five Year Down the Road."
The State of North Carolina
has recently undergone court
reorganization similar to the
Kentucky experience.
The clerks will also hear an
address by Circuit Judge
James S. Chenault, 25th
Juicial District, Richmond, on
"The Judge and the Clerk"
and group discussions will be
conducted by Administrative
Office of the Courts personnel.
Approximately .200 clerks
and their deputies will attend
the meeting,
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. SOUTNSIDE
STORE HOURS
7-10
NON-SAT
10-8
SUNDAY

... WILL WAKE YOUR DAY

PRICES GOOD THROUGH
TUESDAY,JUNE 13

IGA GRADE "A"

Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant

Italian Spaghetti
Special

9

With Garlic Bread and'2 price on
Combination Salad (with meal)

Irestde
Dining
Orly

Wednesday Night

4 to 10 P.M.
Includes as Always

FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good
at hamp far 99'
I mxurious I holm;
for 275 Peoole

uuranteed
Quick
Service

Pak
BEANS
5/9N
KRAFT

Now 2 Kitchens
To Better Serve
Our Customers

PARKAY
MAROARINE
1 LB. CTN.

Pagliai's Pizza
510 Main

753-2975

114

BATH
TISSUE
4 ROLL PKG.

ONLY

.
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DHR Expects More Reports Of Child
Abuse, Neglect, Awarness The Key
75 fiscal year, with the bureau
receiving nearly 3,000 reports
of abuse the following year.
In 1976-77, following a
change in state law which
required reporting of child
neglect as well as abuse, the
number of cases shot up
dramatically to 11,077, Miss
McCarthy said.
No final tally is available for
the current fiscal year, but she
said she expects an increase of
about 20 percent over 1977.
About half the reports
received by the bureau involve valid cases of neglect or
abuse, she said. Casep of
neglect outrun cases of bhild„
abuse by a ratio of two to one,
with reports of neglect increasing in the summer when
—ooh out
Reports of sexual abuse of
children also have increased,
which may stem partly from
the fact that people are less
reluctant to discuss sexual

Monday. "It's a more inBy MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
formed public."
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
She said the increase in
Increased public awareness of reports may not mean an
child abuse and neglect is actual increase in child abuse
expected to result in a 20 so much as an increase in
percent increase in reports of public awareness of the
the problem to the state problem.
Human Resources DepartState law requires anyone
ment for the current fiscal who believes a child is being
year ending June 30.
abused or neglected to report
"We're seeing more cases the case to the bureau. In turn,
reported," Lynn McCarthy, the bureau is required to
protective services specialist investigate each complaint.
in the Department's Bureau
Some 2,000 cases of abuse
for, Social Services, said were reported during the 1974-

behavior, Miss McCarthy
said.
Although sexual abuse of
children does appear to be a
growing problem in Kentucky,
such cases constitute less than
10 percent of all abuse and
neglect cases reported to the
bureau,she said.8
Describing the child abuse
and neglect problem as
gigantic, Miss McCarthy said
it crosses all age lines and all
social and economic divisions.
The bureau has identified a
number of "stress factors"
which appear to contribute to
child abuse and neglect in
Kentucky, including singleparent families; families with
insufficient income or who
misuse their in
rents
heg7 child-care
with
responsibilities and parents
with drinking problems.
The department has the
authority to remove a child
from a home temporarily for

hiz own protection.
Ideally, the bureau would
like to provide in-home
protective services, she said.
Education for both parents
and children about the cause
of child abuse may be the most
effective way to deal with the
problem,she said.
Chapters of the national
Parents
Anonymous
organization, a self-help group
for abusive parents, are
established or are being set up
in 11 Kentucky communities,
including a new chapter for
abused children in Louisville.
The state has received a
825,000 grant from the U.S.
Department for Health,
Education and Welfare to
purchase consultant services
for the new chapters.
"There's more interest in
prevention," Miss McCarthy
said. "I'd like to see (Parents
Anonymous chapters) all over
the state."

Cowin And
Lilly To
Be Honored

MORMON CHURCH WORKERS — Two members of
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints(The Mormons)are currently doing missionary work in Murray and
Calloway County. Pictured above, they are Elder Doug
Katzenberger (seated), 21, Clarkston, Wash., and Elder
Brian Branson, 19, Carpinteria, Calif. The men are working

part of a 24 month missionary program through the Mormon Church.

Joe Cowin and George T.
Lilly of the College of Industry
and Technology, Murray State
University, who have announced their plans for
retirement, will be honored at
a retirement dinner to be held
Saturday, June 24, at six p. m.
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord, Murray.
The cost will be 85.50 per
person and reservations including the check made
payable to Industry • and
Technology Retirement Fund,
should be mailed by Monday,
June 12, to Mrs. Hazel Morton,
College of Industry and
Technology, Murray State
University, P. O., Box 3159,
Murray, Ky.,42071! '
Tickets will be held at the
door or they may be picked up
in Room C-114, Applied
Science Building, Murray
State University.

ENTIRE STOCK

Coyo

SPRING & SUMIER KNITS
Elaine lowe, Paducah, receives a knot-tying lesson from
Land Between The Lakes recreation intern Ann fitzsimmons as part of a Girl Scout leadership workshop
held at Brandon Spring Group Camp in the southern por1ion of the 170,000-acre public demonstration area May
(P• A Photo Ire Robin Frederidt)
31-June 2, 1978,
1 Legal Notice

.
I.

• Qianas
• Printed Soft Knits
• Terry Cloth knits
• Poly-Cotton Action Knits

I Legal Notice

The herein below list constitutes a list of individuals,firms
and corporations, which have failed to. pay 1977 City of
Murray taxes. The amount set opposite the taxpayers name
Is the amount of delinquent taxes, and includes penalty,
Interest and publication cost. If not paid promptly, legal
action will be cornmensed to collect full amount of bills and
any unpaid taxes will become a lien upon the described
properties.
Jo Crass
City Clerk
City of Murray
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
DELINQUENT TAXES
" 1977
'AME,BILL NUMBER,MAP NUMBER,
AMO
Adams,John /1....4.411f3"9 Miller, 2-4-2
$81.
Allen,
111; 506 Pine,9-5-10
18.64
,Banno11enry C,-267, College Hts,3-114
182.17
Barger,Zelma J., 175, Five Points, 1-16-7
104.68
Bea ugarilGeorgia,.351,Spruce St.,Spruce SL
6.90
Berry, Joseph,388, Off Main,6-5-31A
42.12
Betts, Marie Brandon,396, Broad St.,8-12-15
132.07
lakley. George,439, Cherry & Walnut,9-19-10......
14.73
.52
randon,Ed.608,505 N.2nd,9-23-6 & 7
randon,Jane i James E. Nesbitt),634,
151.
Plainview Acres,42A-4-22
ukler, Lloyd,749, Plainview,42A-2-3
153.61
oats, Terra.4054, 1st Street,9-27-4
6.90
• ollins, Willie B., 1134,226 No. 2nd St.,9-15-9
38.20
Crider, Rowland, L., 1292,212 No. 2nd St., 9-15-14
42.12
Crouse,Roger Dale, 1306, No. 7th,9-2-9
53.85
Cunningham,Thoedore R., 1348, 302 Cherry,9-25-7
57.77
Daugherty. William D., 1396,So. Ilth, &,5-55
271.00
Dibble, Ralph, 1431, 1400 Sycamore,4-5-14
44.08
Dowst,David W., 1532,605 Broad,8-13-77
34.29
ldridge, Vickie, 1644,41-56A
6 90
allman,G. L.,2046, Plainview, 421)-3-15
105.50
Gilbert, Vernon & Martha, 2167, RR St.,9-29-2
12.39
Hall, Cyrene Williams,2362, Coldwater Road,1-1-1
14.73
Hall, Cyrene Williams, 2363,Poplar &2nd,10-174_ 3820
Harding, Bert,2399, No. 2nd St.,9-31-16A
9 26
flornbuckle, Williams,Sr. & Jr., 2746,9-20-1
33.12
Hubbard, Louise, 2811, 1st. St., 9-30-7
926
Hubbard,Louise, 7212, 105 Pine St., 9-30-7
3g.20
Jackson, Richard. G.,2971, McElrath Hgts,6-2-7 .,,.309.57
136.01
Johnson, Jesse, 3038, Plainview, 42D-3-2-1
76.35
Johnson, Perry Thomas,3052, 10-26-9A
1916.01
Jones, John Dan,3146, College View,14-9
.73.41
King, J. P. 3319,406 No. 5th,9-9-20
81.24
Lamb, Mrs. Shellie, 3472, 106 So. 10th,7-1-14
67.15
Martin, Chester, 3739,9-24-2
71.86
Mathis, Wayne,3774,8-2-6
72.21
McCuiston. Potter C., 3881,9-15-7,
2892
McGeehee,Desiree,3919,9-29-1
McPherson, Marion Edward,3997, BoleteSt.,9-111-10 ....26.46
Perry, Willie Earl,4801,9-29-8
30.37
'ricer,Scott,4899, Canterbury,42P-5-12
165.02
Ramsey,Richard A., 4966, Roberts Inc., 10-31-16
40.76
Roberts, Edward,5148, Wildwood,8-15A-5
215.83
Roberts, Edward,5149, Wildwood,8-15A-6
34.29
Roberts, Edward,5150, Wildwood,8-15A-4
.49.93
Shirley. Edgar,5569, No. 4th,9-13-3
605.20
Skinner, Aberline,5676, 120 Spruce,9-30-18
42.12
Sparks, Maggie Martin,5622,400 1st.,9-29-4
6.14
Buel,5848, 7-21-2
182.96
Stalls, Buel E.,5849, Industrial Rd.,50-29
111.05
Stalls, Buel E.,5850, 9-5-11
Stalls, Buel E.,5851, 409 No. 5th,9-5-12
65.60
Stalls, Buel E.,5&52, 9-2-4
65.60
Theta Detta Home Assoc.
Of Sigma Nu,6105, No. 18th, 3-2-15
208.40
=lamas.Kantiatti
Todd, Myles.& Billy, 6253, No. 4th Ext.,50-358
16.74
Walker, Jeanette A.,6497,64-22
,
,i1114
Walls, James,6532, No. Cherry,9-23-13
• 911.119
Walls, Wilburn 6535,3rd St.,9.111*&15
Wells, Billy,6652,41-178A
112.20
*ells, Oina,6669,7-848
12.31
Wofford, Louise,6959, Plensant H111,Pleasant H111 Add. .6.14
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LINGERIE KNITS
• Satin, Tricots, etc.
• Ideal for Lingerie, Linings, Sheets,
Curtains, Table Cloths. etc
• Full 3 Yds. Moe!
• Yields Cost of 32 Yd.

GINGHAM CHECKS 913
All Sizes & Colors
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SCHOOL BREAKFAST — Employees of the Murray Independent School System were guests of the Murray Board
of Education at a breakfast held at Murray High School, Saturday, June 3. The breafast was prepared and served by
the Fpod Service Department. Melissa Easley, vice-chairman of the board, presided. Superintendent Robert Gfin Jeffrey thanked the total staff, including custodial, maintenance, cafeteria, secretarial and teachers for the support
given him throughout the year.
Photo by Kay Peebles

Coyotes May Still Roam East Kentucky

nly!

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Curtis Blackburn's neighbors
in Floyd County say a dog-like
animal leaped atop a pony on
_his farm, causing severe
woLgds. Some suspect a
coyote, but a state wildlife
official says details of the
attack don't fit the coyote
mold.
Whatever it was, the May 24
attack has raised speculation
that coyotes — an endangered
species protected by state law
— once again are roaming
eastern Kentucky.
"There are animals over
there that appear to be either
coyotes or coyote-dog hybrids.
We call them coy-dogs," Jim
Durell, assistant director of
the state Fish and Wildlife
department's game division,
said Monday in a telephone
interview from Frankfort.
The predator reportedly
was larger than a fox and tan
with a long, dark tail. It also
was found to have dug under a
fence into Blackburn's dog lot
where it ate some dog food
while five coon hounds huddled in their houses.

The attack method sounded
like that of a large cat, Durell
said, adding that dogs hunt in
packs while cats work alone.
But the physical description —
especially of the long tail —
would eliminate bobcats and
the idea of a mountain lion
''would be pretty farfetched,"
he said.
"I would expect a dog-like
animal to attack the throat or
a leg tendon to disable . the
animal," Durell said."To leap
on its back just doesn't sound
typical ( of coyotes) to rite. I
don't know what to make of
that, but animals are like
people. They don't all fit the
same mold."
Blackburn could not be
reached for comment, but
sheriff's deputy Randall
Lewis said in a telephone
interview from Prestonsburg
that "This was the first time
anything like that happened.
it--Ssea to be something to attack a big pony like that. Some
people have set traps and
some boys have been out
hunting for it, but they haven't
seen anything."
Three dog-like predators
from the same litter were

a.

Free For The Asking!
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Featuring 2 Great Fish Dinners
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North Atlantic Fillet
of Flounder
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Genuine Kentucky Lake
Catfish Steak
$
2
9
9
Served with choice of potatoes,
hushpuppies and cole slaw

Your
Seafood
Specialist

*turn
*eas
Restaurant -

Ilighvm AM N.
Nurray

g

found three years ago in Bath
County, Durell said.
"These were pups that were
out killing game. They were
out running together. One was
killed and the others
escaped," he said.
There have been numerous
sightings of dog-like animals
in several eastern Kentucky
counties and in nearly every
county of western Kentucky,
Durell said. _
"Most of thein—are isolated
sightings and, in a few cases,
the animals have been killed
on the highway," he said.
"They are very secretive.
Occasionally, they will attack
a small animal. They seem to
have a fear of man and they're
just hard to find."
No one knows how many
coyotes exist in Kentucky,
where they are protected by
state law, Duren said, adding

they more commonly are
found in bordering states,
especially' Missouri and
Indiana.
"Coyotes or hybrids could
crop up anywhere in the
state," he said. "I don't know
where these things are coming
from. Some of them are
coming across the state line.
They've been increasing in
number for the last five or six
years."

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — State
transportation officials hope an
educational effort they are making will
relieve driver confusion when the left
turn on red law goes into effect in less
than two weeks.
A combination of radio, television
and newspaper announcements have
been prepared to explain the new law
that goes into effect June 17.
The 1978 General Assembly measure
will allow motorists to turn left on
certain red lights. The turns can only be
made from a one-way street. onto another one-way street and can pnly be
made when there is no oncoming traffic
and when there are no pedestrians
crossing the intersection.
That was expected to create confusion, so some legislators amended the
bill to require.the state Transportation
Department to conduct an educational
program prior to the law's implementation.
''We are doing the best we can to get
the information out," said Highway
Safety Coordinator Bennie Maffet."We
are trying to get this covered."
Maffet said two public service announcements have been made for
television and radio stations, while a
release and a drawing was sent to
newspapers last week.
The television and radio spots were
0Oppackage
$10g,e0s
m ssa
fetofth:
par
eparedassa
of highway safety
with federal Highway Safety Administration funds.
Maffet said a new page dealing with
the law has been developed for inclusion in driver manuals used in
operator license tests, while his department will work with high school driver
education instructors to be sure the law
is included in next year's curriculum.
Maffet said the television spots — one
30 seconds long and the other 60 seconds

in length — were being hand delivered
to about 20 television stations in Kentucky and surrounding states beginning
Monday.
He said the stations are being asked
to run the spots beginning June 10, to
concentrate the effort on the week prior
to the law's effective date.
"We felt if we hit it too quickly,
people might start doing it before the
law goes into effect," Maffet said. "We
were afraid we would have some jump
the gun."
Maffet admitted there was probably
too little publicity two years ago when a
similar law applying to right turns on
red went into effect.
The right-turn law applies to all stop
Lights where there is traffic to the right
and there are no signs prohibiting the
turn. Maffet noted the number of
locations where the left turns can be
made will be much smaller.
-It will be a rare instance in some
areas, such as eastern Kentucky," he
said."But the thing is, we need to tell
the people there also,so when they go to
Louisville or Lexington they will know
what the law is there."
As with the right turn, the left turns
can be prohibited by the state or local
jurisdictions, and Maffet advised
people to be on the lookout for the No
Turn on Red signs.
He also stressed that motorists must
come to a complete halt before making
the turn and must check for oncoming
traffic and pedestrians. They must also
turn only into the lane nearest the left
curb.
Maffet said the rack of a complete
stop probably brings the greatest
number of citations under the rightturn law.
However,Maffet said that despite the
initial confusion, he firmly believes the
right-turn law has improved the flow of
traffic in urban areas and the left-turn
law has the same potential.

TECH.SGT. John R. Zaremba, son of Mrs. ha N. Zaremba of Murray, has graduated
from the U. S. Air Forces in
Europe Noncommissioned
Officer Academy at Kapaun
Air Station, Germany. The
sergeant, who received advanced military leadership
and management training, is
a duplicating technician at
Chicksands RAF Station,
England. Sgt. Zaremba attended Cherry Hill High
School, Inkster, Mich.

Perform a
death-defying
act.

Stop amoidag.
Amencan Heart Associatton
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

Conservation
Workshop
Scheduled
Murray State University's
25th annual Conservation
Workshop, designed
to
familiarize both elementary
and secondary education
practitioners with conservation attitudes and
resources available for the
classroom, will be conducted
'on the campus July 19-Aug. 4.
Entitled Elementary or
Secondary Education 521,
Techniqiies of Teaching
Conservation, the course
carries three semester hours_
of credit at the graduate or
advanced
undergraduate
level. It will meet from 1 to
4:30 p.m. five days a week in
Room 455 of the Education
Building.
Wayne Williams, associate
professor in the Department
of Instruction and Learning,
will be the workshop director.
Several state, federal and
private officials in agencies
related to soil, water, trees,
wildlife, and other outdoor
education will also participate
in the course.
"The course will emphasize
how to integrate conservation
attitudes at any teaching the
-.level and the proper use of
resource agency personnel in
the'public school classroom,"
Williams said.
Field trips are planned to
Camp Currie, to the Land
Between The Lakes national
recreation area operated by ,
Tennessee
Valley
the
Authority, and outdoor
teaching laboratories of public
school systems.
Williams suggested that
interested students check with
their local Conservation
District Office for possible
scholarships available for the
workshop.
Students may register for
the course on Jurie 12 or Lhe
morning
of
July
19.
Registration may also be
°completed between 10 a.m.
and noon Monday through
Friday in the records office on
the second floor of Sparks
Prospective students :who
have not been enrolled at the
university during the 1977-78
school year or the summer of
1977 should file a readmission
form in the Admissions Office
so the proper registtation
cards can be prepared.
•
•••••••••.•

6 VOLT LANTERN
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NORELCO
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GRASS TRIMMER
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FEATURES

SX70 FILM

AUTOMATIC LINE 1FEEO
10 IN. CUT
POWERFUL %HP
PACOOR
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BEGLEY'S
BEGLEY'S
'
SUSAN LEIGH
CETANEX
BALSAM
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INSTANT
ASPIRIN
CONDITIONER
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16 OZ
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1
9
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ELECTRIC
HERM
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with protein
'ORGANIC"
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DAY AFTER DAY

Press effective etre Aro 13*.
Ouantey npfre reserved.
CapyrIple 197$.The Kroger Co

ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY

Each of these advertised items is required to be readily
available for sole in each Kroger store, except as
specificolly noted in this ad. If we do run out of on
advertised item, we will offer you your choke of a
comparable item, when available, reflecting the some
savings or a raincheck whick will entitle you to ixxcase the
advertised item at the advertised price within 30 days

USDA

U.S.D.A. Grade A
Holly Farms Mixed Parts of

GRADE

IFULLY COOKED
HAM
Cry-O-Vac Shank Portion

FRYING
CHICKE

N

Qtrs.
2 Breast
wort hock
portions

attached.

Water
Added

Lei Qtrs.
se,th sock
porcons
Attached
2 Wings • Neck
1 Sock

NEIN

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE BEEF

U.S.D.A.A GRADE A HOLLY FARMS 5 LI.BOX

CHUCK
STEAK

9

LI

GENUINE

C
LI 49

u,
$148 ikr
eree
RIBS

SWISS
STEAK

L1.98c

GERI

Folit
R0A9
ST
.7

SHOP WHRINI IT IS
CONVINIINT FOR YOU!

BONUS BUNDLE
[

Beef & Hydrated
Veg.Pretekt Mix Fresh Grimed

LI

WV

490c

G1AN

Til

t

Meet beIke

ea •

:
KING COTTON•::::
WIENERS

KROGER'S
PRO
a
•

30 UPS.
OF MEAT,
• ALL FOR

5 LBS. CHOICE ROUND STEAKS
5 LBS. LEAN PORK STEAKS

Sc

TURKEY
DRUMSTICKS

•

•

EXCEPT FROM MIDNIGHT SATURDAY
TIL 8 A M SUNDAY

si28

LB.

•

•
•
•

OPEN 24 HOURS

Bc

mar HINDQUARTERS OR

cNcla"ir

CHUCK

'

18 FRYER
LIVERS

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE BEEF SHOULDER

5 LBS. FRESH GROUND BEEF
5 LBS. FRYER QUARTERS
S LBS. KROGER WIENERS
5 LBS. PORK SAUSAGE suriiet or°kW•

$3595

ASSORTED /
WATT TBEDIRFAAWT PAR

DELUXE DEUCATESSEN
Phone Ahead...We'll Have
Your Order Ready
759-4641

KROGER ET TIN rea

Pork Steak

ta.$1 28

MEATY

,.

Pork Neck Bones

u.49

M.

ASSORTED YAMIETIES11101111

2.4$

Jiffy Entrees
AVAILABLE
THURS FRI K
SAT ONO Y

limpertem1Frosh Water

Form Raised

1 Lb. Potato Soled

Pork Sausage

Ls 79'

Braunschweiger
OLD VILLAGE

u $1 79

Smoked Sausage

Cake

•OPEN DATED FOR ASSURED FRESHNESS

Form leased
Fresh Ileosless

Fresh Ocean

Fresh Ocean

Kroger Garden

oz. 9

PIG. la

GENTLE

'von
LIMOS

1 29
r tor

Joy7.

r

Fresh

TEXAS '
vf̀::i
.\,pt.
ALOUPES

'Td
Re SIAPlums
OIARIES9011 GRA

Nor;I
KIOGU

•ACCURATELY LABELLED SPECIES

FRESH CATFISH HADDOCK PERCH
ASSORTED STYLES Of
CATFISH
FILLETS
FILLETS
FILLETS
69
Celeste Pizza
$199
$159
U S.0.1 GRADED CNOICE
?239
lc•
Lamb Shoulder

KROGER

$159
•

29

LI 99
s 49
Lb.b

RELIABLE

NEVER FROZEN

the

WILLIAMS

•RUSHED DIRECTLY TO KROGER FROM
EAST COAST FISHERIES

I

FRESH

BEEF
\ BOLOGNA

Fryer Thighs

Hi-Cl
snoea

•FRESHLY CAUGHT THEN PACKED WITH
ICE IN SEALED CONTAINERS

GUARANTEED

411s

FAMILY
PAR

FRESH SEAFOODS

CATFISH
STEAKS

'41
"
!
FRED CG TIKKEN
DINNER
99
$3
8Pcs. Chicken

$1 09

Jumbo Bologna

U.S.D.A. GRADE A MOUT MIMS

y

Watermelons

(141

CVCIOWIERS OR

Bell Peppers

FRESH LEMON
KRUNCIIPIES

ROW AFTER ROW OF
FRESHNESS AT
DOWN-TO-EARTH-PRICES

HONEYDEWS
CLITHervie

Imported Lemon*
SWISS
CHEESE
.a.$279
Hoy r140Kt OF 4 WAYS
PLATE
$179
Noy
LUNCH
114A1 2 VEG SALAD & 140T Mk

-

/W0
JUN%
IWO

=
...
inft,
MP

Jvtgior _et
=

COOKIES
1 4 ol 89C
beg
'sus coupon I an,' one
F

xpires lune 13*

WI!gib
OD gm
OM MI

......„
UM gimp

DRINKS

FANCY
BROCCOLI
169C

g:
COUPONHvgcon norm couroangpri[cos!cuing comma=

1119Vost cum'

All flavors
Mr Fairy

r

be*, „, t Agrigazs
CL B
1111,

CAKE MIX

CRACKERS

b.7

2

1.
....
a's

1POB W.$
bozos

lees.

MI
OOP
Mum
--wttIs thiscoupon s,ro,t nne
&ism
Expires Aso 13th

ame
ass

sm,
gm OM

WO 1MM
WO MM.

th,Ows

Noires hen 13*

OM all

C01111004111: Nig Cc el'
ateliSt
°-.."]111111: dIR111:14,, cum,rouno0.111111.deleggir(r ctotto0 cos0411)1111111a
mem Lo.ofr
WORTH:IV-OK =
VfORTH 20LOF•F
WORTH I-54 OFF
13la can of

FOLGER'S
FLAKED COFFEE
this coupon Lana one
limes /ur• 11*

WIW

en
ine
In WO

toward the purchai• of eoch
. )0 Os (Amster of

we um

fsporeslune 1301.

KOOL-AID
en ene
me
en
am
DRINK MIX
▪we sey
geth rhe Coupon twat one.

ANImillimmilmagNmmiminimmonimemmummia gimmummumuse
4.

,
- 411

toeford the purchase of o

moo

2401 Rea et
POST
GRAPE NUTS
awl coupon I woo
Fenn hone 13111

t°sword the purrhos• oPo
l•Os III. of Vfishione

tri!",

VIVOSE Win COuPON

S. WC
tom

A s060,61

PILLSBURY
FIGURINES
71
/
2.11 19

5
••

I with,

FammilimimitaMmimmimmaimummlissimildi

Alum

= 1.1;
E
IOW

me

w,*

MOO=

0

ITALIAN
DRESSING
*nth this coupon limo one
;spa's June 1 3th

W▪ O
WWi
WIND
CHM

men

box
..rfittsts coupon lam ono
F spares hese 13*

MA
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WEEK AFTER WEEK

Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed for
your total satisfaction regardless of
manufacturer. If you are not satisfied, Kroger
will replace your item with the same brand or a
comparable brand or refund your purchase price.

Liquoid.

ifl
____

Pure Vegetable

PURER
BLEACH

IL
48 oz.
btl.
with this coupon and '10.b0 additional purchase excluding items protelited by
low and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise. Subject to applicabie
teams. Limit one. Expires June 13th.

with this coupon and '10.00 additional purchase excluding items prohbited by
law and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise. Subiect to applicabie
taxes. Limit one. Expires June 1311t.

n111111111111111111I1'i n111111111111111H
1$10 PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TOL DEEM BOTH COUPONS
Baby Food

OZ
JAR

16
•4

4

Soft'N Pretty

sou

9

Whip
GUSh
l nu
y ropod
Sill
Trae Detergent
(

1201.
JAR

i
A
lira
mu
cle

DUNCA94
Cake

▪ 17'

4%02.

3 L11.$ 1
CAN
I

Shortening

Botles45

99'

lox

14111166I
‘ 0 /KROGER
APPLESAUCE

JOY
LIQUID

LA,
UP, MT. DEW CROUTONS
DR. PEPPER
Popperidge Farm

59c

LOOK FOR THESE
TEMPORARILY REDUCED ITEMS

Creamy

Loam Freshased

PEeii
etn

16 oz. btls.

4 AT
.

Charmin Tissue

You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items
throughout our store. Plus each week you'll find cost-cutter weekly ad specials
for extra savings on grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, heafty & beauty aids,
meats and produce.

69

894

54111EIZADLY SOFT

"Z$1 39

Walt 2

-agN

694

Vi872

ALL REMAKE CRISCO

2201 103
.
bM.

Mayonnaise

3201.
JAR $ 1
"

TANNINIG1 MEAD a BUTTER

124202.
581:
9

Pickles

OZ.

Sweet Pickles

50 oz.

,. numam Dism0

NOW

WAS

CREAMY WILLMAN'S

89'
89'

S

fRINCM'S IDANO MASHED

"sti 99'

Potatoes....

jar

801. 6/81 59

Hi-C Drinks

4601.
CAN.

554

BAKERY
BARGAINS

STROMa SOFT

Northern Tissue
UOGhi

.• lam

Cake Mix

KG.

894

RAO FORMULA

1S½01. C94
PDX ft/

Similac Advance
SUMAC OR

02.
- 13C/X

Enfamil

WHITE

NOW
31' 4/1
Northern Beans
46' 3/1
Aluminum Foil
81' 78'
Delta Tissue
31' 6/$1
Goodcookies1601. 81 09 96'
Ws.
1302

2.5 FT

AMERICAN
CHEESE FOOD
$109

KROGER

ROLLS

3,c,
2

22:11. 89
220!:
ITS

Joy Liquid

89

111.

ASSORTS!)RUNT'S CAT FOOD

60!.

'
s Choice
Cat

SILK= VARIETIES FROZEN

Pkg.

BOGIE 117110117 IRAN OR
CRACKED

FRESHENED

4 BOLL

PUS

BUNS

Ivory Liquid

"ATWOOD

12.z.

MOIR SESAME SAM/1010R

GENTLE

NOM PRIDE

krif0411114.41%10104filktis*

soovormoos

HOT DOG

WAS

MN3MST GREAT

•

318R
3

POLAR PAK
ICE MILK

Duncan Hines

SISIWASIIING DETERGENT
Dawn

16 OZ $1
LOAVES

WHEAT

220z. 29

Liquid

In RID

A

9

GENTLE LIQUID

ft

2201
.rL.0

Palmolive

11112

29 oz.
COM

...Was 59c

LOOK FOR THESE
TEMPORARILY REDUCED ITEMS

PUDDING
CAKE MIX

NOW

WAS

RATTIROON

8 IOU
PIG $

Georgian Tissue

59

$143

NE CONVENNITT SPRAT CAN

FOR HOME & FAMILY

Inoriww

Yellow Cling Slices or Halves
DEL MONTE
PEACHES

LOOK FOR THESE
TEMPORARILY REDUCED ITEMS

BREAD

•t •

Lanai

1302
CAN

1949

Hawaiian Punch

--WAS

89
41
59

2IOU

Bounty Towels

bow
•
20 Oz. llottonalik or Rog

4r

0O.

1"C88WT 88U$
)

$ 1 39

564

RED
ASSORTID FLAVORS

iercer

KROGER COST-CUTTERS TRIM
YOUR FOOD BUDGET

FRG. RIF

gD MISSING

Mazola No Stick

•01
CAM

'1"

1 15

OZ
CAM

8 1 09

999'
85'

DISINFECTANT

200z.

9c

JOHNSON
'
S

4
,

•

Ea
CREME RINS

i L,7
$
1
47

Mon-korosol

ONE-A/DAY

WHITE RAIN

4.

VITAMINS

HAIR SPRAY

Buckets
ow i ofr

929
=

firipMr1 00110

hod

E MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE
NO
IMP

eon ttus coupon .m1 ono
'
Firpoos hine 13th

Woolite

IMP

MINN ,off.

IMP

sc

Limit 0114
[spires him 1 3th

'''"'""temPon

- if
IIM 61111
MD
uss oNs
MD IIMI

ToSpri

Frisbee

with this coupon. Limit one
Expires Jun* 1 3th

1 72

cons

Cl

••

,...

zg
OM
OM .
111
IMP 610

MOZZARELLA

i

.- -

wiftt;
Mil
virys
t COI= 11111
30,
/t, Cr.

km a
im

2'a:
rp III

ulocit: 73'

Teri Towels

99

WORTH 20' OFF smi
isinsiord N.norchisoel
gl
oiniRoont
site akg of

$1 39
65'

-

IS COUNT

Wash Cloth

.
mi
o.
on

1601
WTI

Oven Cleaner

$1 99

WNW SOLID COLORS

9C .=

FROSTING
14V1411.

21 OI s 79
CAN
I

Kroft

MIRACLE
MA GAME-.

1 6.

7c

PklIASI flis coupon linsit one
Expires lune 1 3th

sib

12oz.

"Tr"tillieell3IIII
I

--=
.-1;11,1ZT/ACK.
19
POTATOES. - ==

$1 33

1

Diet

SHASTA
DRINKS

EAST Off

Whamo Professional

41.1.0
0

WORTH 25 OFF

59

7501.
CAN

SW -CLEANING RUG MATSUI

•alitly coummj11,5 1,0(,1 cost-cutim couPov It 'P:ICa."
,taLcost culidi come] i: 41(cest
p
-

cosPlsuJIIIf

teinstetttwpnrrhose n- •
lib Con ot Vac noc

INES
I 19

.i.93
.

$207'

Shout Pre-Wash

69c
88.

Nail Color
r":)
)

Strofoam Minnow

MK Iron

Anti-Porspitent

In.
4101.$
1

SOH t STAIN MOVER

Maybollino

d$1163

1 79

89

Rain Barrel

t.$1 17

NOW

WAS

FARM(son's=

GALLON PINS AUAINN

Decanter

Assorted Flavors

LOOK FOR THESE
TEMPORARILY REDUCED ITEMS

CONDITIONER

btl. •

ARRID
4, EXTRA DRY

Zt$1

Golden Corn._........2.111

robs

iirdno Pt

so

licr 874

Itraiil Tissue
STOKELY eirAPAC

6.4 ot.

P.M.

..$178

-

TIIROOM

J

EXCEDRIN

BABY SHAMPOO

I

1 81,1,02yoz

OTOR
OIL

Polo Whim

Gentle

•

Lysol Spray

CLOSE-UP
Ide
TOOTHPASTE

LISTERINE
MOUTHWA

is couroalill:

I omit ore
413th

COST-CUTTER COUPON

MIME;VAIINTNAIL?

PO

tod

[

TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

(OM f00,
0•1111111.1
''' 11°11":( OS'

lib,:-.W
,...t
ORT24,
4t0
a17
NMI am,

I Lb Con of ADC

MELLOW'
ROAST

=/= '
...
IMO gm
IIMII
'nth this coupon limit C11111
iNNI i
n
E'yarns lune 1 3th.

,...::

MIN am
eaI
IMO gm
=

a

:cy:rtr,s_c_ou.rpi:4)I

L", p!,a[c:ci t
ILI
WORTH 40'OFF =z..< WORTH SO'OFF =
COST CUTTER COUPON

.

. toword the purchos• of .
41
.
1•••
an glat kw 61"
.
IIMIThilg -

loword-Inepurc nose of
a TM'1or OTrnstont '

INSTANT
..":7, MAXWELL-HOUSE
MELLOW ROAST is=
........ with thisCOFFEE
coupon lona one
" IMII"
"nth th""""'nit

ilni
mis °M
OM
,m,
hones June lath
aNsallam
ininion
um

op

IMM
1.1

=

Espnos lure 1 3th

simmA
•

"tntemenlaillioettotstew,,t-mielrentt^ntrttr

••• MINEME111111.•••••.-

24,1•/01.011.11M.R.-, .1,1330,ACAMSEINSTMITIMPINPIC011101 /43RI-1"..16.2 AWLS.=

Itt3MOVOLI.*IL
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2 Notice

2 Notice

Check

2

'Ad -...;
• "--.
-•
.,

•...• _

Adv•rtis•rs
or•
requested to chock the
first instetion of ads for
corr•ction
This
rteiwspepetr
be
will
istsponsiblo for only on.
incorract ',Inaction ANY
BE
ERROR
SHOULD
IMREPORTED
MEDIATELY SO PLEASE
AD
YOUR
CHECK
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
•
OF AN ERROR

Ifs A Fad
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.

Starks

BABYSITTER needed for
2 boys, 10 and 12 years.
For the summer on
Lynn Grove Highway.
Call 753-0086 after 4 p.m

PERSONS OF high moral
character interested in
singing or playing piano
in a gospel quartet, to
perform at nursing homes and at various
other
charity
organizations should
call 759-4600.

442-9747

BIBLE FACTS ,INC.
James 2:10 states For
whosoever shall keep
the whole law, and yet
offend in one point, he is
guilty of all." And
Proverbs 14:12 "There
is a way that seemeth
right unto a man, but the
end thereof are the ways
of death." Why not
Search God's instruction
book for the right way?
For Bible Answers and
study call 759-4600. Bible
service Saturday 3 p.m.
to 4 30 pm.

If You
Need Them:
Fire
Pate
Rescue
Ambulate
Hospital
FamOski
Homan
Society
Coaortietsive
Core
Pisa Control
Saar Clines
Realise
tom Io lead
Issas
PIM*
Airsort

753-1441
753-1621
753-6952
753-9331
753-5131
753-3535
153-6622
153-750
153-0979
153-1Iff0 _
753-114
753-5342
419-2414

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

PIANO
TUNING

753-7104
5 Lost And,Found
BRITTANY
LOST
Spaniel, liver and white
in vicinity of South 16th.
Call 759-4626 or 759-1234.
6 Help Wanted
LOCAL FIRM looking for
experienced secretary
with bookkeeping skills.
Fringe benefits, paid
vacation, salary
negotiable. Send resume
to P. 0. 32 D Murray,
Ky. 42071.

DRAfTSMAN

TWO LABORERS at $3.00
per hour Apply at Lite
Real Estate, call for
appointment 474-2717. If
can operate backhoe
salary, will increase.

WANTED - HELP with
elderly gentlemen. Call
for information 753-1690.

LADIES-HOW TO start
your own multimillion
dollar business i for less
than $70.00 i. You can
earn $3000.00 to $6000.00
in 6 months, work full or
part time. No gimmicks.
No tricks. All in black
and white,for you to see.
For complete details of
our future write Carmen
Reeder, 1305 Main,
Benton, Ky. 42025, 5278774 or 527-3770, Polly
Keith, 1502
Main,
Benton, Ky. 527-3033.

CARRIED ME55A6E5 BACK
TO HEADQUARTER5...

ADDITIONAL help
needed at Jerry's
Refinishing and Custom
Built Furniture. Call
492-8837.
ENPERIENCED
waitress needed. Apply
in person Trenholms.
10 Business Opportunity
SMALL PLANT business
for sale. After 6, call 7539900.
MONEY TO LOAN for
-fa-Fri*, business construction, real estate,
venture capital and
start ups. Any worth
while project considered. $5,000 and up.
Call 502-845-1795 between 3 and 10 p.m.

•

FULL AND PART time,
cooks and car hops.
Days or nights. Apply in
person, Sonic Drive In.
FULL OR PART TIME7-'`
employment. College or
high school students.
Interview Tuesday June
6 through Saturday.
June 10, 10:30 to 1:30. TShirt' Etc. 1417 Olive.
STUFFERS AND Mailers
URGENTLY
NEEDED' $25.00 per
hundered GUARANTEED. Send
selfaddressed
stamped
envelope, TX ENTERPRISE, Box 21679,
Denver, CO 80221.

STYLES BY MICHELLE,
a division of a national
company. is now offering
distributorships for this
fast moving, highly
lucrative product line.
jewelry
Children's
manufactured under a
Walt Disney license sell
quick and return quick
profits_ We provide company secured locations,
investment guswantetiend
much, mush hate.. Call
now for one of the hotest
impulse items in the
marketplace
today.
Phones are staffed 24
hours

WELL,MAWR it'00
COULD TALK
A LITTLE...

-ro

WERE TOR-TWEE)!

2 Insurance

:L._ •-iANG

THIS

VitILL YOU
WHAT

SIGN

TELL

ME
SIGN
SAYS?

THAT

HERE SO I v..toN'T BE
BOTHERED WHILE
•

TAKE A
NAP
HELL
OUT OF
ORDER

BELL
OuT OF

414.1A1.44,,[SAL

HELLO, PR•€1014.
415,

60017-BYE
PHILOSOPHY

HELLO, SARGE

BENNETT
AND
ASSOCIATES. Group
Specialist
Insurance
serving West Kentucky
and
Tennessee.
Representing GOLDEN
RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone 759-1486.
14 Want To Bo
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.

ORDER

WE BUY USED mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
West
End
Mobile
Homes, 442-1918.
15 Articles For Sale
GARAGE DOOR fr x
practically new. All
hardware. 849.-Call 7591117 after 4 p.m.

&Cr
alkof

14E5 AN AOSOtU E RULER, CAN
NOE ASK WM .."010 You onoNmp
OUR°Elam, cwar-croR o HOMAN
RIGHt5, COMMiSSION?

1441511tE"S
..4,-)9E Tr, IT .„

1
:

15 Articles For Sale
KINGWOOD HEATERS

-automatic, birck lined
cast iron grates. Deluxe
-4, porcelain enamel
cabinet, lift off cook
NEEDED SEWING
surface
top. $199.95.
operators.
machine
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Experience preferred
but not necessary. Apply
Calloway TIRE SALE - Polyester
at
4 ply white wall,
Manufacturing,
111
premium
grade.
Poplar Murray.
A78x13", $19.30 pies
$2.7# FET7 C78x13",
ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY!
$21.19 plus $1.94 FET,
E78x14", $22.15 plus
Work at home no ex$2.30 FET, F78x14",
perience Necessary
$22.47 plus $2.44 FET,
excellent pay. Write
G78x14" or 15", $24.81
American Service, 8350
Park_Lane, Suite 127,
plus
$2.60
FET,
H78x15", $26.36 plus
Dallas, TX 75:21.
$2.85 FET, L78x15",
SCHOOL TEACHER
$28.29 plus $3.13 FET.
NEEDS baby sitter in
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
my home 4-9 p.m. June
and July, 8 a.m. to 4
SMOKE DETECTORS,
p.m. during school year.
nationally
advertised
Must have own tranbrand. Battery operated
sportation and willing to
and included. Rowland
do light housekeeping.
Refrigeration, 110 South
Call 753-7868 after 9 a.m.
12th.

Maintenance
Foreman

TIMM
WOODSTOCK,'iQIW NAVE
IF YOU WERE CAPTURED
MADE A GREAT CARRIER -IOU WOULD REFUSE
A6ECN! 400 COUL17HAVE
TALK EVEN IF "IOU

WAITRESS and cook
wanted. Call 901-247-9902
ror more IPformatic'a•

TUTOR IN reading for 8
year old boy. Call 7535094.

1

Imailinte spewing for Orel.
toinse-Oeteller for Ovi end
Strecturef Engineer prinects.
Esperioactd required. At•
trochee salary sad fringe
henefits. Seinen reseals to
Tut SiIiimgt,a Coeselti•g
Engineers, P. 0 lea 472,
Merrily, Itentetky 42011.
ATTN. HAM

6 Help Wanted

Applications are now
being taken by the
Murray
Calloway
county Parks Board
for a Maintenance
Foreman.
Applications may be obtaind at the Parks Office. 10th and Payne
Street, Murray. No applications will be accepted after June 10
1978. For further information call
713-7640

JP

12th and Poplar
753-1227
Free Gilt
Wrapping

Paducah, Ky.

6 Help Wanted

Dam"
Returns
On Big

Father Buys
His Tools At

FOR
WATKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones. 217
South 13th., Phone 7533128.

Western Ky. Pools

NO1Ke

News, Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display
CirClassified,
culation and the
Business Office may
be reached on 7531916 and 753-1917

Hardware

Swimming
Pools

111:I I 1:I 1}th FOR RENDS

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
/53-0035. Free Parking
lot, use our rear entranet-

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

:Your
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SKIL SAW sale, model
574, $32.99, model 559,
$44.95. model 552, $89.95.
model 553, $99.99, model
554, $1O99, Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
---- WE BUY AND SELL uses,
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.

5,000 BTU THOMAS
Edison air conditioner.
Five piece bedroom
suite, both 1 year old.
Call after 5 p.m. 7591436.

15 Articles For Sale

20 Sports Equipment

BUFFET, children
clothes. Call 753-3165.
16 Home Furnishings

Moo Ise Tltiak

FIBERGLASS 12 pieces,
3 X 12 ft. $100. Call 7534988.
TWO GOOD USED lawn
mowers. Will sell cheap.
Call 753-90396 a.m.-2:30
p.m. Monday-§aturday.

Valos...711ink

TROMBONE, like new,
used one year. Call 7530011.

4'AmsaptipliNWleilas'ent:Tintes:CYr7e.vsnluct
Service

PIANO FOR SALE.
Baldwin, brown wood,
excellent condition. Call
753-9930.

30 IN. COPPERTONE
counter top range with
eye level oven. Call 7538786.

Used Furniture
Used Appliances
Used TV's

UPRIGHT
VICTOR
piano. Antique natural
wood cabinet. Best
offer. Call 753-6666.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from Post Office,
Paris, TN.

Hodge 8 Son, Inc.
?us So 5th

PIANOS
WHITE GE 30 inch

ORGANS

electric stove. Call 7538841.

LAYTON'
16 New
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.

Swivel seats. Call 7530087.
MUST SELL 16' Mark
Twain. 115 Mere. Power
tilt'and trim Excellent
shape. $2200. Call 7672355.
EXTRA NICE pingpong
table. Best offer. call
753-4330.
19' ARLSTOCRAFT boat,
6 cylinder, 160 h.p. inboard outboard. Call
753-4004, or 753-4377.

FOR SALE: Nails - 8, 10,
16 CC Sinkers -50 lb. box
81.2.95. Styrofoam Insulation-1
"4 x 8- $2.40,
/
2
1" 4 x 8- $4.80. Particle
FIBERGLASS
15'
Board - /
1
2
" 4 x 8-43.40.
Runabout.28 h.p. motor,
Plywood 4 x 8 electric start wind$6.75, 5,01" 4 x 8 - $8.00.
shield, $475. 14' bass
34
" 4 x 8 - $10.00. Exboat, 18 h.p. motor, $350.
terior Siding -4 x 8- $6.00
Both boats have trailer.
and up. Precut 2 x 4's
Call 759-1054.
4.89 ea. Shingles No. 1
$18.75 per sq. Shower
stalls 4125.00 ea. Cabinet 1
. Two Jet Boot
fronts - $12.00 ea.
For Sale
Paneling - 80 selections

5,000
BTU 110 volt
F'edders air condition.
220 volt space beater,
110 volt space heater,
washing
m achine
motor. Call 753-9755.
__TILLERS 5 h. .p. chain
drive. Briggs and
• Stratton engines.
$199.95. Wallin Hard
" ___of..a.z&sboitakaaa..4.25
-woe,-Pat
'to $11.00 Vanities - from
-Ifitirwve
$45.00 and- up. Vinyl floor
covering $2.50 yard in 6
MN HOFF mAN'S
ft widtlut. Ftoas & Tuck
NURSERY
Salvage 'Mdse., Inc.,
Hwy. 45, 1 ml so. Martin.
Tn. Phone 587-2420.
Martin, Tn. 38237.

Toy-T4if
111401 in now coodition
Provo/roil by 455 01414
Located at tele Sorblity
Stat. Port Boat Dock
Cadir. By 024 4144

(formerly J AB Music)
(Neal:tut SL ' Murray,Ky

ye le.,-,••••sravy mina=

vv. um. wow ri Winvege

..•11{1.11••••••••••••• ,
-.•••••1•1111r 1.1.111%

36 For Re
A

won

Inspiration
Kelley's
Termite
8 Pest
Control

ftp

100 Seek 1354
Mies' 753-3114
In Business Over
30 Years
Certified By EPA

24 Miscellaneous
COMPARE
ROTO
SHEAR model 2201 with
weedeater model 500 or
507. Rota shear model
2201 only $36.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
RADIAL TIRE Sale Steel belted premium
grade
white
wall,
GR78x14" or 15", $43.65
plus
$2.97
FET,
HR78x14" or 15", $45.42
plus
$3.15
FET,
JR78x15" or 1,R78x15",
$48.40 plus $3.47 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

ott*

HOFFMAN'S
NURSERY

i mile out on 94 East
Bedding Plants
15 Varieties
50' for 6 plants

26. TV Radio
SISSON'S Zen t can save
you.$20 or more on TVs,
stereos, video recorders. One year free
service on all color TVs.
Shop, then come see us.
Sisson's, 19 miles West
on Highway 94, 382-2174.
25 INCH color console,
$150, Magnavox Stereo
with AM-FM, $75. Both
like new. Call 492-8648
LARGE bELECrIbN of
new Magnavox console
stereos for only $12.09
per month. Clayton's
I Formerly
J 8r B
Music), 753-7575.
WANTED RESPONSIBLE party to take up
payment like new color
TV. Clayton's (formerly
J and B Music,753-7575.
DON'T BE MISLED. We
will not be undersold.
Your Zenith Dealer for
Murray and Calloway
County, Tucker T.V.
Sales and Service, 1914
Coldwater Rd.
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
66G three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 7533724 after 5

TWO BEDROOM 10 X
air condition. $70 month.
Call 489-2595.

AKC RE
Collie pupt
$50.00 won
8231.

12 X 65 TWO BEDROOM 2
bath mobile home. Call
435-4349 before 8 p.m.

FOR SALE'
months oh
Call 753-37

- TWO BEDROOM house
trailer. Shady Oaks
Trailer Court, 489-2533.

'10 Produce

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals

FOR
RENT
OR
SALE TWO
COMMERCIAL buildings, 40
X 40 and 40 X 48. Can be
rented together or
separate. Call 753-5287.

LEASE or
rent three or four
bedroom home. Two
year lease with option of
two additional years.
Will furnish
local
references. Call 753-

U
PICK
STRAWBE
North 16tI
Farm Roar
quart. Opel
41. Public

YA
BIG
Saturday.
glasswar
clothes,
Victrola ri
new mater
Camp Groi
Watershed

CARPOR
Saturday J
a.m. - 4
items, re,
records, g
antiques. 1

31 Apartments For Rent
ONE ROOM apt. furnished. Working man
only $50.00 month. Call
753-3685.
UNFURNISHED 5 room
apartment. $150 per
month.$100 depdSit. Call
753-5447 after 5 p.m.
OLIVE
STREET
Apartment-one room
efficiency apartment for
rent. Bath and open
closet near campus, $85.
Call 753-4453 from 8-5.
SOUTHSIDE

MANOR

APARTMENTS South
Broad
Extended,
Murray,
Ky.
Applications now being
taken for new one,-two
and three bedroom,
Section
VIII
Hudsubsidized apartments.
Occupancy available 3060 days. Call 753-8668
Ask for Brenda Jones.
Equal
opportunity
housing.

ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENT
Especially built for
persons using wheel
chair, walker or cane:
Or legally blind, rent
based on income.
Southside
Manor
Apartments.
753-8668
33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS, 1306 Main. $50
per month.

34 Houses For Rent
THREE ROOM house,
bath and shower. Air
conditioner. Call 7535618.
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished house. Close
to campus. $165 month.
No pets. Call 753-1203.

YARD SA
noon till 8.
4. Dishes,
clothes, Cl
lamp, n
106 N. 17t1

SIX PART1
Thursday ;
4, Saturdi
Highway
Whites Cs
right 7th ti

YARD SALI
6, at the
Home on 64
of differen
Concord
Church-Sp

YARD S.
nesday,
Friday al
North 16th
North of F

JUST

LI

older horne
St. Quite
neighbo
bedroor
economics
nicely deer
Cyclone 1
yard plus
spot. Gi
property al
The Nelso
759-1707.

PLEASURI
THERAP'
those city
is a 3 bet
enjoy wit]
entry hall,
plush cal
-room Or
with firep
the carpet
bedrooms
floor and
baths.. Sc
School Di

Jobs Rea

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
11
/
2 miles out 641 South.
Call 753-8681.

36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR tease-5
offices, excellent condition. Located 703 South
4th Street. Call 753-5287.

The I
214 N. 1

FOR LEASE- building,
3400 sq. ft. 121 Bypass
Call 753-3111 or 753-6869.

SUMMER JOBS
Ages 16 and up
Acpiaboggan International, a new
being constructed on Highway 641 waterslide
near Kentucky Dam,is now hiring personnel for
mer. Applications may hepicked up at the sumMurray-

Conittyq.yarriber -et-fteunerce

- -Marshall County Chamber of
Commerce. Ap.
pttrants must be at least 16 years of
age. Completed applications should be returned
no later
than June 15, 1978, to
Aquaboggan International
PO BOA 887
Murray, Ky. 42071

..••••••••

753

ega
29 Mobile Home Rentals

WANTED TO

FREE

Stasi
For

L2 X 64 all electric, all
carpet, pantry. Underpinning, straps and
tie downs. Like new.
$6000. Call 753-8563.

31 Want To Rent

23 Exterminating

a
ONO.

27. Mobile Home Sales

IA X 46 t o bedroom
trailer and lot at New .
Concord. 6:ll 753-0610.:

22 Musical
Of

55 GALLON DRUMS, 18 Sewing
Thornton Tile and
Marble South 9th. Call USED SINGER SEWING
machine, zig zag, all
753-5719.
regular
attachments.
Sews perfect, fully
WEED EATERS guaranteed. Full cash
-Clippie model, $19.99.
price, $39.50. Payments
'Snippy model, $39.99.
may be arranged. For
Needle model,500 or 507,
free home demon$43.99. Wallin Hardstration write Martha
ware, Paris.
Hopper,
Route
5,
FISHER WOOD stove,
Benton, Ky. or call 354large model. Call 7538619.
8786.
19 Farm Equipment
OFFICE EQUIPMENT1977 FORD TRACTOR,
desk, 3 metal shelves,
1600, 2 cylinder diesel.
two 30 drawer cabinets,
Call 753-8169 after 5 p.m.
addressograph typewriter, wooden tables
JOHN DEERE wagon,
and 190 new unfolded
$250. Call 436-2355 or 436cardboard boxes. Call
2788.
753-9414 or 753-7316.
FOR SALE tobacco ana
FOR SALE- store fixtomato sticks. Call 489tures. Island, glass
2126.
shelves, tables and
BALER TWINE 9,000 ft.
more. Special Occasion,
Premium
121 Bypass.
quality
guaranteed, $10.99 per
FROM WALL TO WALL,
bale. Wallin Hardware,
no soil at all on carpets
Paris.
cleaned
with Blue
20 Sports Equipment
Lustre. Rent electric
1 FT. 7 in. bass boat, 50
shampooer. Western
horse motor and trailer.
Auto, home of "Wishing
Two Browning A-5
Well Gift Shop".
shotguns, 12 gauge. Call
FOR SALE- Heavy Duty
759-4938 after 5 p.m.
Speed Queen washer
and dryer. White, 2
1500
BOAT
BASS
years old. $150. Call
ProCraft 115 h. p.
after 6 p.m. 753-6061.
Mercury motor. Trolling
motor, depth finder,
BRICK 1000 NEW-650.
extra sharp. $4,600. Call
200 cleaned, $7.50.
753-4487 after 5.
bathroom
Lighted
40 H. P. JOHNSON 15't'
cabinet, $15.00. Call 753boat and trailer. $350
2452.
Record in fathometer,
$125. Call 436-2538.
FIVE DRAWER maple
chest, $40. One chrome
19'75 HI PERFORMANCE
table and 4 chairs, $40.
bass boat. Loaded with
High chair, $10. Call 759all accessories. Call 7531048 after 4:30.
6970 days or 753-6345
evenings.
1961 FALCON straight
shift, good condition
14' MIRROR CRAFT
$350. T. V. antenna, $25.
fishing boat with bid*,
Electric lawn mower,
Silver Troll trolling
$40. Call 753-8120.
motor with battery.
10 STORM WINDOWS
and 1 storm door. Call
753-6430.

NEW 8 H.P. boat motor.
Call 759-1825 from 8-5

Two
cerarnii
fireplac

garage
Own(
WO OM
7

4
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36 For Rent Or Lease
o bedroom
lot at New
11 753-0610.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

electric, all
antry. Unstraps and
Like new.
r53-8563.

38 Pets

me Rentals

•
BEDROOM 2
home. Call
fore 8 p.m.

FOR SALE TOY Poodle,5
months old. Registered.
Call 753-3751.

LOOM house
hady Oaks
art, 481-2533.

40. Produce
U
PICK
STRAWBERRIES,
North 16th and Poor
Farm Road. 40 cents per
quart. Open 3 p.m. daily.

OMES and
le spaces for
nera Courts.
10.
Rentals

BIG
YARD
Sale,
Saturday. Furniture,
glassware,
books,
clothes, china, old
Victrola records, Avon,
new material, etc. Coles
Camp Ground road near
Watershed.

Rent
D LEASE or
e or four
home. Two
with option of
onal years.
nish
local
. Call 753-

CARPORT
SALE,
Saturday June 10 from 8
a.m. - 4 p.m. Baby
items, record player,
records, glassware and
antiques. 1602 Parklane.

nts For Rent
YARD SALE Friday,
noon till 8. Saturday,8 to
4. Dishes, canning jars,
clothes, curtains, floor
miscellaneous.
lamp,
106 N. 17th.

apt. furirking man
month. Call
ED 5 room
$150 per
depd§it. Call
T 5 p.m.

SIX PARTY Yard Sale,
Thursday and Friday 94, Saturday till noon.
Highway East 94 to
Whites Camper, turn
right 7th trailer on left.

STREET
-one room
pa rtiment for
and open
campus, $85.
13 from 8-5.

YARD SALE,Saturday 76, at the C. E. Cain
Home on 641 North. Lots
of different items. New
Concord Pentecostal
Church-Sponsor.

E MANOR
NTS South
Extended,
Ky.
Apnow being
ew one, two
: bedroom,
VIII
Hudapartments,
available 30:all 753-8668.
•erida Jones.
pportunity

YARD SALE, Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday.
North 16th Ext. One mile
North of Five Points.
43 Real Estate
JUST
LISTED-Nice
older home at 409 N. 6th
St. Quite convenient
neighborhood.
3
bedroom
home,
economical gas heat,
nicely decorated inside.
Cyclone fenced back
yard plus large garden
spot. Good
rental
property at only $14,000.
The Nelson Shroat Co.
759-1707.

VE
OOM
rMENT

built for
ing wheel
n• or cane;
blind, rent
income.
Manor

PLEASURE
THERAPY...Cure for
those city blahs! ! Here
is a 3 betroom brick to
enjoy with pride. From
entry hall, you enter the
plush carpeted living
-room or family room
with fireplace or down
the carpeted hall to the 3
bedrooms with pegged
floor and 2 decorative
baths.. Southwest
School District. Loretta
Jobs Realtors, 753-H92.
-

MOS
or Rent

5 Main. $50
or Rent

tOM house,
shower. Air
Call 753-

R0.0lid unloose. Close
$165 month.
all 753-1203.

• Professiunal Sen,ices
With The Friendly Touch"

Beautiful 3 bedrooms,
I 102 baths, brick veneer
home. Formal dining
and breakfast room,
marble fireplace in
living room, den adjoining
kitchen.
Breezeway, 2 car att.
garage-11
/
2 acres. 3
minutes to shopping.
Only $47,600. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
Amor

FOR SALE 74 acres,
well of water, 2 trailer
hookups. 1 mile from 94
East and Kenlake Golf
course. Call 437-4617.

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-11351

APPROXIMATELY 2
acres. Price
plus
negotiable. Erickson
Realty,527-1441.
acres
illIRTY FINE
with water front located
at Chandler Park area
of the lake (Hamlin,
Ky.) Property has long
blacktop road (Ky 1918)
plus a new road serving
portion
of the
a
C.
property. John
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, Murray,
753-0101 or 753-7531.
0P PORTUNITY-A young
growing retail toy
business for sale.
Located in one of
Murray's new shopping
centers, this store
features a wide variety
and selection of creative
play items for all ages of
children. Owner wants
offer. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222.

BUSINESS

(M1 I MI;
BOYD-MAJOR
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
•"Professtenal Services
With The Friendly Touch

Budget Buy...A little
paint, alot of savings
when you redecorated
this 5 room house.
Good size rooms, convenient to schoolwalking distance to
downtown.
Priced
Right. Mid Teen's.
Boyd-Majors
Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

4 OFF TO
/
1
The New COLLEGE SHOP
OFF

753-3247

214 N. 15th
Plenty Of FREE Parking

!" •

- building,
121 Bypass
or 753-6869

I

Poplar-Benton

QUALITY
REAL
753 9625

5 ACRES LEVEL land.
Four miles south on
Highway 641. 255 ft.
frontage. Good well,
nice shade trees. Two
good dwelling for income or home. Only
$21,000.
Galloway
Realty, 505 Main Street,
phone 753-5842.
IT AIN'T necessarily so
that good things must
cost a lot...2 bedroom
frame
recently
redecorated and just
looking
for
new
owners... large lot in
East School District.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.

BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins,. large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110000.

°hie Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th,bwensboro, Ky.42301

PHONE
502-685-4961

43 Real Estate

Comertry ototospbore yet ossify
minutes from turn' Three BR
Brick vont milloiming muds.
hmckyonl. Carpet over
Mardsmed im Living Room mid
MN. largo ii a Koster U.
Tile
both." lesmodieto
pe
ion. Only $34,300.
Country living only 3 miles
from Mwrrey. Loaned on
Coles Camp ltd. this 4 or 5
bedroom', 2 bath home has
control heat mid mir. Plenty of
room for growing family, good
'perdu one, 1 acre lot. Mu
*sty of shade, ronforotx1
dock.
753-1243 Anytime

OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS. almost new 4
bedroom home just
listed. Lovely design
and ideal location across
street
from
the
Robertson Elementary
School and one block
from University campus. Central heat and air
and an economic price
make this home an
excellent choice on
todays market. Priced
under $40,000. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for an appointment to see this
home today.

753-4451

Since I956
753-5646
REDO AN OLDIE...make
her shine.. Have your 3
acres and house up to
date. Has 50 x 20 block
building besides. Make
an offer. Also don't
forget to watch for our
ad on the building page
of the paper each
Tuesday. If you have
any questions on any of
our ads, please call or
come by our office and
pick up our new
brochure. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.

0
THE NELSON SNROAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1707
Uncle lefts Shopping Censer

THREE BEDROOM, 21,2
bath, 2400 sq. ft. new
home with fireplace, 2
car garage. Well insulated. On 121 North.
Low 40's Call 489-2749.
FOR SALE BY OWNER 3
bedroom house with
steel siding, carpeted
with garage. On half
acre lot. Under $16,000.
Has a finished upstairs.
2492.
11
47 Motorcycles
BSA CUSTOM CHOPPER 650 engine. New
inside and out. Built
and painted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden
less than 10 miles. Very
reasonable must sell.
Call 1-354-6206. Serious
inquiries only.
1973 YAMAHA 750, good
condition. $600. Call 7530541.
.._.„
1974 SUZUKI TM 400 trail
bike. Excellent condition. Less than 1,000
miles. $625. Call 753-0728
after 5 p.m.
1977 Y Z 80 excellent
condition also want to
buy dune buggy. Call
753-8490.
1977 HONDA 750 Four K.
Low mileage. Extra
nice. Also has adjustable back rest and
luggage rack. Call 7539039 6 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Monday-Saturday.

Murray, Kentucky

NEW LISTING-NEAR
UNIVERSITY a simgle
family home with 3 or 4
bedrooms, 2 baths,
living room, kitchendining room
combination, utility room;
OR a two-family house
with
separate
entrances. Also a lovely
fenced yard, plus an
extra large garage and
workshop or storage
building. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222 or visit our conveniently located office
at 711 Main.

46. Homes For Sale

FOR SALE BY owner in
Three
Gatesborough.
bedroom 2 bath. Call
753-5603.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
so,,,h,,de Court Square

In Business

1/3

Or Lease
OR tease-5
.ellent coned 703 South
ill 753-5287.

LOCATED ON A QUIET,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
your family. Fully
carpeted throughout
.- home has...living room,
dining room, large den
and abundant storage.
Priced at only $31,900.
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222 or
come by our conveniently located office
in the White House
Building, 711 Main for
all your real estate
needs.

Waldrop Realty

Storewide

)0M HOUSE ;
Lit 641 South. ;
1

43 Real Estate

527-1469
40 ACRE FARM,30 acres
tendable. Call 753-4487
after 5.

41. Public Sales

:NT
OR
3
C0 M buildings, 40
X 48. Can be
igether or
:all 753-5287

BOYD-M JORSI
"
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

Supplies

AKC REGISTERED
Collie pups. Lassie type.
$50.00 wormed. Call 4988231.

SOM 10 X
t.$7O month.

aterslide
tar Kenthe suMMurrayrret
• Ap
ge. Cornno later

43 Real Estate

LASSIFIEOS FOR MORERORIEREIMS

Professional Sen.
With The Friendly Touch

Family Size And Contry Style...4 bedroom,
aluminum
siding
home, hall, large
living room, dining
room, ample closet
space. Located on 1
acre lot off 641 North.
REDUCED! Owner
Says Sell! $18,900.
Boyd-Majors
Real
Estate, 105 N.12th.

1976 YAMAHA BT 100,
air, hockey game. Call
753-7137 after 5 p.m.
1976 HONDA CB 360T.
Like new. ;750 or trade
for car or truck. Call 7538124.
1974 HONDA CB 360. Like
new. 2600 miles. $650 or
best offer. Call 759-1791
days, 753-4498 nights.

49 Used Cars

49 Used Cars it Trucks

50 Campers
Western Ky. Travel
Trailer Sales and Service, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-5228507.

VOLVO P1800 Sports car.
Air, 4 speed with
overdrive. Excellent
condition. Call 4362550 evenings.

CAMPER SCHOOL BUS
for sale, fully carpeted,
refrigerator,
stove,
couch makes bed. Table
and seats. Curtains, 3
beds, and cabinets. Call
345-2156 or 489-2249. Also
a good Warm Morning
wood stove with jacket.

1964 TWO DOOR Buick
Special. V-8, 250 h. p. No
power. 48,000 miles. One
owner, John Ross, 7537720.

WHITES CAMPER
SALES your starcraft
dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and
used
campers. East 94 Highway, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.

1977 DATSUN 280Z, 12,000
miles. Excellent condition. $7000. Call 7536343.
1968 V. W., good condition. Call 489-2648 after
4 p.m.
/973 P2NTIAC Catalina,
full power and air. Local
Car. Good condition.
$1100. Call 753-0814.-

51 Services Offered
SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs,
barns, farms and
homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563.

1975 -DODGE TRUCK,
automatic, power
steering and brakes,AM
radio,two new 8 ply mud
and snow tires on back.
Less than 45,000 miles.
Excellent
condition
inside and out. Runs
perfect. $2350. Call 4365680.

EXPERIENCED MAN
will do interior wood
working finish carpentry, and Cabinet
finishing. Call 435evening.
4150

1969 BUICK, power"
sterring, power brakes,
automatic, air, good
condition. $425. Must sell
this week. Call 759-1054.

AUTIFY' your 'home
with lightweight easy-toinstall Eldorado Stone.
No costly footing or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof
masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or sxtenor. An excellent doit-yourself project or we
will install. Buy direct
from
our factory.
Timber-Lodge Stone and
Fireplace,

1967 IMPALA, $200.
Motor in good running
condition. Call after 4
p.m. 7624006.

51 Services Offered

Trucks

1970 DATSUN 510 wagon.
$650. Call 753-8963.

1978 BONNEVILLE, light
blue with blue landau
top. Power steering
and
brakes, tilt
steering wheel AMFM radio, 3,000 miles.
Just like new. Call
after 6 p.m,. 901-6427761.

1971 GRAND PRIX,
power steering, power
brakes, air, bucket
seats, good condition.
$3500. Also 10 X 50
mobile home finished,
good condition. Call
Salam 1- 988-2530.

II

706

GUTTERING BY SEARS
Sears continuous gutter
installed per your
-specifications.
Call
Sam 753-2310 for free
estimates. ,

1975
750
HONDA,
customized. Call 7538820 after 6.

1973
CHEVROLET
pickup. Lots of extras.
Excellent condition. Call
437-4836 after 6 p.m.

WATCH AND CLOCK
repair. Call 759-1231.

100 HONDA trail bike,
good condition. Must sell
this week. $150 or offer.
Call 759-1054.

1969
PLYMOUTH
Satellite wagon, $450.
Call 753-7861 9 to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

WOODED
LARGE
WATER front lake lot.
On Blood River lake.
Call 436-2427.

1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.

1953 FORD F-100 pickup.
Call 759-4755.

TWO LOTS, water and
sewer. Half mile from
in
Located
lake.
Baywood Vita, near
Panorama Shores. Call
436-2728.

TRUCK TIRE Sale Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply, 1973 MERCURY Montego, power, air, AM$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
FM stereo, needs body
Wallin
Hardware,
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
Paris.
pickup runs but motor
49. Used Cars & Trucks
needs work, $300. Call
1975 OLDS Starfire,
753-2893 after 6 p.m.
yellow with white interior, loaded. Excellent JUST RECEIVED 150
salvage
trucks.
condition Cail 753-0605.
Everything must go.
1975 DODGE- 4 wheel
Call West Side Auto
Parts, 502-684-2391 or
drive. automatic, power
come to Highway 641
steering :ind brakes.
South, Taylor Motors
White spolv wheels. Call
Truck Yard:
435-4383

44 Lots For Sale
ADJOINING
TWO
wooded lots on Concord
Road. Two miles froth
Murray. One 120 X 250,
one 120 X 306. Prefer to
sell as one lot. Call 75387159 to 5, 753-3428 after
5.

46 Homes For Sale
FOR SALE-By owner, 3
bedroom, 2
bath,
fireplace, appliances,
hardwood, some carper,
storage, shady lot, good
location. 217 South 15th.
Call 759-1768 for appointment.
SHERWOOD FORESTthree bedroom brick,
formal living area, large
den
circular
with
fireplace, kitchen-dining
combination, central air
and heat, other built-ins,
large corner lot. Phone
753-2452.

WINNING
COMA
BINATION a good home
and a good price. Just
listed very attractive 2
bedroom home with
kitchen, formal dinning
room, and living room
NICE UNFURNISHED
with -fireplace and
HOUSE, 4 miles East.
heatalator. Extra inCity water. Garden.
come potential with
Couples. No
pets.
upstairs, one bedroom
References. Call 753apartment. Located in
7551.
nice neighborhood.
Extra
bonus:
BY
OWNER - 3
Assumable FHA 84
bedroom, 14 bath,
percent loan. Priced at
garage, central air and
$35,000. Phone KOPheat, carpeted. 14 x 24
REALTY,
PERUD
753living
room with' full 1222 • for
full-tinise.
stoned wall fireplace..
professional Real Eatafe
sit
Fenced backyard. it x
20 raised deck. Wooded
lot. Paved driveway. All
Guy Spann Realty
on 42 an acre In LynnTow ivy People
wood Estates, 2 miles
In Reel htue"
South
of
Murray.
/53.7724
Possession in June. Call
voi syconeire
PArrey, I .
753-0717.

48 Automotive Service

1977 CUTLASS Salon,
20,000 miles. With
everything. $5600. Call
753-0984.

WALLIS DRUG
ohlt
•1

•PRISCRIPTIONS
AI SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
>INC BRANDS Of COSMETICS
LISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

WILL SPRAY barns, roof
and thick throseal to
masonary walls. Free
Extimates. Call 753-6878,
or 492-8866 after 5 p.m.
BLOWN
INSULATION
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310
free
for
estimates.
MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPING
sealing, patching
striping. For free
estimates call 753-1537.
CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.

J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.
Water Valley 355-2838 or
326-8567 call collect.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning
awnings_ carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Qlover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
BYARS BROTHERS &
SON - General home
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.
BUSH HOGGING and
discing. Call 753-1261.
SPECIAL OFFER introducing, new vinyl
siding by Alcoa. Free
gutters with vinyl or
aluminum siding. Call
Byars Brothers and
Sons, 354-8951 or 3624895.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24.
"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-94% or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
ANY
KIND
OF
HAULING in city or
county. Call 759-1247
or 753-9685.

759-4815

PIANO TUNING and :
repair. Call Joe Jackson::
after 5 p. m. 753-7149.
WET BASEMENT? We:
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day;
or night 442-7026.
LICENSED
ELE0-1:,
TRIC1AN
prompt;
efficient service. Net:
job too small. Call',
Ernest White, 7534
0605.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas indo
will
stallation
plumbing heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal 'department..
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.
53 Feed And Seed
66 BUSHEL Williams
Seed beans. Test 88. Call
492-8214. $8.50 busheL
54. Free Column
FREE KITTENS,
Good
old.
weeks
mousers. Call 753-3293.
looking

FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
430-5348.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior, Also dry wall
finishing.. 10 years ex-perience. Call 436-2563,
Rarph Worley.

BC
dE
toNg
til.j
drieVneT
"
. Gro
Pod
Eg natured.

Call 435-4134.
FREE FIVE 6 week old
kittens., Call 753-0541.
FREE KITTENS - grey
and white, short haired,
mousers,
good
housebroken. Call 4365502.

Nornbuckle Barber Shop
209 Walnut Stree
NEW OFFICE HOURS
til 5:00
Monday-Friday-7:30-2:30 SaiurdaY
$1.25
Shave
Price
Price Hair cut 11.50
Call 753-3685. Agent for Hospital Supplies.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
Floored end ressay. up to 17 s 24. Also been style, offices, cottages:"
mobile home ad-ons, end patios, or U BUILD, precut completely reed*
to assemble up to 24 i 60. Bey the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

or
TREES
NEED
or
cut
shrubbery
trimmed? Call George
Landolt, 753-4707
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines.,, installed; 28
years Ixperience.
nsed through Health
rtment. Call Nei
p, 753-5933.

Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower Sales and Service

novated .wall-to-wall carpet 416.400
nett, Hazel .492-8101

EXPERIENCED interior
and exterior painters.
Call 759-1228.

I

ROOFING
No job too small. Excellent references.

FENCE SALES at Sears
: now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.

SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp
753-5933.

.4tt ,s

BACKHOE WORK,septic
tank, gravel and dirt
hauling. Call 753-5706 or
753-5808.

51. Services Offered

N.

Market Street, Paris,
Tenn. 38242. Phone 901642-1328.

196840 PASSENGER bus.
Excellent for church
use. Call 753-4377 or 7538004.

1978 YAMAHA 175 DT.600
miles. $550. Cell 7530457.

PROFESSIONAL window
cleaner. Private homes
stores,
home
and
repairs. 20 years experience. Call 901-7825981.

Eastside Small
Engine Repair
Iligkrey 94 Fest
7530400

Beautiful white brick home 2 miles west of Hardin
on Highway 80 Lot size approximately 150 x 210
Beautifully landscaped
.3 bedrooms, 2 baths, optional room to serve as
fourth bedroom or game room
*large living room/den combination, large dining
room and large kitchen
.2-car attached garage
.over 1,900 square feet of living area plus garage
CALL ABOUT THIS NOME
AT 645,900 IT IS PRICED
WELL BELOW REPLACEMENT COST
•Adjacent lot of100 1200 is optional item fa stk.
thirMS new horife barn ITX-4D
riinnin'g-water
and electricity $5,500.is the low price for this lot since barn replacement costs would be approximately
$3,500.
l'OR SALE BY OWNER
SHOWN BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Phone' 753-8355, M-F,8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

1
1.

I

Youat

mid fo

ota

OPENING
June 8th through June 12th
(Open Mon.-Sat. 9-9,Sunday 1-6)

Loc
In
4-11

*Homelite Chain Saw
*Ray Jefferson Graft Locator 470
*Daiwa 5H Millionaire Reel
*Lake King Graphite Rod
*Bear Blacktail Compound Bow
*Coleman 3 Burner Stove
*Yamaha Graphite Tennis Racket

Hwy.641 North

atti R
represent
Kentucky
in the UM
Coliseum
A fash
Encounte
planned fl
county w
honors, n
their 4-H
year.

Remington 1100

Early Buy
Special

Automatic Shotgun
Remington Model 1100. America's best
selling autoloading Shotgun Natural
pointing Gas operated Low recoil Famous
for reliable pefforrnance

Compound Bow

spvcie

Polar LTD

Water Keel

U. L. Reg.
$24.99

12-16-20 Guage
with Vent Rib Barrel

per Dozen

Special

Big outings Sr. handled with ease with the Igloo
48 Quart Chest. The ABS plastic exterior is the
same plastic used in professional football helmits
It holds 90 lbs. of crushed ice, three dozen 12 ox
cans, and has a removable food tray. This picnic
chest conforms to the safety requirements
established in .Voluntary Product Standard
!PS 49 71) published by the National Bureau of $
1
Standards.

'19888

88

Special

Cypress Gardens
Dick Pope. Jr.
Custom -Combo
• No
it beauty
• $5. I in design
•"0 I In rerfAkatity
- end Seer Wiser veer
Peer in 'firoaer.Oixo
Corsein•tion Psi,
sales

LURE RIOT

Dick Pope Jr.

A superior repulsr
per and • preen 51.loin Hi-speed .0will•rs of contrasting
hardwoods with fir •e Cents-1
IOW
lip •djuintre•nt,
binder..

Skis
U. L. Reg.
$59.97

Purchase Any Two Lures At Our
Low Discount Price and Get Third
WitSen
Aggressor

Tennis
Racket
U.

Slick Stick Rod

L. Reg.811.97

TM PRECISION
CASTING REEL

STRONGER
TH
SO SM

conVERSE

FREE
TRANSFER

Dettgned for black balls and Sall
lure fishing

Features high Speed reel
and very light in weight Narrow spool

with centrifugal drag weight system
Level wind of Fun diamond polished
hard speed guide 3 prong star drag
Stainless steei barr bearings
Large
paddle grips on handle
Oil ports for
oanvenient lubriCiiliOn
Anti-reverse
_
_

Pick Your Favorite
Hundreds To Choose
From

Zebco Model 202
Reel

Graphite Speed°,Stick Casting

ri

Golf
Bags

.

Rods

.

One Piece•Fuji Hard Speed Guides
•araphite Fiber Handle
..„„ip

-

,.___

--•

...:...i

.

'
-

.

Special "

•

U.L. Reg
L$20
imit 2

,

— -t---•Special

The Trl
operation
a.m. For
9725.

Special

Daily
° a
Skirted
Reel

.

I,. Reg.
$34.97

Will not backflash
Comfortabfe thumb control. Adjustable
drag Interchangeable spool. Complete
wolti lone.
.

7
- 7 ..._......_.„ .

Trail

For erne
that week
Office at

U.

.1'.

Light and rugged

U. L. Reg.
$49.97

The Ca
accompan
Extension
will leave
13. That
contestant
session- a
models di!
technique!

The Mur
Office will
June 12 thi
maintenaz
buses.

U. L. Reg.
$12.97

'

The 4-H
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Brad Bry
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Shirt

$59.97
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The fas
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night.

Clos

ALL STARS

with purchase of any

U.L.Reg.
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DAIWA SILVER 1100C
Medium Spinning Reel, Gear Ratio. 4.9 to

wetutil. 1- i- or

$16.97

.
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•
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